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CHAPTER R-15
ROADS ACT
HIGHWAY ACCESS REGULATIONS

Pursuant to subsection 29(1) of the Roads Act R.S.P.E.I. 1988, Cap. R-15, Council made the following regulations:

PART I - GENERAL

1. (1) In these regulations:

(a) “change of use” means, in respect of a parcel of land, the change in use of the parcel of land from one use to another, but does not include
   (i) the expansion of a permanent year round single family residence or the placement of a garden suite as defined in the Planning Act Regulations (EC601/77);
   (ii) the change in use of a parcel of land from an existing commercial operation or an existing industrial operation to residential usage where the number of average weekday vehicle trips would be less than the average weekday vehicle trips associated with the existing operation;
   (iii) non-residential expansion of a farm where, after the subject expansion, the parcel of land would continue to be a farm; or
   (iv) a home occupation;

(b) “commercial operation” means any activity involving the display or sale of goods and services or the use of a parcel of land for any of the following: financial services and financial institutions, business offices and other offices, studios, theatres, restaurants and clubs, health and recreation centres and facilities;

(c) “cultivation of a natural resource” means sowing, planting, stocking, cultivation and harvesting of a primary agricultural, forestry or fishery resource and specifically excludes any form of processing or construction of any building;

(d) “existing” with respect to any highway or part thereof, means existing at the time these regulations come into force;

(e) “existing parcel of land” means any parcel of land existing as one parcel and not subdivided, at the time these regulations come into force but where a parcel of land is divided by a highway it shall be considered as two separate parcels;
“farm” means arable land and complimentary buildings of more than 50 acres in total, utilized for the purpose of sowing, cultivation and harvesting of crops, rearing of livestock or production of raw dairy products;

“farm corporation” means a corporation
(i) which is primarily engaged in the business of agriculture, and
(ii) of which not less than 75 per cent of all issued and voting shares are beneficially owned by farmers;

“farmer” means a person who owns or leases land and operates a farm or owns shares in a farm corporation that operates a farm, and who
(i) spends more than 50 per cent of his working time on the farm, and
(ii) receives annually more gross cash income from the sale of farm products than from wages received for work performed off the farm;

“farm dwelling” means a single family year-round residential dwelling that is located on a farm or on a lot that has been subdivided from an existing farm, and is owned and occupied by a principal owner of the farm, a person whose primary occupation is to work upon the farm or a parent, son or daughter of a principal owner of the farm;

“home occupation” means a business within a single family residential dwelling where at least fifty percent (50%) of the employees live within the dwelling on a permanent basis, the total area occupied by the business is no more than the greater of twenty-five percent (25%) of the total floor area of the dwelling or sixty-five square metres (65 m²) and the business would be consistent with any applicable zoning regulations or bylaws;

“industrial operation” means any activity for the storage, distribution, processing, assembly or recycling of wholesale products, goods or materials or for activities relating to transportation, manufacture, construction, warehousing, assembly or general repair, but does not include a farm;

“institutional operation” means any activity for senior citizen housing, nursing homes, hospitals, clinics, religious institutions, churches, public and private schools, colleges, cultural centres, libraries and public recreational facilities and parks;

“lower class of highway” means a collector highway or a paved local highway;
(n) “Minister” means the Minister of Transportation and Public Works;

(n.1) “right-of-way control sign” means a stop or yield sign which indicates the right-of-way of vehicle drivers on the approach to an intersection;

(n.2) “scenic heritage road” means a public road designated as a scenic heritage road under section 16.1, and includes the verge, ditch and land within the road boundary;

(o) “subdivision street” means a street constructed or paid for by a developer, on land which has been conveyed to the Province of Prince Edward Island and accepted as a highway by the Minister, for the purpose of establishing a subdivision.

(2) For the avoidance of doubt, subsection (1)(b), (1)(k) and (1)(l) include activities that are like or similar in character to commercial, industrial or institutional respectively as therein defined. (EC580/95; 472/96; 418/97; 463/01; 209/07)

2. These regulations do not apply to any highway or portion thereof designated as a controlled access highway pursuant to section 27 of the Roads Act, R.S.P.E.I. 1988, Cap. R-15. (EC580/95)

3. No person shall construct or cause a change of use of an entrance way opening onto an arterial highway, limited access arterial highway or a seasonal highway without first having obtained an entrance way permit from the Minister. (EC580/95; 463/01)

4. Notwithstanding any other provision of these regulations, no entrance way permit shall be issued, no entrance way shall be established and there shall be no change of use of an existing entrance way:

   (a) if the location of the entrance way would not meet the safe stopping sight distance requirements set out in Schedule G for any purpose other than the establishment of one entrance way to an existing parcel of land created prior to February 3, 1979,
      (i) for single family dwelling use, or
      (ii) for the purpose of cultivation of a natural resource, subject to the entrance way being located in the safest possible location;
   (b) if the location of the entrance way would be on a segment of highway having more than two (2) traffic lanes except for three-lane segments of highway where the third lane is an exclusive right-turn lane, and is outside of an area designated for infilling in Schedule “A-3” for any purpose other than:
(i) establishment of one entrance way to an existing parcel of land solely for the purpose of cultivation of a natural resource, provided that there is no existing entrance way to the parcel of land and no adjacent parcel of land is under the same ownership or control as the subject parcel of land,
(ii) establishment of one entrance way to an industrial operation where it has been determined by the Lieutenant Governor in Council that establishment of the industrial operation would be in the best interest of the province,
(iii) establishment of one entrance way to a proposed commercial development at an intersection of a highway having more than two traffic lanes, where
   (A) the additional lanes are exclusive turning lanes, and
   (B) the Lieutenant Governor in Council has determined that establishment of the commercial development would be in the best interest of the province, subject to the entrance way being restricted to either a right-turn into or right-turn out of the development only, depending on the exclusive use of the lane; or
(iv) change of use of an existing entrance way to allow for the construction of a farm dwelling on the same parcel where a farm with complementary buildings exists prior to November 14, 2005.

5. (1) A legally created existing entrance way from an existing parcel of land onto any highway may be continued and maintained, provided that there is no change of use of the parcel of land serviced by the entrance way.

2. Notwithstanding subsection (1) the Minister may remove and close an entrance way where a parcel of land has more entrance ways than would be permitted pursuant to these regulations. (EC580/95)

6. Any entrance way onto a highway for which there is no entrance way permit or which is not otherwise authorized under these regulations may be removed by the Minister. (EC580/95)

7. (1) An application for an entrance way permit shall be in a form prescribed by the Minister, accompanied by
   (a) a record of re-zoning or change of use approval, if applicable;
   (b) an application fee in the amount prescribed in Schedule “H”;
   (c) a property map, drawn to an appropriate scale, showing the entire parcel of land, the intended location of the subject entrance way, the location of any existing entrance ways and the location of existing and proposed buildings;
   (d) a copy of the deed of the property; and
(e) in the case of an application for expansion of a commercial operation, a detailed floor and site plan showing the existing and proposed use.

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), the Minister may request a traffic impact study or other material to aid in making a decision on any application for an entrance way permit and, where such a request is made, no entrance way permit may be issued until the Minister is satisfied that the material has been provided.

(3) An application for an entrance way permit shall be deemed to be received on the day the Minister’s decision, pertaining to the application, is communicated to the applicant. (EC580/95)

8. (1) An entrance way permit shall indicate
   (a) the approved use of the entrance way;
   (b) the width and location of the entrance way by reference to the distances between its edges and from one edge to the nearest boundary of the parcel of land; and
   (c) any other conditions imposed.

(2) The entrance way shall be constructed in accordance with the permit. (EC580/95)

9. (1) The fees of an entrance way permit for a new entrance way shall be not less than the amount prescribed in Schedule “H”.

   (2) Nothing herein limits or affects the right of the Minister to impose, charge and collect the costs, or any portion of the costs of any changes to a highway that are associated with the construction or change of use of an access or entrance way pursuant to section 30 of the Roads Act, in lieu of or in addition to fees imposed pursuant to subsection (1). (EC580/95; 463/01)

10. (1) No entrance way permit shall be valid unless it has been signed by the owner of the subject parcel of land to acknowledge any conditions imposed by the permit.

    (2) No entrance way permit shall be valid unless it has been registered with the Registrar of Deeds. (EC580/95)

11. Revoked by EC418/97.

12. (1) Where the Minister has discretion to issue an entrance way permit pursuant to these regulations, a decision of the Minister may be appealed to the Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission, by the applicant.
(2) For greater certainty, where the Minister makes a decision pursuant to section 4, there is no appeal to the Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission on any grounds other than an error in the determination of available safe stopping sight distance. (EC580/95)

PART II - HIGHWAY CLASSIFICATION

Arterial highways
13. (1) All highways or parts thereof described in Schedule “A-1” are designated as arterial highways.

Arterial Class II highways
(2) All highways or parts thereof described in Schedule “A-4” are designated as arterial Class II highways. (EC580/95; 449/99)

Collector highways
14. All highways or parts thereof described in Schedule “B” are designated as collector highways. (EC580/95)

Local highways
15. All paved highways or parts thereof, not otherwise designated as arterial highways or collector highways, including, but not limited to, those paved highways described in Schedules “C-1” and “C-2” and all unpaved highways, or parts thereof, described in Schedule “C-3” are designated as local highways. (EC580/95)

Seasonal highways
16. All unpaved highways or parts thereof described in Schedule “D” are designated as seasonal highways. (EC580/95)

Scenic heritage roads
16.1 All unpaved highways or parts thereof described in Schedule “E” are designated as scenic heritage roads. (EC209/07)

Non-essential highways
17. All unpaved highways or parts thereof not designated as local highways, scenic heritage roads or seasonal highways are designated as non-essential highways. (EC580/95; 209/07)

PART III - ARTERIAL HIGHWAYS

Application
18. (1) This Part applies to arterial highways.

No application to limited access arterial highways
(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), this Part does not apply to any arterial highway or portion thereof that is designated as a limited access arterial highway. (EC580/95)

Closure
19. When a municipal council or the Minister of Community and Cultural Affairs gives permission for a change of use of an existing entrance way, for which no entrance way permit has been issued, the existing entrance way or entrance ways to the parcel shall be closed and shall not be reopened unless and until an entrance way permit has been issued by the Minister. (EC580/95; EC699/00)
20. (1) The Minister may issue an entrance way permit to authorize placement of a new entrance way or a change of use of an existing entrance way, to a portion of an arterial highway outside of an area that has been designated for infilling in Schedule “A-3”, except no entrance way permit shall be issued

(a) to establish a commercial operation, other than a home occupation, or an institutional operation on a parcel of land where there is no existing commercial operation or institutional operation respectively;

(b) to enable the change of use of an existing commercial operation from one type of commercial operation to another, but an existing commercial operation may expand

(i) to a maximum of 100 square metres, or

(ii) by 100% of the total of the existing floor and ground area occupied by the operation,

subject to such conditions relating to traffic safety as the Minister may determine and the recovery by the Minister of the costs associated with the construction, improvement or intensification of use of the access;

(c) to establish an industrial or commercial operation on a parcel of land where there is no existing industrial or commercial operation and it has not been determined by the Lieutenant Governor in Council that establishment of the industrial or commercial operation along an arterial highway is in the best interest of the province;

(c.1) to establish an institutional operation on a parcel of land where there is no existing institutional operation and it has not been determined by the Lieutenant Governor in Council that establishment of the institutional operation along an arterial highway that lies west of the intersection of Route 2 and Route 124 in Prince County, or east of the intersections of Route 1 and Route 3 or Route 2 and Route 6 in Queens County, is in the best interest of the province;

(d) to allow placement of a new entrance way where a parcel of land, created prior to the date that the adjacent arterial highway was designated as an arterial highway:

(i) that is not a farm, has one or more existing entrance ways;

(ii) that is a farm and does not include a farm dwelling, has one or more existing entrance ways; or

(iii) that is a farm and includes a farm dwelling, has two or more existing entrance ways;

(e) to provide an entrance way to a parcel of land created after March 22, 1992 or the date upon which the adjacent highway was designated as an arterial highway, whichever is later, other than to enable
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(i) the creation of a new farm;
(ii) the creation of a new parcel of land subdivided from a farm for the purpose of establishing one new single-family dwelling or the creation of a separate parcel of land that includes a single-family dwelling to allow the farmer to retain the dwelling and sell the remainder of the farm, provided that the existing entrance way to the farm is used for access to the new or separate parcel of land and any other entrance way to the new or separate parcel of land is removed, or
(iii) cultivation of a natural resource;

but where the existing parcel of land is served by more than one existing entrance way, no additional entrance way may be established to serve the new parcel of land; or

(f) to establish any change of use on a parcel of land created between February 3, 1979 and the coming into force of these regulations, where the adjacent segment of highway was designated as an “arterial” highway in regulations proclaimed under the Planning Act on February 3, 1979 and is continued as an arterial highway pursuant to these regulations, other than to enable
(i) the creation of a new farm;
(ii) the establishment of one (1) single family year-round residence, on a parcel of land where all required approvals would have been granted prior to the coming into force of these regulations and there has been no previous change of use since the parcel of land was created; or
(iii) cultivation of a natural resource.

(2) The Minister may issue an entrance way permit to authorize placement of a new entrance way or a change of use of an existing entrance way to a portion of an arterial highway, in an area that has been designated for infilling in Schedule “A-3”.

(3) The Minister may issue an entrance way permit authorizing a new entrance way or changing the use of an existing entrance way to a portion of arterial highway for the purpose of allowing access to an excavation pit.

(4) An entrance way permit issued pursuant to subsection (3)
(a) shall only be valid for one 30-day period in a calendar year as specified on the permit; and
(b) shall not be valid during the months of July and August, except in the case of excavation pits used for Highway Capital Construction Projects. (EC580/95; 367/97; 418/97; 595/99; 167/09)

21. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Part, where a parcel of land is adjacent to an arterial highway and a lower class of highway, the
Minister may determine that no entrance way permit shall be issued to allow access to the arterial highway. (EC580/95)

PART III.1 - ARTERIAL CLASS II HIGHWAYS

21.1 (1) This Part applies to arterial Class II highways as described in Schedule “A-4”.

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), this Part does not apply to any highway or portion thereof that is designated as a limited access arterial highway pursuant to Part IV of these regulations. (EC449/99)

21.2 Where a municipality or the Minister of Community and Cultural Affairs gives permission for a change of use of an existing entrance way, for which no entrance way permit has been issued, the existing entrance way or entrance ways to the parcel of land shall be closed and shall not be reopened until an entrance way permit has been issued by the Minister. (EC449/99; EC699/00)

21.3 (1) Subject to section 21.4, the Minister may issue an entrance way permit to authorize placement of a new entrance way to a portion of an arterial Class II highway for the purposes of:

(a) the establishment of a single family dwelling, commercial operation or a home occupation on an existing parcel of land where there is not an existing commercial operation;
(b) enabling a change of use from one type of commercial operation to another;
(c) enabling the creation of not more than one new parcel of land, subdivided from an existing parcel of land for the establishment of a new commercial operation or home occupation; or
(d) enabling the creation of a summer cottage subdivision.

(1.1) No entrance way permit shall be issued under subsection (1) to authorize the placement of a new entrance way to a portion of an arterial Class II highway for the purpose of enabling the creation of a summer cottage subdivision where the property to be subdivided is adjacent to:

(a) a lower class of highway; or
(b) a private road of an approved cottage subdivision or subdivisions, when a right-of-way over that private road has been granted to the summer cottage lot owners on connecting properties that would include the lot owners of the proposed summer cottage subdivision.

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of these regulations, no entrance way permit shall be issued under subsection (1) to enable the creation of a summer cottage subdivision if the location of the entrance
way would be on a segment of highway having more than two traffic lanes, unless the location of the entrance way is at a segment of highway that has three lanes and
(a) the location is on the same side of the highway with two lanes travelling in the same direction; and
(b) one of the two lanes is an exclusive right-turn lane and is outside of an area designated for infilling in Schedule A-3.

(3) A permit issued pursuant to subsection (1) may be subject to
(a) such conditions respecting traffic safety as the Minister may deem necessary; and
(b) the recovery by the Minister of the costs associated with the construction or improvement of the access. (EC449/99; 627/05)

21.4 (1) The Minister may issue an entrance way permit for a portion of an arterial Class II highway if the entrance way meets the criteria for a permit issued pursuant to Part III.

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision in this Part, a permit issued under subsection (1) for the entrance way to a commercial operation or a home occupation on an arterial Class II highway
(a) shall permit full access where the entrance way is located
   (i) on a three-lane section of the highway, and
   (ii) on the side of the highway that has two lanes travelling in the same direction; or
(b) shall be restricted to a right lane only for ingress and egress where
   (i) the entrance way is located on a four-lane section of a highway, or
   (ii) the entrance way is located
      (A) on a three-lane section of a highway, and
      (B) on the side of the highway that does not have two lanes travelling in the same direction.

(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Part, if an entrance way for single family dwelling use only is on a segment of arterial Class II highway having more than two lanes, full access may be permitted. (EC449/99; 627/05)

PART IV - LIMITED ACCESS ARTERIAL HIGHWAYS

22. This Part applies to arterial highways or parts thereof that are designated as limited access arterial highways. (EC580/95)

23. The arterial highways or parts thereof described in Schedule “A-2” are designated as limited access arterial highways. (EC580/95)
24. No entrance way permit shall be issued for the construction of an entrance way opening onto a limited access arterial highway, unless
   (a) the application for the entrance way permit is in respect of the relocation of an existing entrance way; and
   (b) the Minister has determined that the issuance of the entrance way permit would be in the best interest of the province. (EC463/01)

25. No person shall cause a change of use of a parcel of land having access onto a limited access arterial highway. (EC580/95)

26. All legally created entrance ways onto a limited access arterial highway may be continued and maintained, provided there is no change of use of the parcel of land serviced by the entrance way. (EC580/95)

27. Where a municipal council or the Minister of Community and Cultural Affairs gives permission for the change of use of a parcel of land, any entrance way onto a limited access arterial highway shall be closed and the Minister shall take such steps as are reasonable to prevent further use of the entrance way. (EC580/95; EC699/00)

PART V - COLLECTOR HIGHWAYS

28. This Part applies to collector highways. (EC580/95)

29. (1) The Minister may authorize placement of a new entrance way to a collector highway or the change of use of an existing entrance way to a collector highway.
   
   (2) The Minister may authorize the placement of a new entrance way to a collector highway, or the change of use of an existing entrance way to a portion of a collector highway, in an area that has been designated for infilling in Schedule B-2. (EC580/95; 373/05)

PART VI - LOCAL HIGHWAYS

30. This Part applies to local highways. (EC580/95)

31. The Minister may authorize placement of a new entrance way to a local highway or the change of use of an existing entrance way along a local highway. (EC580/95)

PART VII - SEASONAL HIGHWAYS

32. This Part applies to seasonal highways. (EC580/95)
33. The Minister may issue an entrance way permit to authorize placement of a new entrance way to a seasonal highway or to change the use of an existing entrance way along a seasonal highway. (EC580/95)

34. (1) Issuance of an entrance way permit pursuant to this Part shall not change the designation of a seasonal highway.

(2) An entrance way permit issued pursuant to this Part shall indicate that the entrance way is to a seasonal highway. (EC580/95)

PART VIII - NON-ESSENTIAL HIGHWAYS

35. This Part applies to non-essential highways. (EC580/95)

36. The Minister shall not issue an entrance way permit to authorize placement of a new entrance way or a change of use of an existing entrance way to a non-essential highway. (EC580/95)

PART IX – SCENIC HERITAGE ROADS

37. (1) Subject to subsection (2), no person shall place a new entrance way or change the use of an entrance way to a scenic heritage road.

(2) The Minister, in exceptional circumstances and on the application of a person with an interest, may issue a permit to the applicant in respect of a scenic heritage road, for the placement of a new entrance way or to change the use of an existing entrance way to a scenic heritage road, if

(a) the new entrance way or change of use of an existing entrance way is for a temporary period not exceeding six months;

(b) the new entrance way would be the only means of access to the property; or

(c) the Minister determines that it is appropriate to issue a permit based on circumstances specific to the site of the entrance way.

(3) Where the Minister issues a permit under subsection (2), the Minister shall place conditions on the permit in respect of

(a) expiry of the permit; and

(b) restoration activities at the entrance way site to be carried out on or before the expiry of the permit.

38. (1) Subject to subsection (2), no person shall grant an easement for any public or private utility to have access to a scenic heritage road for the purpose of placing any utilities on or along the highway right-of-way.

(2) The Minister may approve the granting of an easement by an owner to provide for access to a scenic heritage road for the subsurface placement of utilities.
(3) Any person who, without the written permission of the Minister, commits an offence and is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars and, in default of payment thereof, to imprisonment of a term not exceeding ten days. (EC580/95; 209/07)
SCHEDULE A-1
ARTERIAL HIGHWAYS

1. The following highways and portions thereof designated as “arterial” highways in regulations proclaimed under the Planning Act, on February 3, 1979, are continued as arterial highways pursuant to these regulations, with effect from February 3, 1979:

   (1) Route 1, the Trans Canada Highway, from the eastern boundary of the property owned by the Government of Canada connecting to the Confederation Bridge in the Community of Borden-Carleton to the intersection of the Upton Road in the City of Charlottetown and from the intersection of Grafton Street in the City of Charlottetown to the intersection of Route 210 in the settlement of Orwell.

   (2) Route 1A, from the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Albany, to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Travellers Rest.

   (3) Route 2:
      (a) commencing at the intersection of Route 305 in the Town of Souris to the intersection of the Charlottetown Perimeter Highway in the City of Charlottetown (formerly in the Community of Sherwood); and
      (b) re-commencing at the intersection of the Charlottetown Perimeter Highway in the City of Charlottetown (formerly in the Community of West Royalty) to the intersection of Route 153 in the Community of Tignish.

   (4) Route 3, from the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Cherry Valley to the intersection with Route 4 in the settlement of Roseneath.

   (5) Route 4, from the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Dingwell’s Mills to the intersection with Route 17 in the Town of Montague.

   (6) Route 142, from the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Woodstock to the existing eastern boundary of the Community of O’Leary.

   (7) Revoked by EC478/12.

2. The following highways and parts thereof are designated as arterial highways with effect from March 22, 1992:

   (1) Revoked by EC390/97.
(2) The Charlottetown Perimeter Highway from the intersection of the Upton Road in the City of Charlottetown to the intersection of Route 2 (at St. Peters Road) in the City of Charlottetown.

3. The following highways and parts thereof are designated as arterial highways with effect from August 4, 1994:

   (1) Route 3, from the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Roseneath to the western boundary of the Town of Georgetown.

   (2) Revoked by EC390/97.

   (3) Revoked by EC433/03.

4. The following highways and parts thereof are designated as arterial highways with effect from the date these regulations come into force.

   (1) Upton Road, in the City of Charlottetown, from the intersection of Route 1 to the intersection of the Hurry Road. (EC390/97;449/99;336/00;433/03; 324/05; 478/12).
SCHEDULE A-2
LIMITED ACCESS ARTERIAL HIGHWAYS

1. The following arterial highways and parts thereof are designated as limited access arterial highways, with effect from May 30, 1991:

(1) That part of Riverside Drive, otherwise known as the Charlottetown Perimeter Highway, between Grafton Street and St. Peters Road, in the City of Charlottetown.(EC580/95;436/01)
1. The following portions of arterial highways are designated for infilling pursuant to subsection 20(2) of these regulations:

1.1 On Route 1, the Trans Canada Highway:
   (a) revoked by EC433/03;
   (b) in the Community of Crapaud, that segment of highway that lies between the existing southern boundary of Parcel Number 423798 and the intersection with Route 13;
   (c) in the Town of Cornwall,
      (i) that segment of highway that lies between the western boundary of the Town and the intersection with John Street and Kellow Drive; and
      (ii) that segment of highway that lies between Route 248, the York Point Road/Bedeque Road and the western bank of the North River.
   (d) revoked by EC433/03.

1.2 On Route 1A:
   (a) in the City of Summerside, that segment of highway that lies between the intersection of MacQuarrie Drive and the intersection of Route 11.

1.3 On Route 2:
   (a) in the Community of Tignish, that segment of highway that lies between Route 153 and Route 158;
   (b) in the Community of Richmond, that segment of highway that lies between the boundary line of property number 52274 and property number 52639, said boundary being eight hundred and ten metres (810 m) west of the western boundary of Route number 127 (Aldous Road) and a stream that crosses Route 2 at a point seven hundred and thirty metres (730 m) east of the eastern boundary of Route 127 (Aldous Road);
   (c) in the Community of Miscouche, that segment of highway that lies between the intersection of Route 12 and Monaghan Street;
   (d) in the Town of Kensington, that segment of highway that lies between Sunset Drive and Industrial Park Drive;
   (e) in the Community of Hunter River, that segment of highway that lies between the lot line separating Lot 22 and Lot 23 and the intersection of Route 13;
   (f) in the City of Charlottetown, that segment of highway that lies between Melody Lane and the existing western boundary of the City of Charlottetown.
(g) in the City of Charlottetown, that segment of highway that lies between Wrights Creek and the intersection of the Robertson Road;
(g.1) in the City of Charlottetown, that segment of highway that lies between Greenwood Drive and Heartz Road;
(h) in the Community of Morell, that segment of highway that lies between the existing western boundary of the Community and the Morell River Bridge;
(h.1) the three hundred and thirty metre (330 m) segment of highway that lies between the intersection of the Coffin Road with Route 2 and the existing western boundary of the Community of Morell;
(i) in the Community of St. Peters, that segment of highway that lies between Anderson Road and the eastern boundary of the Community; and
(j) in the Town of Souris, that segment of highway that lies within the existing boundaries of the Town.

(4) On Route 4:
(a) in the Town of Montague, that segment of highway that lies between the existing boundary line with the Community of Brudenell and the intersection with Route 326;
(b) in the Community of Brudenell, that segment of highway that lies between the intersection of Nicholson Road and the northern boundary of the Town of Montague; and
(c) in the Community of Murray River, that segment of highway that lies between the existing northern boundary of the Community and the intersection with Route 18. (EC293/97; 756/99; 336/00; 426/03; 433/03; 366/10; 347/14).
SCHEDULE A-4
CLASS II ARTERIAL HIGHWAYS

1. The following highways and parts thereof are designated as arterial Class II highways:

   (1) Route 1, the Trans Canada Highway, from the intersection with Route 210 in the settlement of Orwell to the Wood Islands Ferry terminal. (EC293/97;449/99;756/99;336/00)
SCHEDULE B-1
COLLECTOR HIGHWAYS

1. The following highways and portions thereof designated as “collector” highways in regulations proclaimed under the Planning Act, on February 3, 1979, are continued as collector highways pursuant to these regulations, with effect from February 3, 1979:

(1) Route 6
   (a) commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the settlement of Bedford to the intersection with Route 258 in the settlement of Toombs Corner;
   (b) commencing at the northwestern boundary of the Community of North Rustico to the intersection with Route 2 in the Town of Kensington.

(2) Route 7 commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the Community of Miltonvale Park to the intersection of Routes 6 and 251 in the settlement of Oyster Bed Bridge.

(3) Route 8 commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the settlement of Summerfield to the intersection with Route 1A in the settlement of North Bedeque.

(4) Route 10 commencing at the intersection with Route 1 in the Community of Borden-Carleton to the intersection with Route 1A in the Community of Central Bedeque.

(5) Route 11 commencing at the intersection with South Drive in the City of Summerside to the intersection of Route 12 in the Community of Miscouche to Route 11 south of Miscouche.

(6) Route 12
   (a) commencing at the intersection with Route 11 in the Community of Linkletter to the intersection with Route 2 in the Community of Miscouche;
   (b) commencing at the intersection with Route 122 in the settlement of Southwest Lot 16 to the intersection with Routes 131 and 127 in the settlement of MacDougalls Corner; and
   (c) commencing at the intersection with Route 167 in the Community of Tyne Valley to the intersection with Route 133 in the Community of Ellerslie-Bideford;
   (d) commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the settlement of West Devon to the intersection with Route 152 in the Town of Alberton.

(7) Route 13
(a) commencing at the intersection with Route 1 in the Community of Crapaud to the intersection with Route 2 in the Community of Hunter River; and
(b) commencing at the intersection with Route 224 (east) in the settlement of New Glasgow to the intersection with Route 13 in the Resort Municipality of Stanley Bridge, Hope River, Bayview, Cavendish and North Rustico.

(8) Route 15 commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the City of Charlottetown to the intersection with the Parks Canada Highway in the settlement of Brackley Beach.

(9) Route 16 commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the Town of Souris to the intersection with Rout 16A in the settlement of South Lake.

(10) Route 16A commencing at the intersection with Route 16 in the settlement of South Lake to the intersection with Route 16 in the settlement of North Lake.

(11) Route 18 commencing at the intersection with Route 4 in the Community of Murray River to the intersection with Route 18A in the Community of Murray Harbour.

(12) Route 19 commencing at the intersection with Route 1 in the Town of Cornwall to the intersection with Route 19A in the settlement of New Dominion.

(13) Route 20, the Malpeque Road, commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the Town of Kensington to the intersection of Road Index Number 31062, in the settlement of Malpeque.

(14) Route 21 commencing at the intersection with Route 1 in the Town of Stratford to the intersection with Route 22 in the settlement of Pisquid.

(15) Route 22 commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the Community of Mt. Stewart to the intersection with Route 3 in the settlement of New Perth.

(16) Route 23 commencing at the intersection with Route 210 in the settlement of Orwell to the intersection with Route 315 in the settlement of Wood Islands.

(17) Route 24 commencing at the intersection with Route 3 in the settlement of Vernon River to the intersection with Route 4 in the Community of Murray River.
(18) Route 25 commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the settlement of Marshfield to the intersection with Route 6 (east) in the settlement of Stanhope.

(19) Route 107 commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the settlement of Norboro to the intersection with Route 1A in the City of Summerside.

(20) Route 122 commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the settlement of St. Nicholas to the intersection with Route 12 in the settlement of Southwest Lot 16.

(21) Route 124 commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the settlement of Days Corner to the intersection with Route 11 in the Community of Abrams Village.

(22) Route 131 commencing at the intersection of Route 167 in the settlement of Arlington to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of MacDougall Corner.

(23) Route 150, from the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Elmsdale to the intersection with Route 12 in the Town of Alberton.

(24) Route 152 commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the Town of Alberton to the intersection of Route 155 in the settlement of St. Louis.

(25) Route 153 commencing at the intersection with Route 152 in the settlement of Montrose to the intersection with Route 14 in the settlement of Norway.

(26) Route 167 commencing at the intersection with Route 131 in the settlement of MacDougalls Corner to the intersection with Route 12 in the Community of Tyne Valley.

(27) Route 225 commencing at the intersection with Route 248 in the Community of Warren Grove to the intersection with Route 1A in the settlement of Middleton.

(28) Route 248 commencing at the intersection with Route 1 in the Town of Cornwall to the intersection with Route 225 in the Community of Warren Grove.

(29) Route 313 commencing at the intersection with Route 321 in the settlement of Cardross to the intersection with Route 4 in the settlement of Cardross;
(30) Route 321 commencing at the intersection with Route 2, east of the Community of Morell to the intersection with Route 313 in the settlement of Cardross; (EC580/95; 478/12)

2. The following highways and parts thereof are designated as collector highways with effect from the date these regulations come into force:

   (1) Route 6 commencing at the intersection with Route 258 in the settlement of Toombs Corner to the north western boundary of the Community of North Rustico;

   (2) Route 13 commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the Community of Hunter River to the intersection with Route 224 (east) in the settlement of New Glasgow.

   (3) Route 258 commencing at the intersection with Route 224 in the settlement of New Glasgow to the intersection with Route 6 in the settlement of Toombs Corner.

   (4) Route 315 commencing at the intersection with Route 4 in the settlement of Commercial Cross to the intersection with Route 1 in the settlement of Wood Islands. (EC580/95)

3. The following highways and parts thereof are designated as collector highways:

   (1) Route 4 commencing at the intersection with Route 17 in the Town of Montague to the intersection with Route 1 at Wood Islands. (EC390/97; 272/98; 324/05; 373/05)
SCHEDULE B-2
INFILLING AREAS

1. The following portions of collector highways are designated for infilling pursuant to subsection 29(2) of these regulations:

(1) On Route 25
   (a) in the Community of York, that segment of highway which lies between the southern boundary of property number 641415 and the southern boundary of the Confederation Trail, a distance of 710 meters;

(2) On Route 6
   (a) in the Community of Rusticoville, that segment of highway which lies on the west side of the highway centreline between the northern abutment of the Rusticoville Bridge and the southern boundary of the Community of North Rustico, a distance of 2.25 km;

(3) On Route 7
   (a) in the Community of Oyster Bed, that segment of highway which lies between the southern boundary of property number 746099 and the intersection of Routes 6, 7 and 251, a distance of 1.4 km;
   (EC373/05; 235/09; 338/11)


SCHEDULE C-1
LOCAL (CLASS 1) HIGHWAYS

1. The following highways and parts thereof are designated as local (Class 1) highways:

   (1) **Route 1A:** Route 1A commencing at the intersection of Keppoch Road and Old Georgetown Road in the settlement of Cross Roads to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Mt. Mellick.

   (2) **Route 5:** Route 5 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Mt. Albion to the intersection of Route 4 in the Community of Cardigan.

   (3) **Route 8:** Route 8 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Summerfield to the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of New London.

   (4) **Route 9:** Route 9 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Brookfield to the intersection with Route 19A in the settlement of Long Creek.

   (5) **Route 10:** Route 10 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Carleton Siding to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Tryon.

   (6) **Route 11:** Route 11 commencing at the intersection of RI21111 in the settlement of Enmore to the intersection of Route 12 in the Community of Miscouche.

   (7) **Route 12:** Route 12 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Portage to the intersection of Route 133 in the settlement of Ellerslie.

   (8) **Route 12:** Route 12 commencing at the intersection of Dalton Ave. in the Community of Tignish to the end of the pavement in the settlement of North Cape.

   (9) **Route 12:** Route 12 commencing at the intersection of Route 131 in the settlement of MacDougall’s Corner to the intersection of Route 169 in the Community of Tyne Valley.

   (10) **Route 12:** Route 12 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Miscouche to the intersection of Route 122 in the settlement of Southwest Lot 16.
(11) **Route 12:** Route 12 commencing at the intersection of Dalton Ave. in the Community of Tignish to the intersection of Route 152 in the Town of Alberton.

(12) **Route 14:** Route 14 commencing at the intersection of Route 153 in the Community of Christopher Cross to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Carleton.

(13) **Route 16:** Route 16 commencing at the intersection of Route 16A in the settlement of South Lake to the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of St. Peters.

(14) **Route 17:** Route 17 commencing at the intersection of Route 326 in the settlement of Lower Montague to the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Murray River.

(15) **Route 17A:** Route 17A commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Sturgeon to the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Cambridge.

(16) **Route 18A:** Route 18A commencing at the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of Guernsey Cove to the intersection of Route 18 in the Community of Murray Harbour.

(17) **Route 18:** Route 18 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of High Bank to the intersection of Route 18A in the Community of Murray Harbour.

(18) **Route 19:** Route 19 commencing at the intersection of Route 19A in the settlement of New Dominion to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of DeSable.

(19) **Route 19A:** Route 19A commencing at the intersection of Route 19 in the settlement of New Dominion to the intersection of Route 19 in the settlement of Canoe Cove.

(20) **Route 20:** Route 20 commencing at the intersection of RI31062 in the settlement of Malpeque to the intersection with Route 6 in the settlement of New London.

(21) **Route 21:** The paved portion of Route 21 commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of Pisquid to the intersection of Route 323 in the settlement of St. Patrick Road.

(22) **Route 22:** Route 22 commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of New Perth to the intersection of Route 210 in the settlement of Victoria Cross.
(23) **Route 25A**: Route 25A commencing at the intersection with Route 6 in the settlement of West Covehead to the intersection of Route 25 in the settlement of Covehead.

(24) **Route 101**: Route 101 commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Sea View to the intersection of Route 6 in the Town of Kensington.

(25) **Route 102**: The paved portion of Route 102 commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Darnley to the intersection of Route 104 in the settlement of Spring Valley.

(26) **Route 103**: Route 103 commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Baltic to the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Sea View.

(27) **Route 104**: The paved portion of Route 104 commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Baltic to the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Margate.

(28) **Route 105**: The paved portion of Route 105 commencing at the intersection of Route 104 in the settlement of Baltic to the end of the road.

(29) **Route 106**: Route 106 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of New Annan to the intersection of Route 104 in the settlement of Indian River.

(30) **Route 107**: Route 107 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Norboro to the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Clinton.

(31) **Route 108**: The paved portions of Route 108 commencing at the intersection of Route 120 in the settlement of North Bedeque to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Norboro.

(32) **Route 109**: Route 109 commencing at the intersection of Route 225 in the Community of Kinkora to the intersection of Route 107 in the settlement of Kelvin Grove.

(33) **Route 110**: Route 110 commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of Middleton to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of New Annan.

(34) **Route 110 Clermont Station Road**: The paved portion of the Clermont Station Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of New Annan to the intersection of Route 106 in the settlement of Lower New Annan.
(35) **Route 111**: The paved portion of Route 111 commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Searletown to the intersection of Route 232 in the settlement of Emerald.

(36) **Route 112**: Route 112 commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of Albany to the end of the pavement in the settlement of Lower Bedeque MacCallum’s Point.

(37) **Route 113**: The paved portion of Route 113 commencing at the intersection of Route 110 in the settlement of Lower Freetown to the intersection of Route 232 in the settlement of Emerald.

(38) **Route 114**: The paved portion of Route 114 commencing at the intersection of Route 225 in the Community of Kinkora to the intersection of Route 232 in the settlement of Lady Fane.

(39) **Route 115**: The paved portion of Route 115 commencing at the intersection of Route 112 in the settlement of Albany to the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Lower Tryon.

(40) **Route 116**: The paved portion of Route 116 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Hampton to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Crapaud.

(41) **Route 116**: The paved portion of Route 116 commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Lower Tryon to the intersection of Route 1 in the Community of Victoria.

(42) **Route 117**: The paved portion of Route 117 commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Augustine Cove to the intersection of the Bradford Road No.41032 in the settlement of Cape Traverse.

(43) **Route 118**: The paved portion of Route 118 commencing at the intersection of Route 112 in the settlement of Albany to the end of the road at Noonan Shore.

(44) **Route 119**: The paved portion of Route 119 commencing at the intersection of Route 112 in the settlement of Bedeque to the intersection of RI41070 and RI41071 in the settlement of Fernwood.

(45) **Route 120**: The paved portion of Route 120 commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of North Bedeque to the intersection of Route 180 in the settlement of Lower New Annan.

(46) **Route 123**: The paved portion of Route 123 commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Belmont to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Central Lot 16.
(47) **Route 125:** The paved portion of Route 125 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of Wellington Center to the intersection of Route 129 in the settlement of Urbainville.

(48) **Route 126:** Route 126 commencing at the intersection of Route 135 in the settlement of St. Gilbert to the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Egmont Bay.

(49) **Route 127:** Route 127 commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of St. Chrysostome to the intersection of Route 131 in the settlement of MacDougall’s Corner.

(50) **Route 128:** Route 128 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Inverness to the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Harmony.

(51) **Route 129:** The paved portion of Route 129 commencing at the intersection of Route 128 in the settlement of St. Phillip to the intersection of Route 124 in the settlement of Urbainville.

(52) **Route 130:** Route 130 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Inverness to the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Victoria West.

(53) **Route 131:** Route 131 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Village of Wellington Center to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Birch Hill except for the section from Route 126 and Route 12 in the settlement of MacDougall to the intersection with Route 12 in the settlement of MacDougall.

(54) **Route 132:** Route 132 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Northam to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Port Hill.

(55) **Route 133:** Route 133 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Mount Pleasant to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Ellerslie.

(56) **Route 134:** Route 134 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Inverness to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Poplar Grove.

(57) **Route 135:** The paved portion of Route 135 commencing at the intersection of Route 128 in the settlement of Harmony to the intersection of Route 124 in the settlement of Urbainville.
(58) **Route 136:** Route 136 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bloomfield to the intersection of Route 12 in Cascumpec.

(59) **Route 137:** The paved portion of Route 137 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Carleton to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Roxbury.

(60) **Route 138:** The paved portion of Route 138 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of West Devon to the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Brae.

(61) **Route 139:** Route 139 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Glenwood to the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of West Point.

(62) **Route 140:** Route 140 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Coleman to the intersection of Route 176 in the settlement of Glenwood.

(63) **Route 141:** The paved portion of Route 141 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of West Point to the intersection of Route 142 in the settlement of Springfield West.

(64) **Route 142:** Route 142 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Woodstock to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Roxbury.

(65) **Route 142:** Route 142 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of West Cape to the western boundary of the settlement of Unionvale on Route 142.

(66) **Route 143:** The paved portion of Route 143 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Campbellton to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Woodstock.

(67) **Route 144:** The paved portion of Route 144 commencing at the intersection with Route 142 in the settlement of Springfield West to the end of the pavement.

(68) **Route 145:** Route 145 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bloomfield to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Brooklyn.

(69) **Route 146:** The paved portion of Route 146 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bloomfield to the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Burton.
(70) **Route 147:** The paved portion of Route 147 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Cape Wolfe to the intersection of Route 143 in the settlement of Haliburton.

(71) **Route 148:** The paved portion of Route 148 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Roseville to the intersection of Route 142 in the Community of O’Leary.

(72) **Route 148:** The paved portion of Route 148 commencing at the intersection of Route 142 in the Community of O’Leary to the intersection of Route 164 in the settlement of Hebron.

(73) **Route 150:** The paved portion of Route 150 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Elmsdale to the intersection of Route 145 in the settlement of Campbellton.

(74) **Route 151:** The paved portion of Route 151 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Alma to the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of St. Lawrence.

(75) **Route 152:** Route 152 commencing at the intersection of Route 155 in the Community of St. Louis to the intersection of Route 14 in Mininegash.

(76) **Route 154:** The paved portion of Route 154 commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of Montrose to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Kildare.

(77) **Route 155:** Route 155 commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the Community of St. Louis to the intersection of Route 14 in Pleasant View.

(78) **Route 156:** The paved portion of Route 156 commencing at the intersection of Route 160 in the settlement of Ascension to the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of St. Edward.

(79) **Route 157:** The paved portion of Route 157 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of St. Peter and St. Paul to the intersection of Route 155 in the settlement of Palmer Road.

(80) **Route 158:** Route 158 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of Tignish to the intersection of Route 159 in the settlement of Palmer Road.

(81) **Route 159:** The paved portion of Route 159 commencing at the intersection of Route 160 in the settlement of Ascension to the intersection of Route 158 in the settlement of Palmer Road.
(82) **Route 160:** The paved portion of Route 160 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of Tignish to the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Nail Pond.

(83) **Route 162:** Route 162 commencing at the intersection of Route 123 in the settlement of Greenmount to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Kildare.

(84) **Route 162 Cahill Road:** The paved portion of the Cahill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Central Kildare to the end of the pavement.

(85) **Route 163:** Route 163 commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Ellerslie to Lennox Island.

(86) **Route 164:** The Lecky Road commencing at the intersection of Route 140 in the settlement of Milburn to the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Glenwood.

(87) **Route 165:** The paved portion of Route 165 commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Union Corner to the intersection of Route 124 in the Community of Abram’s Village.

(88) **Route 166:** Route 166 commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the Community of Tyne Valley to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Ellerslie.

(89) **Route 171:** Route 171 commencing at the intersection of Route 110 in the settlement of Middleton to the intersection of Route 112 in the settlement of Central Bedeque.

(90) **Route 172:** Route 172 commencing at the intersection of Route 136 in the settlement of Mill River to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Cascumpec.

(91) **Route 173:** Route 173 commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Freeland to the end of the road.

(92) **Route 175:** Route 175 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Inverness to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Freeland.

(93) **Route 177:** Route 177 commencing at the intersection of Route 124 in the Community of Wellington to the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Mont Carmel.
(94) Route 178: Route 178 commencing at the intersection of Route 167 in the Community of Tyne Valley to the intersection of Route 132 in the settlement of Northam.

(95) Route 179: Route 179 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of Wellington Center to the intersection of Route 124 in the settlement of Urbainville.

(96) Route 179 Extension: Route 179 Extension commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in Village of Wellington Center to the end of the pavement.

(97) Route 180: Route 180 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of Sherbrooke to the intersection of Route 106 in the settlement of Clermont.

(98) Route 201: The paved portion of Route 201 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Belle River to the intersection of Route 348 in the settlement of Hopefield.

(99) Route 202: The paved portion of Route 202 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Belle River to the settlement of Murray River.

(100) Route 204: The paved portion of Route 204 commencing at the intersection of Route 207 in the settlement of Garfield to the intersection of Route 315 in the settlement of Caledonia.

(101) Route 205: The paved portion of Route 205 commencing at the intersection of Route 207 in the settlement of Garfield to the intersection of Route 23 in the settlement of Valleyfield.

(102) Route 206: The paved portion of Route 206 commencing at the intersection of Route 207 in the settlement of Belfast to the intersection of Route 316 in the settlement of Heatherdale.

(103) Route 207: The paved portion of Route 207 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Eldon to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Wood Islands.

(104) Route 208: Route 208 commencing at the intersection of Route 207 in the settlement of Belfast to Route 1 in the settlement of South Pinette.

(105) Route 209: The paved portion of Route 209.
(106) **Route 210:** Route 210 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Orwell to the existing boundary of the Town of Montague.

(107) **Route 211:** Route 211 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Lower Newtown to the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Grandview.

(108) **Route 212:** Route 212 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Vernon Bridge to the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Vernon River.

(109) **Route 213:** Route 213 commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Vernon River to the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Fort Augustus.

(110) **Route 214:** The paved portion of Route 214 commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Pisquid to the intersection of Route 320 in the settlement of Peakes.

(111) **Route 215:** The paved portion of Route 215 commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Mt. Herbert to the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Websters Corner.

(112) **Route 216:** The paved portion of Route 216 commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Vernon River to the intersection of Route 214 in the settlement of Dromore.

(113) **Route 217:** Route 217 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of St. Andrews the intersection of Route 218 in the settlement of French Village.

(114) **Route 218:** The paved portion of Route 218 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Tracadie to the end of the highway in Savage Harbour.

(115) **Route 219:** Route 219 commencing at the intersection of Route 218 in the settlement of Tracadie Cross to the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Millcove.

(116) **Route 220:** Route 220 commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Grand Tracadie to the intersection of Route 25 in the settlement of York.

(117) **Route 221:** Route 221 commencing at the intersection of Route 15 in the settlement of Brackley to the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of West Covehead.
(118) **Route 223:** Route 223 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Winsloe to the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Oyster Bed Bridge.

(119) **Route 224:** Route 224 commencing at the intersection of Route 7 in the Community of Miltonvale Park, to the intersection of Route 13 and recommencing at the intersection of the Myers Road to the intersection of Route 6 and Route 254 in the settlement of Stanley Bridge.

(120) **Route 226:** Route 226 commencing at the intersection of Route 225 in the settlement of Wiltshire to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Brookfield.

(121) **Route 227:** The paved portion of Route 227 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Pleasant Valley to the intersection of Route 225 in the settlement of Hartsville.

(122) **Route 230:** The paved portion of Route 230 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Pleasant Valley to the end of the pavement.

(123) **Route 231:** The paved portion of Route 231 commencing at the intersection of Route 13 in the Community of Crapaud to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Pleasant Valley.

(124) **Route 232:** The paved portion of Route 232 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of North Tryon to the intersection of Route 8 in the settlement of Summerfield.

(125) **Route 233:** The paved portion of Route 233 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Norboro to the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Margate.

(126) **Route 234:** The paved portion of Route 234 commencing at the intersection with Route 101 in the settlement of Burlington to the county line.

(127) **Route 234:** Route 234 commencing at the intersection of Route 101 in the settlement of Burlington to the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Springbrook.

(128) **Route 235:** Route 235 commencing at the intersection of Route 248 in the Community of North River to the intersection of Route 13 in the settlement of Emyvale.
(129) **Route 238**: Route 238 commencing at the intersection of Route 228 in the settlement of Graham’s Road to the intersection with Route 6 in the settlement of New London.

(130) **Route 239**: The paved portion of Route 239 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Hazel Grove to the intersection of Route 266 in the Community of St. Patrick.

(131) **Route 241**: The paved portion of Route 241 commencing at the intersection of Route 13 in the settlement of Mayfield to the end of the pavement.

(132) **Route 242**: Route 242 commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the Community of South Rustico looping back to Route 6 in the Community of South Rustico.

(133) **Route 243**: The paved portion of Route 243 commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Toombs Corner, looping around and crossing Route 6 in the settlement of South Rustico to the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of Wheatley River.

(134) **Route 244**: The paved portion of Route 244 commencing at the intersection of Route 235 in the settlement of Emyvale to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Churchill.

(135) **Route 245**: The paved portion of Route 245 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Churchill to the intersection of Route 235 in the settlement of Emyvale.

(136) Revoked by EC145/03.

(137) **Route 247**: Route 247 commencing at the intersection of Route 225 in the settlement of Hampshire to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Clyde River.

(138) **Route 248**: Route 248 commencing at the intersection of Route 225 in the settlement of Warren Grove to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Milton.

(139) **Route 248**: Route 248 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the Community of North River to the intersection of Route 1 in the Community of Cornwall.

(140) **Route 251**: Route 251 commencing at the intersection of Route 13 in the Community of Hunter River to the intersection of Route 6 and Route 7 in the settlement of Oyster Bed Bridge.
(141) **Route 254:** Route 254 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Springfield to the intersection of Route 6 and Route 224 in the settlement of Stanley Bridge.

(142) **Route 255:** The paved portion of Route 255 commencing at the intersection of Route 215 in the settlement of Tarantum to the intersection of Route 214 in the settlement of Dromore.

(143) **Route 256:** The paved portion of Route 256 commencing at the intersection of Route 225 in the settlement of Warren Grove to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Springvale.

(144) **Route 257:** The paved portion of Route 257 commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Johnstons River to the intersection of Route 255 in the settlement of Dromore.

(145) **Route 261:** Route 261 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Flat River to the intersection of Route 207 in the settlement of Melville.

(146) **Route 265:** Route 265 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Clyde River to the intersection of Route 19 in the settlement of Meadowbank.

(147) **Route 266:** The paved portion of Route 266 commencing at the intersection of 239 in the settlement of St. Patricks to the intersection of the Myers Road.

(148) **Route 267:** The paved portion of Route 267 Commencing at the intersection of Route 270 in the settlement of Cherry Valley to the end of the highway.

(149) **Route 268:** Route 268 commencing at the intersection of Route 270 in the settlement of Cherry Valley to the intersection of Route 267 in the settlement of Earnsliffe.

(150) **Route 269:** Route 269 commencing at the intersection of Route 13 in the settlement of Mayfield to the intersection of Route 6 in the Community of North Rustico.

(151) **Route 270:** The paved portion of Route 270 Commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Cherry Valley to the end of the highway.

(152) **Route 301:** Route 301 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Bothwell to the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Lakeville.
(153) **Route 302:** Route 302 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Red Point to the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Priest Pond.

(154) **Route 305:** Route 305 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Town of Souris to the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Hermanville.

(155) **Route 306:** Route 306 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Souris West to the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Clear Springs.

(156) **Route 307:** Route 307 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Rollo Bay to the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of St. Margaret.

(157) **Route 308:** Route 308 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Rollo Bay to the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Naufrage.

(158) **Route 309:** Route 309 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Dingwells Mills to the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Monticello.

(159) **Route 310:** commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Fortune to the intersection of Route 340 in the settlement of Fortune.

(159.1) **Route 310:** commencing at the intersection of Fortune Wharf South Road, R.I. 13108 in the settlement of Bay Fortune to the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Dundas.

(160) **Route 311:** Route 311 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Primrose to the existing eastern boundary of the Village of Cardigan.

(161) **Route 312:** Route 312 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Primrose to the existing eastern boundary of the Village of St. Peters.

(162) **Route 313:** Route 313 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the Community of St. Peters to the end of the highway.

(163) **Route 313:** Route 313 commencing at the intersection of Route 321 in the settlement of Cardross to the existing southern boundary of the Village of St. Peters.
(164) **Route 316**: Route 316 commencing at the intersection of Route 325 in the settlement of Heatherdale to the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Albion.

(165) **Route 317**: The paved portion of Route 317 commencing at the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Bellevue to the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Sturgeon.

(166) **Route 318**: Route 318 commencing at the intersection of Route 315 in the settlement of Caledonia to the intersection of Route 17A in the settlement of Sturgeon.

(167) **Route 319**: The paved portion of Route 319 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the Community of Brudenell to the intersection of Route 4 in the Community of Brudenell.

(168) **Route 320**: The paved portion of Route 320 commencing at the intersection of Route 321 in the settlement of Martinvale to the intersection of Route 210 in the settlement of Victoria Cross.

(169) **Route 321**: The paved portion of Route 321 commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Roseneath to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Cardross.

(170) **Route 322**: Route 322 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of Morell to the intersection of Route 320 in the settlement of Peakes Road.

(171) **Route 323**: The paved portion of Route 323 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of St. Andrews to the intersection of Route 320 in the settlement of Peakes.

(172) **Route 324**: Route 324 commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Gaspereaux to the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Glen William.

(173) **Route 325**: The paved portion of Route 325 commencing at the intersection of Route 316 in the settlement of Heatherdale to the intersection of Route 326 in the settlement of Valleyfield.

(174) **Route 325**: The paved portion of Route 325 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Little Sands to the intersection of Route 202 north in the settlement of Iris.

(175) **Route 326**: Route 326 commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Lower Montague to the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Grandview.
(176) **Route 327:** The paved portion of Route 327 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Five Houses to the intersection of Route 314 in the settlement of Dundas.

(177) **Route 328:** The paved portion of Route 328 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Bridgetown to the intersection of Route 312 in the settlement with Forest Hill.

(178) **Route 330:** Route 330 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Rollo Bay to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Souris West.

(179) **Route 331:** The paved portion of Route 331 commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the settlement of Midgell to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Corraville.

(180) **Route 336:** The paved portion of Route 336 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Cable Head to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Greenwich.

(181) **Route 337:** The paved portion of Route 337 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Marie to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Corraville.

(182) **Route 338:** The paved portion of Route 338 commencing at the intersection of Route 328 in the settlement of Upton to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Southampton.

(183) **Route 342:** The paved portion of Route 342 commencing at the intersection of Route 321 in the Community of Cardigan to the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Georgetown Royalty.

(184) **Route 347:** Route 347 commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Gaspereaux to the end of the highway.

(185) **Route 348:** The paved portion of Route 348 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of High Bank to the end of the highway.

(186) **Route 350:** The paved portion of Route 350 commencing at the intersection of Route 217 in the settlement of French Village to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bristol.

(187) **Route 355:** The paved portion of Route 355 commencing at the intersection of Route 320 in the settlement of Peakes to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Cardross.
(188) **Route 356:** The paved portion of Route 356 commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of New Perth to the intersection of Route 355 in the settlement of Lorne Valley.

(189) **Route 357:** The paved portion of Route 357 commencing at the intersection of Route 309 in the settlement of Selkirk to the intersection of Route 308 in the settlement of Selkirk.

(190) **Abney Road RI43015:** The Abney Road commencing at the intersection of the Wilmot Road to the intersection of Route 18 in the Community of Murray Harbour.

(191) **Affleck Road RI41335:** The paved portion of the Affleck Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Searletown to the intersection of Route 112 in the settlement of Searletown.

(192) **Afton Road RI32005:** The paved portion of the Afton Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Scotchfort.

(193) **Airport Road RI31009:** The paved portion of the Airport Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Miscouche for a distance of 1.4 km.

(194) **Albany Interchange R41450, RI41451, RI41142, RI41308, RI41310, and RI41311:** The Albany Interchange at the intersection with Route 1 and Route 1A in the settlement of Albany. No access.

(195) **Arsenault Road RI31087:** The paved portion of the Arsenault Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Mont Carmel for a distance of 0.1 km.

(196) **Ashley-Murphy Road RI11123:** The paved portion of the Ashley-Murphy Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Brooklyn to the intersection of Route 145 in the settlement of Brooklyn.

(197) **Ashton Road RI21099:** The paved portion of the Ashton Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of West Devon to the end of the road.

(198) **Augustine Street RI31161:** The paved portion of Augustine Street commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the Community of Miscouche to the intersection of Wilfred Street RI31165 in the Community of Miscouche.
(199) **Baker Shore Road RI41108:** The paved portion of the Baker Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of North Bedeque to the end of the pavement.

(200) **Barlow Road RI31043:** The paved portion of the Barlow Road commencing at the intersection of Route 170 in the settlement of Wellington to the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of St. Nicholas.

(201) **Beach Light Road RI41154:** The Beach Light Road commencing at the intersection of the Boulter Loop RI41003 to the end of the pavement for a distance of 0.6 km.

(202) **Bedeque Rink Road:** The paved portion of the Bedeque Rink Road commencing at the intersection of Route 171 in the settlement of Central Bedeque to the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Searletown.

(203) **Beech Point Road RI31076:** The Beech Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 104 in the settlement of Hamilton to the end of the pavement.

(204) **Bells Point Road RI41025:** The Bells Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Cape Traverse to the end of the pavement.

(205) **Birch Point Road RI41156:** The Birch Point Road commencing at the intersection of the Victoria Road to the end of the pavement.

(206) **Black Point Road or Ferry Road RI31004:** The Black Point Road or Ferry Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Central Lot 16 to the end of the pavement.

(207) **Blacksmith Road RI31133:** The paved portion of Blacksmith Road commencing at the intersection of the Oyster Cove Road RI31077 in the settlement of Hamilton to the end of the pavement.

(208) **Bonshaw Road RI12052:** The Bonshaw Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Bonshaw to the intersection of Route 19 in the settlement of Argyle Shore.

(209) **Boulter Loop RI41003:** The paved portion commencing at the intersection of Route 116 in the settlement of Victoria to the end of the pavement.

(210) **Bradford Road RI41032:** The paved portion of the Bradford Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Carleton to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Albany.
(211) **Britain Shore Road RI32106**: The paved portion of Britain Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Brackley Beach.

(212) **Butcher Road RI11119**: The paved portion of the Butcher Road commencing at the intersection of Route 150 in the settlement of Roseville to the intersection of Route 145 in the settlement of Brooklyn.

(213) **Cable Head Road RI23783**: The Cable Head Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Cable Head to the intersection of Route 336 in the settlement of Cable Head West.

(214) **Cabot Park Wharf Road RI31154**: The Cabot Park Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of Route 105 in the settlement of Lower Malpeque to the end of the road.

(215) **Caissie Road RI31035**: The paved portion of the Caissie Road commencing at the intersection of Route 128 in the settlement of Harmony to the intersection of Route 127 in the settlement of St. Phillip.

(216) **Callbeck Road RI41010**: The Callbeck Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Tryon to the end of the pavement.

(217) **Camp Tamawaby Road RI31030**: The paved portion of the Camp Tamawaby Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in Wellington Centre for a distance of 0.4 km.

(218) **Cameron Road RI31032**: The Cameron Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in Wellington Center to the end of the pavement.

(219) **Cape Egmont School Road RI31097**: The paved portion of the Cape Egmont School Road commencing at the intersection of Route 165 in the settlement of St. Timothy to the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Cape Egmont.

(220) **Cape Egmont Wharf Road RI31145**: The Cape Egmont Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Egmont Bay to the end of the road.

(221) **Central Bedeque Motel Road RI41139**: The Central Bedeque Motel Road commencing at the intersection of Route 171 in the settlement of Central Bedeque to the motel parking lot.

(222) **Cheese Factory Road RI31075**: The paved portion of the Cheese Factory Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the
settlement of Baltic to the intersection of Route 104 in the settlement of Hamilton.

(223) **Chelton Road RI41042:** The paved portion of the Chelton Road commencing at the intersection of Route 119 in the settlement of Chelton to the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Searletown.

(224) **Christopher Road RI11075:** The paved portion of the Christopher Road commencing at the intersection of RI 11066 in the settlement of St. Roch to the intersection of RI 11067 in the settlement of St. Roch.

(225) **Church Road RI13130:** The Church Road commencing at the intersection of Route 308 in the settlement of St. Charles to the intersection of Route 309 in the settlement of St. Charles.

(226) **Conway/Hawkins Road RI21058:** The paved portion of the Conway/Hawkins Road commencing at the intersection of Route 175 in the settlement of Conway to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Freeland.

(227) **Cornwall Road RI22130:** The Cornwall Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the Community of Cornwall to the intersection of Route 235 in the settlement of North River.

(228) **County Line Road RI31051:** The paved portion of the County Line Road commencing at the intersection of Route 234 in the settlement of Burlington to the end of the pavement in the settlement of Seaview.

(229) **Cute Lane RI11146:** The Cute Lane commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Christopher Cross to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Anglo Tignish.

(230) **Dalton Avenue RI11151:** Dalton Avenue commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the community of Tignish to the intersection of Route 12 in the Community of Tignish.

(231) **De Blois Road RI11143:** The paved portion of the De Blois Road commencing at the intersection of Route 155 in the settlement of Palmer Road for a distance of 0.3 km.

(232) **Dickie Road RI41149:** The Dickie Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Carleton Siding to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Carleton Siding.

(233) **Distant Road RI21128:** The paved portion of the Distant Road commencing at the intersection of Route 133 in the settlement of Ellerslie to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Ellerslie.
(234) **Dossither Road RI31182:** The paved portion of the Dossither Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Cape Egmont to end of the pavement.

(235) **Drive Inn Road RI11130:** The paved portion of the Drive Inn Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Cascumpec to the end of the pavement.

(236) **Duffy Road RI41018:** The paved portion of the Duffy Road commencing at the intersection of Route 114 in the settlement of Maple Plains to the intersection of Route 232 in the settlement of Shamrock.

(237) **Dunbar Road RI11091:** The paved portion of the Dunbar Road commencing at the intersection of Route 151 in the settlement of Alma to the end of the pavement.

(238) **Easter Road RI31183:** The Easter Road commencing at the intersection of Route 104 in the settlement of Indian River to the end of the pavement.

(239) **Eddie Clark Road RI31163:** The Eddie Clark Road commencing at the intersection of Route 123 in the settlement of Belmont to the end of the pavement.

(239.1) **Gavin Road RI111063:** The unpaved portion of the Gavin Road commencing at the intersection with Route 159 in the Settlement of Ascension and proceeding north for a distance of 0.735 km.

(240) **Fanningbrook Road RI23766:** The Fanningbrook Road commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of Pisquid to the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Fanningbrook.

(241) **Fitzpatrick Road RI11065:** The paved portion of the Fitzpatrick Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Kildare for a distance of 2.1 km.

(242) **Forbes Road RI31120:** The paved portion of the Forbes Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Southwest Lot 16 for a distance of 0.3 km.

(243) **Fox Island Road RI11165:** The Fox Island Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Brooklyn to the end of the road.

(244) **Foy Road RI11121:** The paved portion of the Foy Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Rosebank to the intersection of Route 145 in the settlement of Brooklyn.
(245) **Gallant Road RI41264**: The Gallant Road commencing at the intersection of Route 180 in the settlement of Lower New Annan for a distance of 0.1 km.

(246) **Gaudettes Lane RI11153**: The paved portion of Gaudettes Lane commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the Community of Tignish to the intersection of RI11146 in the Community of Tignish.

(247) **George Stordy Road R 41011**: The paved portion of the George Stordy Road commencing at the intersection of the Canfield Road in the settlement of Westmoreland to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Tryon.

(248) **Gillis Road RI31025**: The portion of the Gillis Road commencing at the intersection of Route 131 in the settlement of Bayside to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Arlington.

(249) **Gillis Road RI21030**: The Gillis Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Inverness to the end of the pavement.

(250) **Grain Elevator Road RI41283**: The Grain Elevator Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Town of Kensington to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of New Annan.

(251) **Greek River Road RI43012**: The paved portion of the Greek River Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Peters Road to the intersection of Route 345 in the settlement of Greek River.

(252) **Greenan Road RI41051**: The paved portion of the Greenan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 113 in the settlement of Emerald for a distance of 0.3 km.

(253) **Grove Pine Road RI53065**: The paved portion of Grove Pine Road commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Howe Bay for a distance of 1.6 km.

(254) **Gunning Shore Road RI41093**: The paved portion of the Gunning Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 180 in the settlement of Low New Annan to the end of the pavement.

(255) **Hackeney Road RI11138**: The paved portion of the Hackeney Road commencing at the intersection of Route 136 in the settlement of Mill River for a distance of 0.2 km.
(256) **Hardy Road RI11080**: The paved portion of the Hardy Road commencing at the intersection of Route 154 in the settlement of Montrose to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Kildare.

(257) **Haywood Road RI11074**: The paved portion of the Haywood Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of Tignish to the intersection of Road Index 11067.

(258) **Hermitage Road RI42117**: The Hermitage Road commencing at the intersection of Route 213 in the settlement of Lake Verde to the intersection of Route 216 in the settlement of Hermitage.

(259) **Higgins Wharf Road RI31125**: The Higgins Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Victoria West to the end of the pavement.

(260) **Hogg Road RI41057**: The paved portion of the Hogg Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of Central Bedeque to the end of the pavement.

(261) **Hope River Road RI12069**: The paved portion of the Hope River Road commencing at the intersection of RI12071 to the intersection of Route 6.

(262) **Howe Point Road RI13092**: The paved portion of the Howe Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Eglington to the end of the paved highway.

(263) **Jewell Road RI22125**: The Jewell Road commencing at the intersection of Route 235 in the Community of North River to the end of the pavement.

(264) **Jim MacLean Road RI41043**: The paved portion of the Jim MacLean Road commencing at the intersection of the Chelton Road to the end of the pavement.

(265) **John Boulter Road RI41153**: The John Boulter Road commencing at the intersection of Victoria Road to the end of the pavement for a distance of 0.3 km.

(266) **Judes Point Road RI11010**: The paved portion of the Judes Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the Community of Tignish for a distance of 2.1 km.

(267) **Kelly Road RI41075**: The paved portion of the Kelly Road commencing at the intersection of Route 225 in Shamrock to the intersection of Route 111 in settlement of Emerald.
(268) **Kinsman Road RI41103:** The paved portion of the Kinsman Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Village of Miscouche to the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Linkletter.

(269) **Knox Lane Harbour Extension RI11033:** The Knox Lane Harbour Extension commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Skinners Pond for a distance of 0.6 km.

(270) **Knox Lane Harbour Extension RI11033:** The Knox Lane Harbour Extension commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Skinners Pond to the intersection of Route 156 in the settlement of Palmer Road North.

(271) **Leo Arsenault Road RI31138:** The Leo Arsenault Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Maximeville to the end of the pavement.

(272) **Lewis Road RI11125:** The Lewis Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Brooklyn for a distance of 1.4 km.

(273) **Line of Lot Road RI13128:** The Line of Lot Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Fortune to the intersection of Church Road in the settlement of St. Charles.

(274) **Little Tignish Road RI11004:** The Little Tignish Road commencing at the intersection of Route 153 in the settlement of St. Felix to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of St. Felix.

(275) **Little Tignish Run RI11164:** The Little Tignish Run commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of St. Felix to the end of the pavement.

(276) **Low Point Road RI21032:** The Low Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Port Hill to the end of the road.

(277) **Lower Darnley Road RI31071:** The paved portion of the Lower Darnley Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Darnley to the end of the pavement.

(278) **MacArthur Road RI21019:** The paved portion of the MacArthur Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Inverness to the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Victoria West.
(279) **MacBride Road RI32117:** The paved portion of the MacBride Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Scotchfort for a distance of 0.4 km.

(280) **MacDonald Road RI41078:** The paved portion of the MacDonald Road commencing at the intersection of Route 109 in the settlement of Kelvin Grove for a distance of 0.1 km.

(281) **MacKinnons Point Road RI13135:** The MacKinnons Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Chepstow to the end of the highway.

(282) **MacLennan Road RI31078:** The MacLennan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 104 in the settlement of Indian River to the end of the pavement.

(283) **Martin Road RI11005:** The Martin Road commencing at the intersection of Little Tignish Road RI11004 in the settlement of St. Felix to the end of pavement.

(284) **McCardle Road RI41043:** The paved portion of the McCardle Road commencing at the intersection of the Chelton Road RI41042 in the settlement of Chelton to the end of the pavement for a distance of 0.7 km.

(285) **Mill Road RI12181:** The paved portion commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Springfield and the intersection of Route 232 in the settlement of Emerald.

(286) **Mill Road RI11142:** The Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 153 in the Community of Tignish for a distance of 0.9 km.

(287) **Mills Point Road RI41263:** The Mills Point Road commencing at the intersection with Route 106 in the settlement of Clermont to the end of the pavement.

(288) **Molyneaux Road RI22099:** The Molyneaux Road commencing at the intersection of Route 225 in the settlement of Warren Grove to the end of the pavement.

(289) **Moorshead Road RI21151:** The Moorshead Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of West Devon to the end of the road for a distance of 2.0 km.

(290) **Morrissey Road:** The Morrissey Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Sea Cow Pond to the end of the road.
(291) **Murnaghan Road RI32066:** The paved portion of the Murnaghan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Johnstons River for a distance of 0.6 km.

(292) **Murphy Road RI31044:** The paved portion of the Murphy Road commencing at the intersection of Route 106 in the settlement of Clermont to the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Indian River.

(293) **Murray Road RI11103:** The paved portion of the Murray Road commencing at the intersection of Route 149 in the settlement of Piusville to the intersection of the Shop Road RI11106 in the settlement of Piusville.

(294) **Muttarts Road RI41024:** The paved portion commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Cape Traverse for a distance of 0.2 km.

(295) **Nail Pond Road RI11057:** The paved portion of the Nail Pond Road commencing at the intersection of the Pig Brook Road RI11050 in the settlement of Ascension to the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Nail Pond.

(296) **Norring Road RI41157:** The Norring Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Cape Traverse to the intersection of the Bradford Road RI41032 in the settlement of Cape Traverse.

(297) **Norway Road RI11024:** The paved portion of the Norway Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Christopher Cross to the intersection of the Nelligan Road RI11023 in the settlement of Norway.

(298) **Old Palmer Road RI11094:** The paved portion of the Old Palmer Road commencing at the intersection with Route 14 in the settlement of St. Lawrence for a distance of 0.7 km.

(299) **Oyster Cove Road RI31077:** The paved portion of the Oyster Cove Road commencing at the intersection of the Blacksmith Road in the settlement of Hamilton to the end of the pavement.

(300) **Phee Road RI11011:** The paved portion of the Phee Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Anglo Tignish to the intersection of Route 14 in the Community of Tignish.
(301) **Pig Brook Road RI11050:** The paved portion of the Pig Brook Road commencing at the intersection of Route 160 in the settlement of Ascension to the intersection of Route 14 in the Community of Tignish.

(302) **Pinette Road RI42106:** The Pinette Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Pinette to the intersection of Route 208 in the settlement of North Pinette.

(303) **Pius Croken Road RI41050:** The paved portion commencing at the intersection of Route 113 in the settlement of Emerald to the end of the pavement.

(304) **Poplar Grove Road RI21123:** The Poplar Grove Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Poplar Grove to the intersection of the Southwest Road RI21054 in the settlement of Poplar Grove.

(305) **Poplar Grove Road RI21158:** The Poplar Grove Road commencing at the intersection of RI21054 the Southwest Road for a distance of 0.7 km.

(306) **Praught Road RI31018:** The Praught Road commencing at the intersection of Route 131 in the settlement of MacDougall’s Corner to the end of the pavement.

(307) **Princetown Royalty Road RI31064:** The paved section of the Princetown Royalty Road commencing at the intersection of RI31062 to the end of the pavement.

(308) **Pug Street RI31069:** The paved portion of Pug Street commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Malpeque to the intersection of Route 105 in the settlement of Malpeque.

(309) **PWC Road RI31074:** The paved portion of the PWC Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Baltic to the intersection of the Old Town Road RI31047 in the settlement of Baltic.

(310) **Quigley Road RI41143:** The Quigley Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Carleton Siding to the end of the road.

(311) **Ramsay Road RI31164:** The Ramsay Road commencing at the intersection of Route 123 in the settlement of Belmont to the end of the pavement.
(312) **Rayner Creek Road RI41260:** The Rayner Creek Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in Travellers Rest to the intersection of Route 180 in Lower New Annan.

(313) **Red House Road RI53142:** The Red House Road commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Howe Bay to the intersection of Route 332 in the settlement of Red House.

(314) **Richards Road RI31095:** The Richards Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Mont Carmel to the end of the pavement.

(315) **Roy Thompson Road RI41292:** The Roy Thompson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Margate to the end of the pavement.

(316) **Royalty Road RI22115:** The Royalty Road commencing at the intersection of Route 236 in the Community of West Royalty to the intersection of the Sleepy Hollow Road.

(317) **Sailor’s Hope Road RI53061:** The paved portion of Sailor’s Hope Road commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Howe Bay to the intersection of the Durell Point Road.

(318) **Scentia Road RI42094:** The Scentia Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Vernon Bridge to the end of the highway.

(319) **Schurman’s Point Road RI41105:** The Schurman’s Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of North Bedeque to the intersection of the private clay road.

(320) **Sheep Pond Road RI13012:** The Sheep Pond Road commencing at the intersection of Route 330 in the settlement of Lower Rollo Bay to the end of the paved highway.

(321) **Shields Road RI11092:** The paved portion of the Shields Road commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of St. Edward for a distance of 0.4 km.

(322) **Shipyard Road RI31115:** The Shipyard Road commencing at the intersection of Route 104 in the settlement of Hamilton to the end of the pavement.

(323) **Shop Road RI11106:** The Shop Road commencing at the intersection of the Murray Road RI11103 for a distance of 1.6 km.
(324) **Skinners Pond Harbour Road RI11033**: The Skinners Pond Harbour Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Skinners Pond for a distance of 0.7 km.

(325) **Sleepy Hollow Road RI22116**: The Sleepy Hollow Road commencing at the intersection of Route 236 in the Community of Winsloe to the end of the pavement at the Jail.

(326) **Smallman Road RI11245**: The Smallman Road commencing at the intersection of Route 143 in the settlement of Howlan to the intersection of Route 142 in the settlement of Knutsford.

(327) **Southwest Road RI21054**: The paved portion of the Southwest Road commencing at the intersection of Route 173 in the settlement of Poplar Grove to the intersection of Route 163 in the settlement of Poplar Grove.

(328) **Spring Valley Mill Road RI31150**: The paved portion of the Spring Valley Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 102 in the settlement of Spring Valley to the intersection of Route 101 in the settlement of Burlington.

(329) **St. Nicholas Road RI31028**: The St. Nicholas Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of St. Nicholas to the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of Wellington Center.

(330) **Stavert Shore Road RI41280**: The paved portion of the Stavert Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of North Bedeque to the end of the pavement.

(331) **Stead Road RI22080**: The Stead Road commencing at the intersection of Route 243 in the settlement of Wheatley River to the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of South Rustico.

(332) **Stevenson Road RI41118**: The Stevenson Road commencing with the intersection of Route 10 in Carleton Siding to the end of the pavement.

(333) **Stewart Road RI41121**: The Stewart Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in Carleton to the end of the pavement.

(334) **Stewart Road RI21110**: The paved portion of the Steward Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Inverness to the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Enmore.

(335) **Taylor Road RI41087**: The paved portion of the Taylor Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of North
Bedeque to the intersection of Route 120 in the settlement of Wilmot Valley.

(336) **Thompson Road RI21097:** The paved portion of the Thompson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 140 in the settlement of Coleman to the end of the pavement.

(337) **Tignish Shore Road RI11006:** The paved portion of the Tignish Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 153 in the settlement of St. Felix to the end of the pavement.

(338) **Tossie Bernard Road RI41046:** The paved portion of the Tossie Bernard Road commencing at the intersection Route 119 in the settlement of Fernwood to the intersection of the Chelton Road RI41042 in the settlement of Chelton.

(339) **Tryon Cross Road RI41009:** The paved portion of the Tryon Cross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Tryon to the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Tryon.

(340) **Tryon Point Road RI41005:** The Tryon Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Lower Tryon to the end of the pavement.

(341) **Tryon Mill Road RI41008:** The Tryon Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Tryon to the intersection of Route 232 in the settlement of Tryon.

(342) **Village Green Road RI42006:** The paved portion of the Village Green Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Mount Mellick to the intersection of Route 213 in the settlement of Lake Verde.

(343) **Waite Road RI41038:** The paved portion of the Waite Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of Sherbrooke to the intersection of Route 180 in Sherbrooke.

(344) **Warren Road RI11139:** The paved portion of the Warren Road commencing at the intersection of Route 136 in the settlement of Mill River to the intersection of Route 172 in the settlement of Fortune Cove.

(345) **Watson Road RI11110:** The Watson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Roseville for a distance of 0.2 km.

(346) **Waugh Road RI41282:** The Waugh Road commencing at the intersection of Route 120 in the settlement of Wilmot Valley to the end of the pavement.
(347) **White Road RI41281**: The White Road commencing at the intersection of Route 120 in the settlement of Wilmot Valley to the end of the pavement.

(348) **Wilfred Street RI31165**: The paved portion of Wilfred Street commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the Community of Miscouche to the end of the pavement.

(349) **Wilmot Road RI43016**: The paved portion of the Wilmot Road commencing at the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of Murray River to the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of Guernsey Cove.

(350) **Wrights Mill Road RI41288**: The Wrights Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 225 in the settlement of Middleton to the intersection of Route 225 in the settlement of Middleton.

(351) **Wynn Road RI22128**: The Wynn Road commencing at the intersection of Route 9 in the settlement of New Haven to the intersection of Route 244 the Peters Road.

(352) **Road Index 11150**: Road Index 11150 commencing at the intersection of Route 160 in the Community of Tignish to the intersection of Route 14 in the Community of Tignish.

(353) **Road Index 21111**: Road Index 21111 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Mount Pleasant to the intersection with Route 11 in the settlement of Enmore.

(354) **Road Index 21157**: Road Index 21157 commencing at the intersection of RI21058 in the settlement of Conway to the intersection of Route 175 in the settlement of Conway.

(355) **Road Index 22073**: The paved portion of Road Index 22073 in the settlement of Toronto commencing at the intersection of Route 241.

(356) **Road Index 31062**: The paved portion of Road Index 31062 commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Malpeque to the end of the pavement in the settlement of Lower Malpeque.

(357) **Road Index 31162**: The paved portion of Road Index 31162 commencing at the intersection of Wilfred Street in the settlement of Miscouche to the intersection of RI31187 in the settlement of Miscouche.
(358) **Road Index 41035:** The paved portion of RI41035 commencing at the intersection of Route 180 in the settlement of Sherbrooke to the end of the pavement.

(359) **Road Index 41070:** The paved portion of Road Index 41070, Sherry Road, commencing at the intersection of Route 119 in the settlement of Fernwood for a distance of 0.68 km.

(360) Route 145 commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the settlement of Bloomfield to the intersection with Route 14 in the settlement of Campbellton.

(EC580/95; 32/97; 280/97; 272/98; 147/01; 145/03; 496/08; 31/09; 493/10)
SCHEDULE C-2
LOCAL (CLASS 2) HIGHWAYS

1. The following highways and parts thereof are designated as local (Class 2) highways:

   (1) **Route 1A Old Georgetown Road:** The Old Georgetown Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Cross Roads to the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of Cross Roads.

   (2) **Route 5 RI32028:** Route 5 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the Community of Cardigan to the intersection of Route 321 in the Community of Cardigan.

   (3) **Route 11 Enmore Road:** The paved portion of the Enmore Road commencing at the intersection of RI21111 in the settlement of Enmore to the intersection of RI2155 in the settlement of Enmore.

   (4) **Route 109:** Route 109 commencing at the intersection of Route 107 in the settlement of Kelvin Grove to the intersection of Route 2 in the Town of Kensington.

   (5) **Route 144:** The paved portion of Route 144 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Burton to the end of the pavement.

   (6) **Route 149:** The paved portion of Route 149 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Rosebank to the intersection of Route 145 in the settlement of Bloomfield Station.

   (7) **Route 151:** The paved portion of Route 151 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Alma to the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of Montrose.

   (8) **Route 152:** Route 152 commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the Town of Alberton to the end of the road in Northport.

   (9) **Route 161:** The paved portion of Route 161 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the Community of Christopher Cross to the intersection of the Mansfield Road in the settlement of Sea Cow Pond.

   (10) **Route 164:** The paved portion of Route 164 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Milburn to the end of the pavement in the settlement of Hebron.

   (11) **Route 168:** Route 168 commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Foxley River to the end of the road.
(12) **Route 169 Port Hill Station Road**: The paved portion of the Port Hill Station Road commencing at the intersection of Route 167 in the Community of Tyne Valley to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Mount Pleasant.

(13) **Route 170**: The paved portion of Route 170 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Brae to the end of the pavement in the settlement of Brae Harbour.

(14) **Route 174**: The paved portion of Route 174 commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Freeland to the end of the pavement.

(15) **Route 212**: The paved portion of Route 212 commencing at the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Vernon River to the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Alberry Plains.

(16) **Route 213**: The paved portion of Route 213 commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Fort Augustus to the northern end of the highway.

(17) **Route 220**: The paved portion of Route 220 commencing at the intersection of Route 25 in the settlement of York to the intersection of Route 223 in the settlement of Winsloe South.

(18) **Route 222 Vickerson Road**: The paved portion of the Vickerson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Marshfield to the end of the pavement.

(19) **Route 222**: The paved portion of Route 222 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Marshfield to the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Stanhope.

(19.1) **Route 224**: Route 224 commencing at the intersection of Route 13 to the intersection of the Myers Road.

(20) **Route 226**: Route 226 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Brookfield to the intersection of Route 243 in the settlement of Bungay.

(21) **Route 227**: The paved portion of Route 227 commencing at the intersection of Route 13 in the settlement of Hopedale to the intersection of Route 226 in the settlement of Darlington.

(22) **Route 228**: The paved portions of Route 228 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Hazel Grove to the intersection of Route 107 in the settlement of Clinton.
(23) **Route 229:** The paved portion of Route 229 commencing at the intersection of Route 222 in the settlement of Suffolk to the intersection of Route 219 in the settlement of Donaldston.

(23.1) **Route 230:** The paved portion of Route 230 commencing at the intersection of Route 254 in the settlement of North Granville to the end of the pavement.

(24) **Route 231:** The paved portion of Route 231 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Pleasant Valley to the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of St. Marys.

(25) **Route 237:** The paved portion of Route 237 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Bonshaw to the intersection of Route 235 in the settlement of Emyvale.

(26) **Route 238:** The paved portion of Route 238 commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of New London to the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Stanley Bridge.

(27) **Route 239:** The paved portion of Route 239 commencing at the intersection of Route 266 in the settlement of St. Patricks to the intersection of Route 254 in the settlement of Stanley Bridge.

(28) **Route 240:** The paved portion of Route 240 commencing at the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of Stanley Bridge to the end of the pavement.

(29) **Route 243:** The paved portion of Route 243 commencing at the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of Wheatley River to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Greenvale.

(30) **Route 244:** The paved portion of Route 244 commencing at the intersection of Route 245 in the settlement of Wiltshire to the intersection of Route 235 in the settlement of Emyvale.

(30.1) **Route 245:** the paved portion of Route 245 commencing at the intersection of Route 235 in the settlement of Emyvale to the intersection of Route 225 in the settlement of North Wiltshire.

(31) **Route 246:** The paved portion of Route 246 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Desable to the intersection of Route 254 in the settlement of Emerald.

(31.1) **Route 247:** Route 247 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Clyde River to the intersection of Route 9 in the settlement of Dunedin.
(32) **Route 249:** The paved portion of Route 249 commencing at the intersection of Route 237 in the settlement of Emyvale to the intersection of Route 235 in the settlement of Kingston.

(33) **Route 250:** The paved portion of Route 250 commencing at the intersection of Route 223 in the settlement of Winsloe North to the intersection of Route 221 in the settlement of Union Road.

(34) **Route 252:** The paved portion of Route 252 commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of West Covehead to the intersection of MacMillan Point Road.

(35) **Route 256 Crabbe Road:** The Crabbe Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Milton to the end of the pavement.

(36) **Route 260:** The paved portion of Route 260 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Dunstaffnage to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Ten Mile House.

(37) **Route 262:** The paved portion of Route 262 commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Springbrook to the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Park Corner.

(38) **Route 265:** Route 265 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Clyde River to the intersection of Route 19 in the settlement of Meadowbank.

(39) **Route 266:** The paved portion of Route 266 commencing at the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of St. Ann to the intersection of Route 239 in the settlement of St. Patricks.

(40) **Route 303:** The paved portion of Route 303 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Little Harbour to the intersection of Route 335 in the settlement of St. Catherines.

(41) **Route 304:** The paved portion of Route 304 commencing at the intersection of Route 358 in the settlement of Souris River to the intersection of Route 305 in the settlement of Souris Line Road.

(41.1) **Route 310:** commencing at the intersection of Route 340 in the settlement of Fortune to the Fortune Wharf South Road, R.I. 13108 in the settlement of Bay Fortune.

(42) **Route 314:** The paved portion of Route 314 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Dundas to the intersection of Route 327 in the settlement of Dundas.
(43) **Route 320:** Route 320 commencing at the intersection of Route 210 in the settlement of Victoria Cross to the intersection of Route 326 in the settlement of Upper Montague.

(44) **Route 323:** The paved portion of Route 323 commencing at the intersection of Route 5 in the settlement of Elliotvale to the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of St. Teresa.

(45) **Route 325:** The paved portion of Route 325 commencing at the intersection of Route 353 for a distance northward of 0.1 km.

(46) **Route 325:** The paved portion of Route 325 commencing at the intersection of Route 210 in the settlement of Upper Montague to the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Kinross.

(47) **Route 329:** The paved portion of Route 329 commencing at the intersection of Route 355 in the settlement of Riverton to the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Cardross.

(48) **Route 330 Gowan Brae Road:** The paved portion of the Gowan Brae Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Rollo Bay to the intersection of Route 306 in the settlement of Gowan Brae.

(49) **Route 330 Gowan Brae Road:** The paved portion of the Gowan Brae Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Rollo Bay to the intersection of Route 358 in the settlement of Gowan Brae.

(50) **Route 332:** The paved portion of Route 332 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Dingwells Mills to the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Fortune.

(51) **Route 334:** Route 334 commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of Woodville Mills to the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of St. George’s.

(52) **Route 335:** Route 335 commencing at the intersection of Route 305 in the settlement of Souris Line Road to the intersection of Route 303 in the settlement of St. Cathérines.

(53) **Route 339:** The paved portion of Route 339 commencing at the intersection of Route 312 in the settlement of Strathcona to the intersection of Route 327 in the settlement of Mt. Hope.

(54) **Route 340:** Route 340 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Fortune to the end of the highway.
(55) **Route 341:** The paved portion of Route 341 commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Poplar Point to the intersection of Route 314 in the settlement of Dundas.

(56) **Route 343:** Route 343 commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Georgetown Royalty and the existing western boundary of the Town of Georgetown.

(57) **Route 344:** The paved portion of Route 344 commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of St. Georges to the intersection of the Portage Road in the settlement of DeGros Marsh.

(58) **Route 348 Livingstone Road:** The Livingstone Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of High Bank for a distance of 0.4 km.

(59) **Route 351:** Route 351 commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the Community of Mt. Stewart to the intersection of Route 352 in the settlement of Head of Hillsborough.

(60) **Route 352:** The paved portion of Route 352 commencing at the intersection of Route 322 in the settlement of Green Meadows to the intersection of Route 323 in the settlement of St. Patrick Road.

(61) **Route 352:** The paved portion of Route 352 commencing at the intersection of Route 351 in the settlement of Cherry Hill to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Canavoy.

(62) **Route 353:** The paved portion of Route 353 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the Town of Montague to the intersection of Route 259 in the settlement of Valleyfield.

(63) **Route 354:** The paved portion of Route 354 commencing at the intersection of Route 210 in the settlement of Upper Montague to Route 353 in the settlement of South Montague.

(64) **Route 356:** The paved portion of Route 356 commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of New Perth to the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Roseneath.

(65) **Route 358 Chaisson Road:** The paved portion of the Chaisson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 307 in the settlement of Bear River to the intersection of Route 330 in the settlement of Gowan Brae.

(66) **Route 358:** Route 358 commencing at the intersection of Route 305 in the Town of Souris to the intersection of Route 306 in the settlement of Gowan Brae.
(67) Aberdeen Road RI23790: The Aberdeen Road commencing at the intersection of Route 309 in the settlement of Selkirk to the end of the highway.

(68) Abney Road RI43037: The paved portion of Abney Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Norman’s Road to the intersection of Route 18 in the Community of Murray Harbour.

(69) Adams Road: The paved portion of the Adams Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Seaview.

(70) Afton Hall Nine Mile Creek Cross Road RI22140: The Nine Mile Creek Cross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 19 in the settlement of Afton to the intersection of Route 19 in the settlement of Nine Mile Creek.

(71) Anderson Road RI23154: The paved portion of Anderson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Midgell.

(72) Anderson Road RI32004: The paved portion of the Anderson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of St. Andrews.

(73) Annandale Wharf Road RI53109: The Annandale Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Annandale southward to the end of the highway.

(74) Arsenault Saw Mill Road RI31039: The Arsenault Saw Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of St. Chrysostome to the end of the pavement.

(75) Art Ford Cross Road RI22047: The Art Ford Cross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of Ebenezer for a distance of 0.5 km.

(76) Ashton Road RI23078: The paved portion of the Ashton Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Goose Rive for a distance of 0.9 km.

(77) Baglole Road RI31180: The Baglole Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Southwest Lot 16 to the end of the pavement.

(78) Balaklava Road RI12182: The paved portion of the Balaklava Road commencing at the intersection of Route 232 in the settlement of Lady Fane to the intersection of Route 13 in the settlement of Kellys Cross.
(79) **Baltic River Road RI31158**: The Baltic River Road commencing at the intersection of Route 103 in the settlement of Baltic to the end of the road.

(80) **Baltic Road RI22126**: The paved portion of the Baltic Road commencing at the intersection of Route 247 in the settlement of Clyde River to end of pavement.

(81) **Beach Point Streets**: The paved portion of RI43091, RI43090, RI43093 and RI43092 commencing at the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of Beach Point.

(82) **Bedeque Pond Road RI41063**: The Bedeque Pond Road in the settlement of Bedeque commencing at the intersection of Route 112 to the intersection of RI41064 and RI41062.

(83) **Bedeque Pond Road RI41062**: The paved portion of the Bedeque Pond Road commencing at the intersection of RI41063 in the settlement of Bedeque to the end of the pavement.

(84) **Belle River Factory Road RI42086**: The paved portion of the Belle River Factory Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Belle River for a distance of 1.4 km.

(85) **Belle River Wharf Road or Stewart Point Road RI42049**: The Belle River Wharf Road or Stewart Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 for a distance of 0.9 km.

(86) **Benje Road RI32121**: The paved portion of the Benje Road commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Mount Herbert for a distance of 0.1 km.

(87) **Big Point Road RI42087**: The paved portion of the Big Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Flat River for a distance of 2.4 km.

(88) **Biological Station Road RI21125**: The Biological Station Road commencing at the intersection of Route 166 in the settlement of Bideford to the end of the road.

(89) **Blockhouse Road Fort Amherst RI2084**: The Blockhouse Road commencing at the intersection of Route 19 in the settlement of Rocky Point a distance of 0.5 km to the end of the pavement.

(90) **Blue's Road RI43031**: The paved portion of Blue’s Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Little Sands to the intersection of Route 201 in the settlement of Hopefield.
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(91) **Bobby Jenkin’s Road RI53132:** The paved portion of Bobby Jenkin’s Road commencing at the intersection of RI53106 for a distance of 0.6 km.

(92) **Bonus Road RI11070:** The paved portion of the Bonus Road commencing at the intersection of Route 151 in the settlement of Montrose to the end of the pavement.

(93) **Boyver Road RI33023:** The Boyver Road commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Georgetown Royalty to the intersection of Route 342 in the settlement of Georgetown Royalty.

(94) **Brad Olivers Road RI53042:** The paved portion of the Brad Olivers Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of DeGros Marsh.

(95) **Breadalbane Post Office Road RI12180:** The paved portion of the Breadalbane Post Office Road commencing at the intersection of Route 231 in the settlement of Breadalbane to the intersection of RI12121.

(96) **Breadalbane Road RI12121:** The paved portion of the Breadalbane Road commencing at the intersection of Route 231 in the settlement of Breadalbane to the intersection of Route 254 in the settlement of Emerald.

(97) **Brian’s Road RI43024:** The paved portion of the Brian’s Road commencing at the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of Murray River to the intersection of Route 348 in the settlement of Gladstone.

(98) **Broadway Road RI12072:** The paved portion of the Broadway Road commencing at the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of St. Ann’s to the intersection of the North Road.

(99) **Bruce Point Road RI53044:** The paved portion of the Bruce Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of Launching.

(100) **Buell Road RI32124:** The paved portion of the Buell Road commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Mermaid for a distance of 1.8 km.

(101) **Burnt Point Road RI53021, RI53144, and RI53148:** The paved portion of the Burnt Point Road.

(102) **Cairns Road RI23018:** The paved portion of the Cairns Road commencing at the intersection of RI23767 for a distance of 0.3 km.
(103) **Callaghan Road RI12037**: The paved portion of the Callaghan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 245 in the settlement of Emyvale for a distance of 0.4 km.

(104) **Cameron Road RI22135**: The paved portion of the Cameron Road commencing at the intersection of RI22098.

(105) **Camp Buchan Road RI42060**: The Camp Buchan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 209 in the settlement of Mount Buchanan for a distance of 0.1 km.

(106) **Camp Road RI22110**: The Camp Road commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Oyster Bed Bridge for a distance of 0.6 km.

(107) **Campbells Mill Road RI22054**: The paved portion of the Campbells Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 13 in the settlement of New Glasgow to the end of the pavement.

(108) **Canfield Road RI12163**: The paved portion of the Canfield Road commencing at the intersection of Route 231 in the settlement of Westmoreland to the intersection of the Balaklava Road.

(109) **Cape Traverse Wharf Streets RI41163 and RI41164**: The Cape Traverse Wharf Street commencing at the intersection of the Cape Traverse Wharf Road RI41026 to the end of the pavement.

(110) **Cape Traverse Wharf Road RI41026**: The Cape Traverse Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in Cape Traverse for a distance of 0.9 km.

(111) **Cardigan Road RI32076**: The paved portion of Cardigan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of Pisquid to the intersection of Route 351 in the settlement of Head of Hillsborough.

(112) **Cedar Dunes Harbour Road RI21100**: The Cedar Dunes Harbour Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of West Point to the end.

(113) **Cemetery Road RI1109**: The paved portion of the Cemetery Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of St. Lawrence to the end of the paved portion.

(114) **Chaisson Road RI11009**: The paved portion of the Chaisson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 153 in the Community of Tignish to the intersection of Route 12 in the Community of Tignish.
(115) Chapel Point Road RI53128: The paved portion of the Chapel Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of St. Georges to the end of the paved highway.

(116) Cheese Factory Road RI11118: The paved portion of the Cheese Factory Road commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of Huntley to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Alma.

(117) Christian Road RI53045: The paved portion of the Christian Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of Launching.

(118) Clark Road RI11066: The paved portion of the Clark Road commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of Woodvale to the intersection of the Martin Road RI11075 in the settlement of St. Roch.

(119) Coffin Road RI23763: The paved portion of the Coffin Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Morell to the end of the road.

(120) Conahon Road RI53100: The paved portion of the Conahon Road commencing at Route 2 in the settlement of Dingwells Mills to the end of the highway.

(121) Cook Road RI42109: The paved portion of the Cook Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Orwell to the intersection of Route 211 in the settlement of Lower Newton.

(122) Coulson Road RI12021: The paved portion of the Coulson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Seaview.

(123) Cousins Cannery Loop RI12137: The Cousins Cannery Loop commencing at the intersection of the Cousins Cannery Road at the French River Wharf to the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Springbrook.

(124) Cousins Cannery Road RI12130: The Cousins Cannery Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of French River to the wharf.

(125) Crapaud Back Road RI12165: The Crapaud Back Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Hampton to the intersection of Route 13 in the Community of Crapaud.
(126) **Cumberland Road RI33070:** The paved portion of Cumberland Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Dundas to the intersection of Route 339 in the settlement of Dundas.

(127) **Darnley Factory Road RI31152:** The Darnley Factory Road commencing at the end of the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Darnley to the end of the road.

(128) **Dekker Road RI41101:** The Dekker Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Village of St. Eleanors to the intersection of the Dump Road in the Village of St. Eleanors.

(129) **Dingwell Road RI23761:** The paved portion of Dingwell Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Marie.

(130) **Douglas Road RI12147:** The paved portion of the Woolner Road commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Stanley Bridge.

(131) **Doyle Road RI11117:** The paved portion of the Doyle Road commencing at the intersection of Route 145 in the settlement of Bloomfield Station to the intersection of Route 143 in the settlement of Glengarry.

(132) **Drake Road RI42116:** The paved portion of Drake Road commencing at the intersection of Millview Road RI42115 for a distance of 0.9 km.

(133) **Driscoll Road RI32132:** The Driscoll Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Cross Roads to the intersection of Route 215 in the settlement of Mt. Herbert.

(134) **Dump Road RI41101:** The Dump Road commencing at the intersection of the Dekker Road in the City of Summerside to the intersection of North Drive RI41099 in the City of Summerside.

(135) **Dundee Loop RI23022:** The paved portion of the Dundee Loop commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bristol to RI23022.

(136) **Durell Point Roads:** The Durell Point Roads commencing at the intersection of Route 311 and including RI53103, RI53106, RI53105, and RI53060.

(137) **East Point Road RI13139:** The East Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of East Point to the end of the highway.
(138) **East Royalty Road RI32041**: The paved portion of the East Royalty Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of East Royalty to the intersection of MacRae Drive in the Community of East Royalty.

(138.1) **East Suffolk Extension Road RI32012**: The portion of the East Suffolk Road commencing at the intersection of Route 229 in the settlement of Suffolk, to the end of the pavement.

(139) **Eddie Murphy Road RI12025**: The paved portion of the Eddie Murphy Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Seaview.

(140) **Eglington Cove Road RI13109**: The paved portion of the Eglington Cove Road commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Eglington to the intersection of Abel’s Cape Road.

(141) **Fairville Road RI42012**: The Fairville Road commencing at the intersection of Route 5 in the settlement of Elliotvale to the intersection of Ryans Road in the settlement of Elliotvale.

(142) **Fifteen Point Road Extension RI31094**: The Fifteen Point Road Extension commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Mont Carmel to the end of the pavement.

(143) **Five Houses Road RI32072**: The paved portion of Five Houses Road commencing at the intersection of Route 213 in the settlement of Fort Augustus for a distance of 0.3 km.

(144) **Fortune Wharf South Road RI13108**: The Fortune Wharf South Road commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Bay Fortune to the end of the highway.

(145) **Foster Sharpe Road RI21160**: The paved portion of the Foster Sharpe Road commencing at the intersection of Route 163 in the settlement of East Bideford to the end of the pavement.

(146) **French Creek Road RI43105**: The paved portion of the French Creek Road commencing at RI43029 to RI43029 in the settlement of Lower Montague.

(147) **Gard Road RI11166**: The Gard Road commencing at the intersection with Route 2 in the settlement of Bloomfield to the intersection with Route 145 in the settlement of Mill River East.

(148) **Gaule Road RI11040**: The Gaule Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Miminegash for a distance of 0.2 km.
(149) **Gay Road RI42079:** The Gay Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Hazelbrook to the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of Pownal.

(150) **George Adams Road RI12023:** The paved portion of the George Adams Road commencing at the intersection of Route 103 in the settlement of Seaview.

(151) **George Cousins Road:** The paved portion of the George Cousins Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Darnley for a distance of 0.2 km.

(152) **Glashvin Road RI42059 and RI42089:** The Glashvin Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Eldon to the intersection of Route 209 in the settlement of Mt. Buchanan.

(153) **Glencoe Station Road RI42022:** The Glencoe Station Road commencing at the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Uigg for a distance of 0.3 km.

(154) **Glengarry Road RI21094:** The paved portion of the Glengarry Road commencing at the intersection of Route 143 in the settlement of Glengarry to the intersection with Route 144.

(155) **Goose River Road RI23077:** The paved portion of the Goose River Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Goose River for a distance of 0.7 km to the end of the pavement.

(156) **Grahams Pond North Road RI53120:** The paved portion of the Grahams Pond North Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Gaspereaux for a distance of 0.2 km.

(157) **Grahams Pond South Road RI53155:** The paved portion of the Grahams Pond South Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Gaspereaux for a distance of 0.6 km.

(158) **Grand Dique RI21161:** The paved portion of the Grand Dique Road commencing at the intersection of Route 170 in the settlement of Brae Harbour to the end of the pavement.

(159) **Green Hill Road RI53033:** The paved portion of Green Hill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of St. Georges.

(160) **Green Park Road RI21116:** The Green Park Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Port Hill to the end of the road.
(161) **Green Road RI12113**: The Green Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Bonshaw to the intersection of RI23701 in the settlement of Appin Road.

(162) **Green Road**: The paved portion of the Green Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Bonshaw to the intersection of Route 246 in the settlement of South Melville.

(163) **Griffin Road RI11145**: The paved portion of the Griffin Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of St. Peter and St. Paul to the intersection of the Clark Road RI11066 in the settlement of St. Roch.

(164) **Guernsey Cove Road RI43022**: The unpaved portion of the Guernsey Cove Road commencing at the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of Murray River to the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of Guernsey Cove.

(165) **Halliday Road RI42038**: The Halliday Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Eldon to the end of the highway.

(166) **Harbour Road RI22075**: The Harbour Road commencing at the intersection of Route 6 and the road to the shore in the Community of North Rustico to the end of the road in the area known locally as North Rustico Harbour.

(167) **Heartz Road RI32041**: The paved portion of the Heartz Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of East Royalty to the end of the pavement.

(168) **Henry Road RI42095**: The paved portion of the Henry Road commencing at the intersection of Riverview Crescent RI42096 for a distance of 0.6 km.

(169) **Hicken Point Road RI53015**: The paved portion of Hicken Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Gaspereaux to the intersection of the Pembroke Road in the settlement of Gaspereaux.

(170) **Higgins Road RI32054**: The paved portion of the Higgins Road commencing at the intersection of Route 257 in the settlement of Donagh for a distance of 1.1 km.

(171) **Highland Park Road RI22065**: The Highland Park Road commencing at the intersection of the Afton Road in the settlement of Nine Mile Creek to the end of the pavement.
(172) **Howard’s Cove Road RI21144:** The Howard’s Cove Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Cape Wolfe to the end of the road.

(173) **Howlett Road RI53053:** The paved portion of Howlett Road commencing at the intersection of the Annandale Wharf Road to Route 310 in the settlement of Annandale.

(174) **Hubert MacLeod Road RI33067:** The paved portion of the Hubert MacLeod Road commencing at the intersection of Route 327 for a distance of 0.7 km.

(175) **Hughey Joseph Road RI13144:** The paved portion of the Hughey Joseph Road commencing at the intersection of Route 309 to the end of the pavement.

(176) **Hyde Point Road RI22062:** The paved portion of the Hyde Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 19 in the settlement of Meadowbank.

(177) **Indian Road RI23009:** The paved portion of Indian Road commencing at the intersection of the Windon Road in the settlement of Windon.

(178) **Inman Shore Road RI21155:** The Inman Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 or RI21111 in the settlement of North Enmore to the end of the pavement.

(179) **Jenkins Road RI32113:** The paved portion of the Jenkins Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Marshfield to the end of the pavement.

(180) **Joey’s Road RI32078:** The paved portion of Joey’s Road commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of Pisquid for a distance of 0.7 km.

(181) **John Murphy Road RI12027:** The paved portion of the John Murphy Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Seaview.

(182) **Johnston Road RI53119:** The paved portion of the Johnston Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Murray Harbour North to the intersection of RI53118 in the settlement of Murray Harbour North.

(183) **Jones Road RI32053:** The paved portion of the Jones Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Hazelbrook to the intersection of Route 215 in the settlement of Bethel.
(184) **Keith Road RI133007**: The paved portion of the Keith Road commencing at the intersection of Route 320 in the settlement of Upper Montague to the intersection of Route 326 in the settlement of Montague.

(185) **Kelly Mountain Road RI132077**: The paved portion of the Kelly Mountain road commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of Pisquid to the intersection of RI132079 in the settlement of Pisquid.

(186) **Kenny Road RI133047**: The paved portion of Kenny Road commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of St. Teresa.

(187) **Keppoch Road RI132100**: The Keppoch Road commencing at the intersection of Stratford Road in the Community of Stratford at the junction of Route 1A in the Community of Stratford.

(188) **Kinlock or Gill Road RI142027**: The paved portion of the Kinlock or Gill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Orwell Cove, westward to the end of the highway.

(189) **Kinlock Road RI132145**: The Kinlock Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the Community of Stratford to the intersection of Route 1A in the Community of Stratford.

(190) **Kitson Road RI13030**: The paved portion of the Kitson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Red Point for a distance of 0.3 km.

(191) **Kitson Road RI13114**: The paved portion of the Kitson road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Kingsboro for a distance of 0.1 km.

(192) **Lakeside Beach Road RI123788**: The paved portion of the Lakeside Beach road commencing at the intersection of Route 350 in the settlement of Lakeside for a distance of 1.2 km.

(193) **Lapierre Subdivision RI113100**: The paved portion of the Lapierre Subdivision commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Red Point to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(194) **Launching Harbour Road RI153501**: The Launching Harbour Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of Launching eastward to the end of the highway.
(195) **Lidstone Road RI21139**: The Lidstone Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Brae to the end of the pavement.

(196) **Lighthouse Road RI53136**: The paved portion of the Lighthouse Road commencing at the intersection of Route 347 in the settlement of Panmure Island for a distance of 0.2 km.

(197) **Ling Road RI32026**: The paved portion of the Ling Road commencing at the intersection of Route 223 in the settlement of Winsloe North to the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Oyster Bed Bridge.

(198) **Linkletter Park Road**: The Linkletter Park Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Linkletter to the end of the road.

(199) **Long River Wharf Road RI12032**: The paved portion of the Long River Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of Route 262 in the settlement of Long River, for a distance of 0.4 km.

(200) **Lot 40 Road RI23020**: The paved portion of the Lot 40 Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bristol.

(201) **Little Bungay Road RI22050**: The paved portion of the Little Bungay Road commencing at the intersection of Route 243 in the settlement of Bungay to the intersection of Route 251 in the settlement of Wheatley River.

(202) **Lloyd Westaway Road RI43102**: The paved portion of the Lloyd Westaway Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Albion for a distance of 0.8 km.

(203) **Lower Marshfield Road RI32111**: The paved portion of the Lower Marshfield Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Marshfield to the intersection of the Lower Settlement Road.

(204) **Lower Montague Loop RI43029**: The paved portion of the Lower Montague Loop commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Lower Montague to the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Lower Montague.

(205) **Lower Montague Road RI43029**: The Lower Montague Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Lower Montague for a distance of 3.1 km.
(206) **Lower Settlement Road RI32110**: The paved portion of the Lower settlement Road commencing at the intersection of the Lower Marshfield Road in the settlement of Lower Marshfield to the intersection of the MacCallum Road in the settlement of Lower Marshfield.

(207) **Loyalist Road RI53031**: The paved portion of the Loyalist Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Primrose.

(208) **MacAdam Road RI23029**: The MacAdam Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of West St. Peters to the intersection of Route 350 in the settlement of Lakeside.

(209) **MacDonald Lane RI53102**: The paved portion of the MacDonald Lane commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Little Pond for a distance of 0.4 km.

(210) **MacDonald Road RI42026**: The paved portion of the MacDonald Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Orwell for a distance of 0.5 km.

(211) **MacDonald Road RI33011**: The paved portion of the MacDonald Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the Community of Brudenell to the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of Union Road.

(212) **MacDonald Road RI12043**: The paved portion of the MacDonald Road commencing at the intersection of Route 13 in the Community of Crapaud to the intersection of Route 246 in the settlement of Kellys Cross.

(213) **MacEachern Road RI32062**: The paved portion of the MacEachern Road commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Mount Herbert for a distance of 0.6 km.

(214) **Machons Point Road RI43089**: The Machons Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 18 in the Community of Murray Harbour to the end of the road.

(215) **MacKay Road RI53010**: The unpaved portion of the MacKay Road commencing at the intersection of Route 326 in the settlement of Pembroke for a distance of 0.6 km.

(216) **MacLennan Road RI32093**: The MacLennan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of
Hazelbrook to the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of Alexandra.

(217) **MacLennan Road RI31020**: The paved portion of the MacLennan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 127 in the settlement of MacDougall’s Corner to the intersection of Route 131 in the settlement of MacDougall’s Corner.

(218) **MacLeod/MacIntyre Road RI33093**: The paved portion of the MacLeod/MacIntyre Road commencing at the intersection of Route 355 in the settlement of Lorne Valley to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(219) **MacLeod Road RI42113**: The paved portion of the MacLeod Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Orwell to the end of the paved highway.

(220) **MacLeod Road RI12092**: The paved portion of the MacLeod Road that lies between Route 13 and Route 2 in the settlement of Hopedale.

(221) **MacMillan Lane RI42085**: The paved portion of MacMillan Lane commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Wood Islands for a distance of 0.7 km.

(222) **MacMillan Road RI23074**: The paved portion of the MacMillan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of St. Peters for a distance of 0.1 km.

(223) **MacPhee Road RI53088**: The paved portion of the MacPhee Road commencing at the intersection of Route 334 in the settlement of St. George’s to the end of the highway.

(224) **MacQuarrie Road RI32027**: The paved portion of the MacQuarrie Road commencing at the intersection of Route 223 in the settlement of Winsloe North to the intersection of Route 15 in the settlement of Brackley Beach.

(225) **Marsh Road RI23777**: The paved portion of the Marsh Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Morell East.

(226) **Martin Road RI11075**: The paved portion of the Martin Road commencing at the intersection of the Christopher Cross Road RI11067 in the settlement of St. Peter and St. Paul to the intersection of the Clark Road RI11066 in the settlement of St. Roch.
(227) **McAskill River Road RI23080**: The paved portion of the McAskill River Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Goose River for a distance of 0.8 km.

(228) **McGee Road RI21040**: The McGee Road commencing at the intersection of Biological Station Road in the settlement of Bideford to the end of the road.

(229) **McGuirk Road RI32081**: The paved portion of the McGuirk Road commencing at the intersection of Route 257 in the settlement of Dromore to the intersection of Route 214 in the settlement of Dromore.

(230) **McKenna Drive RI42093**: The paved portion of McKenna Drive commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Orwell for a distance of 0.7 km.

(231) **Mermaid Mini Farms Road RI32123**: The paved portion of the Mermaid Mini Farms Road commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Mermaid for a distance of 4.2 km.

(232) **Mermaid Subdivision RI32122**: The paved portion of the Mermaid Subdivision commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Mermaid for a distance of 0.3 km.

(233) **Mill Road RI12049**: The paved portion of the Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Hampton to the intersection of Route 246 in the settlement of South Melville Road.

(234) **Mill Road RI31177**: The paved portion of the Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 179 in the settlement of Urbainville to the intersection of Route 124 in the settlement of Wellington.

(235) **Mill Road RI43020**: The Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 18A in the Community of Murray Harbour to RI43015 in the settlement of Abney.

(236) **Millman Road**: The paved portions of the Millman Road commencing at the intersection of Route 234 in the settlement of Burlington to the intersection of Route 101 in the settlement of Irishtown.

(237) **Millview Road RI42115**: The Millview Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Vernon Bridge to the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Millview.
(238) **Miminegash Harbour Road RI11200:** The Miminegash Harbour Road commencing at the intersection of RI11238 in the settlement of Miminegash for a distance of 0.4 km.

(239) **Miminegash Harbour Road RI11237:** The Miminegash Harbour Road commencing at the intersection of RI11238 in the settlement of Miminegash for a distance of 0.1 km.

(240) **Miminegash Harbour Road RI11238:** The Miminegash Harbour Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Miminegash for a distance of 0.9 km.

(241) **Miminegash Road RI111041:** The Miminegash Road commencing at the intersection of RI11238 in the settlement of Miminegash for a distance of 0.5 km.

(242) **Mink River Wharf Road RI53118:** The paved portion of the Mink River Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Murray Harbour North for a distance of 0.9 km.

(243) **Mitchell Road RI53032:** The paved portion of the Mitchell Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of Primrose for a distance of 0.4 km.

(244) **Morrison's Beach Road RI53143:** The Morrison's Beach Road commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Georgetown Royalty to the intersection of Route 342 in the settlement of Georgetown Royalty.

(245) **Morrison's Beach Road or Moar Road RI53017:** The paved portion of the Morrison's Beach Road commencing at the intersection of Route 342 for a distance of 0.8 km.

(246) **Mount Pleasant Detour Road RI21112:** The Mount Pleasant Detour Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in Mount Pleasant to the intersection of Route 11 in Mount Pleasant.

(247) **Mount Pleasant Subdivision RI21127:** The Mount Pleasant Subdivision commencing at the intersection of Mount Pleasant RI21127 Detour Road in the settlement of Mount Pleasant to the end of the road.

(248) **Myers Road:** The Myers Road commencing at the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of St. Marys to the intersection of Route 266 in the settlement of St. Patricks.

(249) **Naufrage Harbour Road RI13022:** The Naufrage Harbour Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Naufrage to the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Naufrage.
(250) **New Argyle Road RI12158, RI12157, RI22152, and RI22137:** The paved portion of the New Argyle Road commencing at the intersection of the Bonshaw Road in the settlement of Bonshaw to the intersection of Route 9 in the settlement of Long Creek.

(251) **New Cove Road RI42028:** The paved portion of the New Cove Road commencing at the intersection of RI42027 in the settlement of Orwell Cove to the intersection of RI42029 in the settlement of Lower Newtown.

(252) **New London Road RI22069:** The paved portion of the New London Road between the intersection of Route 13 in the settlement of New Glasgow and the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of Hope River.

(253) **Newport Wharf Road RI53134:** The Newport Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of Newport to the end of the highway.

(254) **Nicholson Road RI33097:** The paved portion of the Nicholson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the Community of Brudenell for a distance of 0.1 km.

(255) **Norman Hambly Road RI32016:** The paved portion of the Norman Hambly Road commencing at the intersection of Route 221 in the settlement of West Covehead to the intersection of Route 25A in the settlement of West Covehead.

(256) **North Drive RI41099:** The North Drive commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Village of St. Eleanors to the end of the pavement.

(257) **North Lake Harbour Road RI13029:** The paved portion of the North Lake Harbour Road in the settlement of North Lake for a distance of 0.5 km.

(258) **North Lake Harbour Road RI13110:** The North Lake Harbour Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of North Lake to the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Lakeville.

(259) **North Lake Subdivision Road RI13134:** The paved portion of the North Lake Subdivision Road for a distance of 0.6 km.

(260) **North Road RI12072:** The paved portion of the North Road commencing at the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of Stanley Bridge to the end of the pavement.
(261) **Old Appin Road RI12108**: The paved portion of the Old Appin Road commencing at the intersection of Route 237 in the settlement of Appin to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Bonshaw.

(262) **Old Green Hill Road or Somers Road RI53034**: The paved portion of the Old Green Hill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of St. George’s to the end of the paved highway.

(263) **Old Launching Road RI33029**: The paved portion of Old Launching Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Cardross to the intersection of Route 311 in the Community of Cardigan.

(264) **Old Mt. Stewart Road RI33046**: The paved portion of the Old Mt. Stewart Road commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of St. Teresa for a distance of 0.8 km.

(264.1) Revoked by EC178/04.

(265) **Old Wharf Road RI53116**: The paved portion of the Old Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Sturgeon to the end of the road.

(266) **Oliver Road RI11084**: The Oliver Road commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of Huntley to the intersection of Route 150 in the settlement of Union.

(267) **Orwell Cove Road RI42091**: The Orwell Cove Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Orwell Cove to the intersection of Brush Wharf Road in the settlement of Orwell Cove.

(268) **Oyster Shack Road RI22090**: The paved portion of the Oyster Shack Road commencing at the intersection of Route 19 at the settlement of New Dominion.

(269) **Park Road RI33099**: The paved portion of the Park Road commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Roseneath to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(270) **Peardon Road RI33008**: The Peardon Road commencing at the intersection of Route 326 in the settlement of Montague to the intersection of Route 353 in the settlement of South Montague.

(271) **Pembroke Road RI53014**: The Pembroke Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Gaspereaux to the intersection of Route 347 in the settlement of Panmure Island.
(272) **Pembroke Road RI53010 and RI53009**: The paved portion of the Pembroke Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Gaspereaux to the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Murray Harbour North.

(273) **Penderosa Beach Road RI31127**: The Penderosa Beach Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Darnley to the end of the road.

(274) **Penwarden Road or Moore Road RI21021**: The Penwarden Road or Moore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Victoria West to the end of the pavement.

(275) **Perry Road RI23025**: The paved portion of the Perry Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bristol to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(276) **Perth Station Road RI33039**: The paved portion of the Perth Station Road commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of New Perth.

(277) **Pickering Road RI12008**: The paved portion of the Pickering Road commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Clinton.

(278) **Pickering Road RI12020**: The paved portion of the Pickering Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Seaview.

(279) **Ponds Road RI42065**: The paved portion of Ponds Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of South Pinette for a distance of 1.6 km.

(280) **Poplar Point Wharf Road RI33077**: The Poplar Point Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Poplar Point to the end of the highway.

(281) **Poverty Beach Road RI53115**: The paved portion of Poverty Beach Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Murray Harbour North, eastward to the end of the highway.

(282) **Queens Point Road RI32031**: The paved portion of the Queens Point Road commencing at the intersection of the Tracadie Harbour Road in the settlement of Grand Tracadie to the end of the road.

(283) **Red Head Road RI23757**: The Red Head Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of Morell to the intersection of St. Peters Harbour Road in the settlement of Bristol.
(284) **Red Point Road RI32125**: The paved portion of Red Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Johnston's River to the end of the highway.

(285) **Richard Hurst Road**: The paved portion of the Richard Hurst Road commencing at the intersection of Route 107 in the settlement of Clinton to the intersection of Route 8 in the settlement of Grahams Road.

(286) **Riley Subdivision RI33079**: The paved portion of the Riley Subdivision commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the Community of Brudenell.

(287) **River Road RI12136**: The paved portion of the River Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of French River.

(288) **Riverview Crescent RI42096**: The Riverview Crescent Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Vernon Bridge to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Vernon Bridge.

(289) **Robbins Road RI42111**: The paved portion of the Robbins Road commencing at the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Uigg for a distance of 1.0 km.

(290) **Robertson Road RI33076**: The paved portion of the Robertson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Poplar Point for a distance of 0.8 km.

(291) **Robinson Road RI32092**: The paved portion of Robinson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 5 in the settlement of Mount Albion for a distance of 0.5 km.

(292) **Rocky Point Road RI22086**: The Rocky Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 19 to the Boundary of the Indian Reservation. Native Reservation Lands.

(293) **Ross Road RI42114**: The paved portion of the Ross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Vernon Bridge for a distance of 0.7 km.

(294) **Royalty Junction Road RI32149**: The paved portion of the Royalty Junction Road commencing at the intersection of Route 15 in the settlement of Brackley to the intersection of Route 223 in the settlement of Winsloe.

(295) **Ryans Road RI33032**: The paved portion of Ryans Road commencing at the intersection of Route 320 in the settlement of Elliotvale to the intersection of Route 216 in the settlement of Dromore.
(296) **Seal River Road RI53154:** The Seal River Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of Cardigan North to the intersection of the Newport Road in the settlement of Newport.

(297) **Selkirk Park Road RI42121:** The paved portion of the Selkirk Park Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Eldon for a distance of 0.7 km.

(298) **Senior Citizens Road, Bedeque RI41064:** The Senior Citizens Road, Bedeque commencing at the intersection of Route 171 in Bedeque to the intersection of RI41063 and RI41062 in the settlement of Bedeque.

(299) **Settlement Road RI23047:** The paved portion of settlement Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bristol to the intersection of Route 322 in the settlement of Green Meadows.

(300) **Shaw’s Lane RI33094:** The paved portion of Shaw’s Lane commencing at the intersection of Route 319 to the end of the road.

(301) **Shore Road RI33028:** The Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Cardigan to the intersection of Route 321 in the settlement of Cardigan.

(302) **Shore Road RI22102:** The Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 6 and the road to North Rustico Harbour in the Community of North Rustico to the intersection of the Parks Canada Highway.

(303) **Simpson Mill Road RI12071:** The paved portion of the Simpson Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of Hope River to the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Bayview.

(304) **Snake Road RI13112:** The Snake Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Kingsboro to the intersection of Route 302 in the settlement of East Baltic.

(305) **Snowie Road RI22072:** The paved portion of the Snowie Road commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Rusticoville to the intersection of Route 13 in the settlement of Mayfield.

(306) **Spry Point Road RI53107:** The Spry Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Little Pond southward to the end of the highway.
(307) **St. Ann’s Road RI12145:** The St. Ann’s Road commencing at the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of St. Ann’s to the intersection of Route 266 in the settlement of St. Ann’s.

(308) **St. Catherine’s Road RI22093:** The paved portion of the St. Catherine’s Road commencing at the intersection of Route 9 in the settlement of St. Catherines to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Bonshaw.

(309) **St. Peters Harbour Road RI23767:** The paved portion of St. Peters Harbour Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bristol.

(310) **St. Raphael Road RI31172:** The St. Raphael Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Union Corner to the intersection of Route 177 in the settlement of St. Raphael.

(311) **Stabogie Road RI33039:** The paved portion of Stabogie Road commencing at the intersection of Route 5 in the settlement of Cardigan Head to the intersection of Route 356 in the settlement of Cardigan Head.

(312) **Station Road RI33106:** The Station Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Cardigan to the intersection of RI33028 in the settlement of Cardigan.

(313) **Steels Lane RI13018:** The Steels Lane commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Chepstow to the intersection of Route 303 in the settlement of St. Catherines.

(314) **Stewart Point Road:** The Stewart Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Belle River to the end of the highway.

(315) **Story Road RI42003:** The Story Road commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Millview for a distance of 0.1 km.

(316) **Sturgeon Cross Road RI53153:** The unpaved portion of the Sturgeon Cross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Sturgeon to the intersection of Route 17A in the settlement of Sturgeon.

(317) **Taylor Road RI12151:** The paved portion of the Taylor Road commencing at the intersection of Route 254 in the settlement of North Granville to the intersection of Route 238 in the settlement of Fountain Road.
(318) **Terry Boylan Road RI21063**: The paved section of the Terry Boylan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Coleman to the end of the pavement.

(319) **Todds Road RI12047**: The paved portion of the Todds Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Hampton to the intersection of Route 246 in the settlement of South Melville.

(320) **Tracadie Cross Road RI32048**: The paved portion of the Tracadie Cross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 219 in the settlement of Tracadie Cross to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Tracadie Cross.

(321) **Tracadie Harbour Road RI32115**: The paved portion of the Tracadie Harbour Road commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Grand Tracadie to the end of the road at Tracadie Wharf.

(322) **Uigg Road RI42023**: The paved portion of the Uigg Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Orwell to the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Uigg.

(323) **Walker Road RI32144**: The paved portion of the Walker Road commencing at the intersection of RI32125 for a distance of 0.7 km.

(324) **Walter Adams Road RI12138**: The paved portion of the Walter Adams Road commencing at the intersection of Route 103 in the settlement of Seaview.

(325) **Waterside Road RI42002**: The paved portion of Waterside Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Mt. Mellick to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Mt. Mellick.

(326) **Watts Road RI32039**: The paved portion of the Watts Road commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Grand Tracadie to the end of the road.

(327) **West Point Harbour Road RI21145**: The West Point Harbour Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of West Point to the end.

(328) **Whitty Road RI53070**: The paved portion of the Whitty Road.

(329) **Wightmans Point Road RI43030**: The paved portion of the Wightmans Point road commencing at the intersection of RI43029.

(330) **Widon Road RI23159**: The paved portion of Windon Road commencing at the intersection of Route 322 in the settlement of Green Meadows to the Bangor Road in the settlement of Windon.
(330.1) **Woodside Road RI12006:** The paved portion of Woodside Road (formerly Frizzell Road) commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Margate for a distance of 1.35 km.

(331) **Road Index 11020:** The paved portion of Road Index 11020 commencing at the intersection of Route 161 in the settlement of Norway to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of North Cape.

(332) **Road Index 11167, 11168, 11169, 11170 and 11171:** Alberton streets inside town boundaries.

(333) **Road Index 11183:** Road Index 11183 commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of St. Edward for a distance of 0.9 km.

(333.1) **Road Index 11250:** The paved portion of Road Index 11250 in the settlement of Woodstock commencing at the intersection of Route 136 for a distance of 1.3 km.

(334) **Road Index 12072:** That paved portion of Road Index 12072 that lies between Routes 224 and Route 240.

(335) **Road Index 13015:** The paved portion of Road Index 13015 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Chepstow for a distance of 0.3 km.

(336) **Road Index 13032:** The paved portion of Road Index 13032 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Little Harbour for a distance of 0.3 km.

(337) **Road Index 13040:** The paved portion of Road Index 13040 commencing at the intersection of Route 302 in the settlement of East Baltic for a distance of 0.5 km.

(338) **Road Index 13131:** The paved portion of Road Index 13131 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Fortune to the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Fortune.

(339) **Road Index 13143:** The paved portion of Road Index 13143 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Monticello.

(340) **Road Index 23007:** The paved portion of Road Index 23007 in the settlement of Bangor commencing at the intersection of RI23159 for a distance of 1.1 km.

(341) **Road Index 23017:** The paved portion of Road Index 23017 commencing at the intersection of RI23767 for a distance of 0.9 km.
(342) **Road Index 23023**: The paved portion of Road Index 23023 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bristol for a distance of 0.2 km.

(343) **Road Index 23778**: St. Peters community streets.

(344) **Road Index 32127**: The paved portion of Road Index 32127 commencing at the intersection of RI32125 in the settlement of Johnston’s River for a distance of 0.2 km.

(345) **Road Index 32133**: The paved portion of Road Index 32133 commencing at the intersection of RI32132 in the settlement of Mount Herbert for a distance of 1.2 km.

(346) **Road Index 33003**: The paved portion of Road Index 33003 commencing at the intersection of Route 320 in the settlement of Greenfield for a distance of 0.1 km.

(347) **Road Index 33096**: The paved portion of Road Index 33096 commencing at the intersection of Route 319 in the Community of Brudenell northward for a distance of 0.1 km.

(348) **Road Index 53108**: Road Index 53108 commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Little Pond to the Spry Point Road in the settlement of Little Pond.

(349) **Road Index 53503**: The paved portion of Road Index 53503 commencing at the intersection of the Seal River Road.

(EC580/95; 706/95; 32/97; 721/00; 147/01; 145/03; 434/03; 178/04; 496/08; 774/08; 291/09; 493/10)
1. The following highways and parts thereof are designated as unpaved local (Class 3) highways:

   (1) **Route 11 Mill Road:** The Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Mount Pleasant for a distance of 0.4 km.

   (2) **Route 21:** The unpaved portion of Route 21 commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of Pisquid to the intersection of Route 323 in the settlement of St. Patrick Road.

   (3) **Route 102:** The unpaved portion of Route 102 commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Darnley to the intersection of Route 103 in the settlement of Spring Valley.

   (4) **Route 104:** The unpaved portion of Route 104 commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Indian River to the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Margate.

   (5) **Route 105:** The unpaved portion of Route 105 commencing at the intersection of Route 104 in the settlement of Baltic to the intersection of Princetown Royalty Road RI31064 in the settlement of Malpeque.

   (6) **Route 108:** The unpaved portion of Route 108 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Norboro for a distance of 0.5 km.

   (7) **Route 110:** The unpaved portion of Route 110 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of New Annan to the intersection of Route 106 in the settlement of Lower New Annan.

   (8) **Route 111:** The unpaved portion of Route 111 commencing at the intersection of Route 112 in the settlement of Searletown to the intersection of Route 232 in the settlement of Emerald.

   (9) **Route 113:** The unpaved portion of Route 113 commencing at the intersection of Route 110 in the settlement of Lower Freetown to the intersection of Route 232 in the settlement of Emerald.

   (10) **Route 115:** The unpaved portion of Route 115 commencing at the intersection of Route 112 in the settlement of Albany to the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Lower Tryon.
(11) **Route 116**: The unpaved portion of Route 116 commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Lower Tryon to the intersection of Route 1 in the Community of Victoria.

(12) **Route 117**: The unpaved portion of Route 117 commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Augustine Cove to the intersection of the Bradford Road in the settlement of Cape Traverse.

(13) **Route 118**: The unpaved portion of Route 118 commencing at the intersection of Route 112 in the settlement of Albany for a distance of 0.6 km.

(14) **Route 118**: The unpaved portion of Route 118 commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Carleton Siding for a distance of 0.4 km.

(15) **Route 120**: The unpaved portion of Route 120 commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of North Bedeque to the intersection of Route 107 in the settlement of Wilmot Valley.

(16) **Route 123**: The unpaved portion of Route 123 commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Central Lot 16 to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Central Lot 16.

(17) **Route 129**: The unpaved portion Route 129 commencing at the intersection of Route 126 in the settlement of St. Phillip to the intersection of Route 124 in the settlement of Urbainville.

(18) **Route 135**: The unpaved portion of Route 135 commencing at the intersection of Route 130 in the settlement of Victoria West for a distance of 0.2 km.

(19) **Route 137**: The unpaved portion of Route 137 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Carleton to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Roxbury.

(20) **Route 138**: The unpaved portion of Route 138 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of West Devon to the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Brae.

(21) **Route 143**: The unpaved portion of Route 143 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Campbellton to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Woodstock.

(22) **Route 144**: The unpaved portion of Route 144 commencing at the intersection of Route 142 in the settlement of Springfield West for a distance of 3.5 km or to the Haliburton Dump Site.
(23) **Route 147:** The unpaved portion of Route 147 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Cape Wolfe to the intersection of Route 143 in the settlement of Haliburton.

(24) **Route 148:** The unpaved portion of Route 148 commencing at the intersection of Route 142 in the Community of O’Leary to the intersection of Route 164 in the settlement of Hebron.

(25) **Route 148:** The unpaved portion of Route 148 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Roseville to the intersection of Route 142 in the Community of O’Leary.

(26) **Route 149:** The unpaved portion of Route 149 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Roseville to the intersection of Route 145 in the settlement of Bloomfield Station.

(27) **Route 150:** The unpaved portion of Route 150 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Elmsdale to the intersection of Route 145 in the settlement of Campbellton.

(28) **Route 151:** The unpaved portion of Route 151 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of St. Lawrence to the intersection of Route 153 in the settlement of Montrose for a distance of 12.8 km including the paved portion.

(29) **Route 154:** The unpaved portion of Route 154 commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of Montrose to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Kildare.

(30) **Route 156:** The unpaved portion of Route 156 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Nail Pond to the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of St. Edward.

(31) **Route 157:** The unpaved portion of Route 157 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of St. Peter & St. Paul to the intersection of Route 155 in the settlement of Palmer Road.

(32) **Route 159:** The unpaved portion of Route 159 commencing at the intersection of Route 160 in the settlement of Ascension to the intersection of Route 156 in the settlement of Palmer Road for a distance of 8.3 km including the paved portion.

(33) **Route 160:** The unpaved portion of Route 160 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of Tignish to the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Nail Pond.
(34) **Route 161**: The unpaved portion of Route 161 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Christopher Cross to the intersection of R11020 in the settlement of Norway.

(35) **Route 162 Cahill Road**: The unpaved portion of the Cahill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Central Kildare for a distance of 0.6 km, including the pavement.

(36) **Route 165**: The unpaved portion of Route 165 commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Union Corner to the intersection of Route 124 in the Community of Abram’s Village.

(37) **Route 169 Port Hill Station Road**: The unpaved portion of the Port Hill Station Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Tyne Valley for a distance of 1.8 km including the paved portion.

(38) **Route 169 Port Hill Station Road**: The unpaved portion of the Port Hill Station Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Mount Pleasant for a distance of 0.5 km.

(39) **Route 170**: The unpaved portion of Route 170 commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Brae to the intersection of R121073 in the settlement of Brae Harbour.

(40) **Route 174**: The unpaved portion of Route 174, Murray Road, commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Freeland to the intersection of R121003 in the settlement of Freeland.

(41) **Route 176**: The unpaved portion of Route 176 commencing at the intersection of Route 147 in the settlement of Locke Road to the end of the road in the settlement of Hebron for a distance of 8.5 km including the paved portion.

(42) **Route 201**: The unpaved portion of Route 201 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Belle River to the intersection of Route 348 in the settlement of Hopefield.

(43) **Route 202**: The unpaved portion of Route 202 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Belle River to the Community of Murray River.

(44) **Route 203 Culloden Road**: The unpaved portion of the Culloden Road commencing at the intersection of Route 207 in the settlement of Garfield to the intersection of Route 23 in the settlement of Culloden and commencing at the intersection of Route 315 for a distance of 1.2 km.
(45) **Route 204**: The unpaved portion of Route 204 commencing at the intersection of Route 207 in the settlement of Garfield to the intersection of Route 315 in the settlement of Caledonia.

(46) **Route 205**: The unpaved portion of Route 205 commencing at the intersection of Route 207 in the settlement of Garfield to the intersection of Route 23 in the settlement of Valley.

(47) **Route 206**: The unpaved portion of Route 206 commencing at the intersection of Route 325 in the settlement of Valleyfield for a distance of 0.4 km.

(48) **Route 207**: The unpaved portion of Route 207 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Eldon the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Wood Islands.

(49) **Route 209**: The unpaved portion of Route 209 for a distance of 0.7 km.

(50) **Route 212**: The unpaved portion of Route 212 commencing at the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Vernon River to the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Alberry Plains.

(51) **Route 213**: The unpaved portion of Route 213 commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Fort Augustus to the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Pisquid.

(52) **Route 214**: The unpaved portion of Route 214 commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Pisquid to the intersection of Route 320 in the settlement of Peakes.

(53) **Route 215**: The unpaved portion of Route 215 commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Mount Herbert to the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Websters Corner.

(54) **Route 216**: The unpaved portion of Route 216 commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Vernon River to the intersection of Route 214 in the settlement of Dromore.

(55) **Route 217 Feehans Point Road**: The unpaved portion of the Feehans Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 218 in the settlement of French Village for a distance of 1.0 km.

(56) **Route 218 Portage Road**: The unpaved portion of the Portage Road in the settlement of Ten Mile House commencing at the intersection of Route 2 west for a distance of 2.7 km and commencing at the intersection of Route 2 east for a distance of 0.5 km.
(57) **Route 227**: The unpaved portion of Route 227 that lies between the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Pleasant Valley the intersection of Route 264 in the settlement of Glen Valley.

(58) **Route 227**: The unpaved portion of Route 227 in the settlement of Glen Valley, commencing at the intersection of Route 264, southeasterly for a distance of 0.6 km.

(59) **Route 227**: The unpaved portion of Route 227 in the settlement of Hartsville, commencing at the intersection of Route 225, northwesterly for a distance of 0.5 km.

(60) **Route 227**: The unpaved portion of Route 227 in the settlement of Darlington from the intersection of Route 225 to the intersection of Route 13.

(61) **Route 228 Bertram Road Princtown Road**: The Bertram Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 for a distance of 2.9 km.

(62) **Route 229**: The unpaved portions of Route 229 that lie between the intersection of Route 222 and Route 219.

(62.1) **Route 230**: The unpaved portion of Route 230 that lies between Route 2 in the settlement of Pleasant Valley and Route 254 in the settlement of North Granville;

(63) **Route 231**: The unpaved portions of Route 231 in the settlement of Pleasant Valley to the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of St. Marys.

(64) **Route 232 County Line Road**: The unpaved portion of Route 232 that lies between Route 225 in the settlement of Shamrock and Route 8 in the settlement of Summerfield.

(65) **Route 233 County Line Road**: The unpaved portion of Route 233 that lies between the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Norboro and the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of Margate.

(65.1) **Route 239**: The unpaved portion of Route 239, commencing at the intersection of Route 231 in the settlement of Millvale to the intersection of Route 254 in the settlement of Stanley Bridge.

(65.2) **Route 240**: The unpaved portion of Route 240 in the settlement of Stanley Bridge, commencing at the intersection of Route 224, southerly for a distance of 1.53 km.

(66) **Route 241 Toronto Road**: The unpaved portions of the Toronto Road that lie between Route 13 and Road Index 22069.
(67) **Route 243 Milboro Road:** The unpaved portion of the Milboro Road that lies between Route 224 Route 226.

(68) **Route 246 Maplewood Road:** The unpaved portion of the Maplewood Road that lies between Route 225 and Route 13.

(69) **Route 249 Quinn Road:** The Quinn Road commencing at the intersection of Route 245 to the start of the pavement.

(69.1) **Route 249 Quinn Road:** The unpaved portion of the Quinn Road in the settlement of Kingston, commencing 450 metres from the intersection of Route 235 for a distance of 0.75 km.

(70) **Route 250 Kentyre Road:** The unpaved portions of the Kentyre Road that lie between Route 221 and Route 223.

(71) **Route 252 MacMillen Point Road:** The unpaved portion of the MacMillen Point Road that lies between Route 6 east and Route 6 west.

(72) **Route 255:** The unpaved portion of Route 255 commencing at the intersection of Route 214 in the settlement of Dromore to the intersection of Route 215 in the settlement of Tarantum.

(73) **Route 256 Crabbe Road MacKenzie Road:** The unpaved portions that lie between Route 2 and Route 223.

(74) **Route 257:** The unpaved portions of Route 257 commencing at the intersection of Route 255 in the settlement of Dromore to the intersection of Route 215 in the settlement of Donagh.

(75) **Route 257 Brittain Shore Road:** The unpaved portion of the Brittain Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Pisquid for a distance of 0.4 km and commencing at the intersection of Route 255 for a distance of 1.5 km.

(76) **Route 259:** The unpaved portions of Route 259 commencing at the intersection of Route 326 in the settlement of Valleyfield for a distance of 0.3 km and commencing at the intersection of Route 353 to the intersection of Route 325.

(77) **Route 260 Corrigan Road:** The unpaved portions of the Corrigan Road in the settlement of Ten Mile House commencing at the intersection of Route 2 for a distance of 0.7 km and commencing at the intersection of Route 219 in the settlement of Donaldston for a distance of 0.2 km.

(78) **Route 262 Long River Road:** The unpaved portion of the Long River Road that lies between Route 234 and Route 20.
(79) **Route 263 Long River Cross Road:** The unpaved portion of the Long River Cross Road that lies between Route 20 and Route 262.

(80) **Route 265 Lynwood Road:** The Lynwood Road commencing at the intersection of Route 235 in the settlement of Kingston a distance of 0.6 km.

(81) **Route 265 Lynwood Road:** The Lynwood Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Clyde River a distance of 0.4 km.

(82) **Route 270:** The unpaved portion of Route 270 commencing at the intersection of Route 268 in the settlement of Earnscliffe for a distance of 0.7 km.

(83) **Route 303:** The unpaved portion commencing at the intersection of Route 335 in the settlement of St. Catherines to the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Little Harbour.

(84) **Route 314:** The unpaved portion of Route 314 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Dundas to the intersection of Route 327 in the settlement of Dundas.

(85) **Route 317:** The unpaved portion of Route 317 commencing at the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Bellevue to the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Sturgeon.

(86) **Route 319:** The unpaved portion of Route 319 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the Community of Brudenell to the intersection of Route 4 in the Community of Brudenell.

(87) **Route 320:** The unpaved portion commencing at the intersection of Route 210 in the settlement of Victoria Cross to the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of Peakes.

(88) **Route 321:** The unpaved portion commencing at the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Cardross to the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Glenfanning.

(89) **Route 323:** The unpaved portion commencing at the intersection of Route 5 to the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of St. Teresa.

(90) **Route 323:** The unpaved portion of Route 323 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of St. Andrews to the intersection of Route 320 in the settlement of Peakes.

(91) **Route 325:** The unpaved portion of Route 325 commencing at the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Uigg to the intersection of
Route 259 and commencing at the intersection of Route 210 in the settlement of Upper Montague northward for a distance of 0.7 km.

(92) **Route 325:** Commencing at the intersection of Route 202 north in the settlement of Iris northerly for a distance of 0.3 km.

(93) **Route 325:** The unpaved portion of Route 325 commencing at the intersection of Route 316 in the settlement of Heatherdale to the intersection of Route 326 in the settlement of Valleyfield.

(93.1) **Route 325 County Line Road:** The unpaved portion of the County Line Road in the settlement of Head of Montague, commencing at the intersection of Route 210 for a distance of 0.8 km.

(94) **Route 325 County Line Road:** The County Line Road commencing at the intersection of Route 316 in the settlement of Valleyfield southerly for a distance of 0.5 km.

(95) **Route 327:** The unpaved portion of Route 327 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Five Houses to the intersection of Route 314 in the settlement of Albion Cross.

(96) **Route 328:** The unpaved portion of Route 328 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Bridgetown to the intersection of Route 312 in the settlement of Forest Hill.

(97) **Route 329:** The unpaved portion commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Cardigan for a distance of 0.1 km and a distance of 0.7 km commencing at the intersection of Road Index 33052 northward.

(98) **Route 330:** The unpaved portion commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Rollo Bay to the intersection of Route 358 in the settlement of Gowan Brae.

(99) **Route 331:** The unpaved portion of Route 331 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Midgell to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Corraville.

(100) **Route 332:** The unpaved portion of 332 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Dingwells Mills to the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Fortune.

(101) **Route 336:** The unpaved portion of 336 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Cable Head to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Greenwich.
(102) **Route 337 Millburn Road:** The unpaved portion of the Millburn Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Marie to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Corraville.

(103) **Route 338:** The unpaved portion of 338 commencing at the intersection of Route 328 in the settlement of Upton to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Southampton.

(104) **Route 339:** The unpaved portion of 339 commencing at the intersection of Route 312 in the settlement of Strathcona to the intersection of Cumberland Road RI33070.

(105) **Route 342:** The unpaved portion of 342 commencing at the intersection of Route 321 in the Community of Cardigan to the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Georgetown Royalty.

(106) **Route 345 Sorrie Road:** The Sorrie Road commencing at the intersection of Route 317 in the settlement of Milltown Cross for a distance of 0.5 km and commencing at the intersection of Route 318 in the settlement of St. Marys Road for a distance of 0.4 km.

(107) **Route 345:** The unpaved portion of 345 commencing at the intersection of Route 324 in the settlement of Peters Road to the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Point Pleasant.

(108) **Route 348:** The unpaved portion commencing at the intersection of RI 43042 to the end of the highway.

(109) **Route 349 MacPherson Road:** The MacPherson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 324 in the settlement of Glen William for a distance of 0.8 km.

(110) **Route 349 Bruce Road:** The Bruce Road commencing at the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Dover for a distance of 0.7 km. and commencing at the intersection of Route 324 in the settlement of Glenwilliam for a distance of 1.0 km.

(111) **Route 349:** Commencing at the intersection of Route 317 in the settlement of Brooklyn southward for a distance of 0.5 km.

(112) **Route 349 Compton Road:** The Compton Road commencing at the intersection of Route 316 in the settlement of Kilmuir for a distance of 0.1 km. and commencing at the intersection of Route 317 in the settlement of Brooklyn for a distance of 0.5 km.
(113) **Route 350:** The unpaved portion of 350 commencing at the intersection of Route 217 in the settlement of French Village to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bristol.

(114) **Route 352:** The unpaved portion of 352 commencing at the intersection of Route 351 in the settlement of Cherry Hill to the intersection of Route 350 in the settlement of Canavoy.

(115) **Route 352:** The unpaved portion of Route 352 commencing at the intersection of Route 322 in the settlement of Green Meadows for a distance of 3.1 km.

(116) **Route 353:** The unpaved portion of Route 353 commencing at the intersection of Route 320 in the settlement of Upper Montague to the intersection of Route 354 in the settlement of South Montague.

(117) **Route 355:** The unpaved portion of Route 355 commencing at the intersection of Route 320 in the settlement of Peakes to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Cardross.

(118) **Route 356:** The unpaved portion of Route 356 commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of New Perth to the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Roseneath.

(119) **Route 356:** The unpaved portion commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of New Perth to the intersection of RI33039 in the settlement of Cardigan Head.

(120) **Route 357:** The unpaved portion commencing at the intersection of route 309 in the settlement of Selkirk to the intersection of Route 307 in the settlement of Bear River.

(121) **Route 358:** The unpaved portion of Route 358 commencing at the intersection of Route 330 to the intersection of Route 306.

(122) **Route 332 Red House Road:** The unpaved portion of the Red House Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Dingwells Mills to the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Fortune.

(123) **Route 339 Ward Road:** The unpaved portion of the Ward Road commencing at the intersection of Route 328 in the settlement of Upton to the intersection of Route 312 in the settlement of Strathcona.

(124) **Abney Road:** The unpaved portion of the Abney Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Norman’s Road to the intersection of Route 18 in the Community of Murray Harbour.
(125) **Afton Road RI32005:** The unpaved portion of the Afton Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Scotchfort for a distance of 2.5 km.

(126) **Ancel Bernard Road RI31056:** The Ancel Bernard Road commencing at the intersection of Route 103 in the settlement of Baltic for a distance of 1.4 km.

(127) **Arsenault Road or Reid Road RI41053:** The Arsenault Road commencing at the intersection of Route 111 in the settlement of Middleton for a distance of 0.5 km.

(128) **Arsenault Road RI31087:** The Arsenault Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Mont Carmel for a distance of 0.2 km including the paved portion.

(129) **Arsenault Road RI11032:** The Arsenault Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Skinners Pond for a distance of 0.5 km.

(130) **Arsenault Road RI41074:** The Arsenault Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of Middleton for a distance of 0.1 km.

(131) **Arsenault Road:** The Arsenault Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Skinners Pond to the end of the road.

(132) **Art Ford Cross Road RI22047:** The Art Ford Cross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 226 in the settlement of Brookfield for a distance of 0.3 km.

(133) **Ashley-Murphy Road RI11123:** The unpaved portion of the Ashley-Murphy Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Brooklyn to the intersection of Route 145 in the settlement of Brooklyn.

(134) **Ashton Road RI23076:** The Ashton Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Farmington for a distance of 2 km.

(135) **Ashton Road RI23150:** The Ashton Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Farmington to the intersection of RI23100 in the settlement of Ashton.

(136) **Ashton Road RI21099:** The unpaved portion of the Ashton Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of West Devon for a distance of 1.2 km including the paved portion.
(137) **Baker Shore Road RI41108**: The unpaved portion of the Baker Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of North Bedeque to the end of the road.

(138) **Bangor Road**: The unpaved portion of the Bangor Road commencing at the intersection of Route 322 in the settlement of Byrn’s Road to the Windon Road.

(139) **Balhalona Road RI12182**: The unpaved portion of the Balhalona Road that lies between Route 13 and Route 231.

(140) **Ballum Road RI21023**: The Ballum Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Mount Pleasant to the intersection of the Inman Road Route 11 in the settlement of North Enmore.

(141) **Bay Road RI21162**: The Bay Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Portage for a distance of 0.2 km.

(142) **Beach Hill Road RI42013**: The unpaved portion of Beach Hill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Alberry Plains to the intersection of RI42014 in the settlement of Alberry Plains.

(143) **Bedeque Rink Road RI41060**: The Bedeque Rink Road commencing at the intersection of Route 171 in the settlement of Central Bedeque for a distance of 1.2 km.

(144) **Bedeque Rink Road RI41060**: The Bedeque Rink Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Searletown for a distance of 0.4 km.

(145) Bennett Road RI23151: The unpaved portion of the Bennett Road commencing at the intersection of Route 331 in the settlement of Church Road to the intersection of Route 337 in the settlement of Milburn.

(146) **Bennett Road**: The unpaved portion of the Bennett Road commencing at the intersection of Route 337 in the settlement of Milburn to the intersection of Route 331 in the settlement of Church Road.

(147) **Betts Road RI11104**: The Betts Road commencing at the intersection of Route 149 in the settlement of Piusville for a distance of 0.2 km.
(148) **Bolga Park Road RI12109**: The Bolga Park Road a distance of 0.6 km from the intersection of RI12113 and a distance of 1.5 km from the intersection of Route 245.

(149) **Bonus Road RI11070**: The unpaved portion of the Bonus Road commencing at the intersection of Route 151 in the settlement of Montrose to the intersection with Route 2 in the settlement of Woodvale.

(150) **Bouguet Cove Road RI41044**: The Bouguet Cove Road commencing at the intersection of the Jim MacLean Road in the settlement of Chelton for a distance of 0.7 km.

(151) **Bradford Road**: The unpaved portion of the Bradford Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Carleton Siding to the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Albany.

(152) **Brazel Road RI32064**: The Brazel Road commencing at the intersection of Route 257 in the settlement of Donagh for a distance of 0.7 km.

(153) **Bryanton Road RI31067**: The Bryanton Road commencing at the intersection of the Royalty Point Road in the settlement of Malpeque to the intersection of the Base Line Road.

(154) **Buell Road Extension RI43043**: The unpaved portion of the Buell Road Extension commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Norman’s Road for a distance of 0.4 km.

(155) **Buell Road RI32124**: The unpaved portion of the Buell Road commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Mermaid for a distance of 0.1 km.

(156) **Buffalo Road RI22052**: The Buffalo Road commencing at the intersection of Route 224 a distance of 0.2 km and commencing at the intersection of Route 243 a distance of 1.0 km.

(157) **Buote Road RI11077**: The Buote Road commencing at the intersection of the St. Roch Road RI11066 for a distance of 0.2 km.

(158) **Butcher Road RI11119**: The unpaved portion of the Butcher Road commencing at the intersection of Route 150 in the settlement of Elmsdale to the intersection of Route 145 in the settlement of Brooklyn.

(159) **Cabot Park Road RI31062**: The unpaved portion of the Cabot Park Road commencing at the intersection of the Princetown Royalty RI31064 in the settlement of Malpeque to the end of the road for a distance of 2.6 km.
(160) **Cahoon’s Wharf Road RI53008**: The Cahoon’s Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of Route 324 in the settlement of Peters Road for a distance of 0.4 km.

(161) **Caissie Road RI31055**: The unpaved portion of the Caissie Road commencing at the intersection of Route 128 in the settlement of Harmony to the intersection of Route 127 in the settlement of St. Phillip.

(162) **Callaghan Road RI12037**: The Callaghan Road a distance of 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 245 and a distance of 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 235.

(163) **Cameron Road RI22098**: The Cameron Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of New Haven a distance of 0.4 km.

(164) **Camp Road RI22111**: The Camp Road in the settlement of Oyster Bed Bridge commencing at the intersection of Route 7 to the intersection of RI 22110.

(165) **Camp Tamawaby Road RI31031**: The Camp Tamawaby Road commencing at the intersection of Route 131 in the settlement of MacDougall’s Corner for a distance of 0.1 km.

(166) **Campbell Road RI22054**: The unpaved portion of the Campbell Road to the intersection of RI22034.

(167) **Campbell Road RI41081**: The Campbell Road commencing at the intersection of Route 8 in the settlement of Freetown to the intersection of Route 108 in the settlement of Freetown.

(168) **Campbell Road RI53500**: The Campbell Road commencing at the intersection of Route 347 in the settlement of Panmure Island for a distance of 0.6 km.

(169) **Campbell Road RI21075**: The Campbell Road commencing at the intersection of Route 140 in the settlement of Mount Royal for a distance of 0.1 km.

(170) **Campbell’s Shore Road RI41045**: The Campbell’s Shore Road Commencing at the intersection of the Chelton Road in the settlement of Chelton for a distance of 0.6 km.

(171) **Cape Egmont School Road RI31097**: The unpaved portion of the Cape Egmont School Road commencing at the intersection of Route 165 in the settlement of St. Timothy to the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Cape Egmont.
(172) **Caseley Road RI31153:** The Caseley Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Malpeque for a distance of 0.2 km.

(173) **Cemetery Road:** The unpaved portion of the Cemetery Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of St. Lawrence to the end of the road.

(174) **Centre Road RI12074:** The Centre Road from the intersection of Route 231 a distance of 1.4 km.

(175) **Chaisson Road RI11009:** The unpaved portion of the Chaisson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 153 in the Community of Tignish to the intersection of Route 12 in the Community of Tignish.

(176) **Cheese Factory Road RI11118:** The unpaved portion of the Cheese Factory Road commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of Huntley to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Alma.

(177) **Cheese Factory Road RI31075:** The unpaved portion of the Cheese Factory Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Baltic to the intersection of Route 104 in the settlement of Hamilton.

(178) **Chelton Road RI41042:** The unpaved portion of the Chelton Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Searletown for a distance of 0.3 km.

(179) **Christopher Cross Road RI11067:** The Christopher Cross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 153 in the settlement of St. Felix to the intersection of RI11075 in the settlement of St. Peter and St. Paul.

(180) **Christopher Cross Road RI11067:** The Christopher Cross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of St. Peter and St. Paul for a distance of 0.4 km.

(181) **Clark Shore Road RI41021:** The Clark Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Augustine Cove for a distance of 0.7 km.

(182) **Clements Road RI43016:** The unpaved portion of the Clements Road commencing at the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of White Sands to RI43015.

(183) **Clyde Road RI12093:** The Clyde Road commencing at Route 2 for a distance of 2.0 km.
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(184) **Cobb Road RI12017**: The Cobb Road a distance of 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 262.

(185) **Coffin Road RI23774**: The Coffin Road commencing at the intersection of Route 218 in the settlement with Savage Harbour for a distance of 1.0 km.

(186) **Compton Road RI41100**: The Compton Road commencing at the intersection of North Drive Road in the settlement of St. Eleanors for a distance of 0.7 km.

(187) **Connelly Woods Road RI41017**: The Connelly Woods Road commencing at the intersection of Route 115 in the settlement of Mount Tryon for a distance of 0.1 km.

(188) **Conway/Hawkins Road RI21158**: The unpaved portion of the Conway/Hawkins Road RI21158 commencing at the intersection of Route 175 in the settlement of Conway to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Freeland.

(189) **Conway Road RI21058**: The unpaved portion of the Conway Road commencing at the intersection of Route 175 in the settlement of Conway to the intersection of Route 12 in Poplar Grove.

(190) **Corbett’s Road RI41107**: The Corbett’s Road commencing at the intersection of the Lecky’s Loop in the settlement of North Bedeque for a distance of 0.8 km.

(191) **County Line Road RI42090**: The County Line Road commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Alberry Plains for a distance of 0.2 km.

(192) **County Line Road RI31051**: The unpaved portion of the County Line Road that lies between the intersection of Route 103 in the settlement of Spring Valley and the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Seaview.

(193) **County Line Road RI31051**: The unpaved portion of the County Line Road that lies between the intersection of Route 234 in the settlement of Burlington and the intersection of Route 101 in the settlement of Burlington.

(194) **Crofter Road RI31051**: The Crofter Road commencing at the intersection of Route 103 in the settlement of Baltic for a distance of 0.5 km.

(195) **Crosby Road RI12111**: The unpaved portions of the Crosby Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1.
(196) **Cumberland Line Road RI22087**: The Cumberland Line Road commencing at the intersection of Route 19 a distance of 1.3 km.

(197) **Cumberland Road RI33070**: The unpaved portion of the Cumberland Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Dundas to the intersection of Route 339 in the settlement of Upton.

(198) **Cunningham Road RI31019**: The Cunningham Road commencing at the intersection of Route 131 in the settlement of MacDougall for a distance of 0.1 km.

(199) **Currie Road RI12040**: The Currie Road a distance of 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 249.

(199.1) **Cyrus Road RI31109**: The unpaved portion of the Cyrus Road in the settlement of Urbainville commencing at the intersection of Route 125 for a distance of 0.14 km.

(200) **Daley Road RI43014**: The Daley Road commencing at the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of Guernsey Cove for a distance of 0.2 km.

(201) **Devil’s Punch Bowl Road RI12003**: The Devil’s Punch Bowl Road in the settlement of Granville commencing at the intersection of Route 254 southeasterly for a distance of 0.4 km.

(202) **Dewars Road RI33017**: The unpaved portion of Dewars Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Roseneath for a distance of 0.6 km.

(203) **Distant Road RI21128**: The unpaved portion of the Distant Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Ellerslie to the intersection with Route 133 in the settlement of Ellerslie.

(204) **Dollinger Road 53046**: The unpaved portion of the Dollinger Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of Launching for a distance of 0.7 km.

(205) **Dougan Road RI42004**: The Dougan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Millview to the intersection with Village Green Road in the settlement of Village Green.

(206) **Dougan Road RI42004**: The unpaved portion of the Dougan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Millview to the intersection of RI42006 in the settlement of Village Green.
(207) **Doyle Road RI1117**: The unpaved portion of the Doyle Road commencing at the intersection of Route 145 in the settlement of Bloomfield Station to the intersection of Route 143 in the settlement of Glengarry for a distance of 3.5 km including the paved portion.

(208) **Doyle Road RI11018**: The Doyle Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of North Cape for a distance of 0.3 km.

(209) **Dump Road RI22113**: The Dump Road in the settlement of South Rustico commencing at the intersection of Route 6 in the settlement of North Rustico for a distance of 0.4 km.

(210) **Dump Road RI11094**: The Dump Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of St. Lawrence for a distance of 0.7 km.

(211) **Dunbar Road RI11091**: The unpaved portion of the Dunbar Road commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the Community of St. Louis for a distance of 0.1 km.

(212) **Dunbar Road RI11091**: The Dunbar Road commencing at the intersection of Route 151 in the settlement of Alma for a distance of 0.1 km.

(213) **Duvar Road RI11141**: The unpaved portion of the Duvar Road commencing at the intersection of Route 148 in the settlement of Duvar for a distance of 0.3 km.

(214) **Earl Power Road RI53150**: The Earl Power Road commencing at the intersection of RI 53021 for a distance of 0.55 km.

(214.1) **East Suffolk Extension Road RI32012**: The East Suffolk Extension Road in the settlement of Suffolk commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection with Route 229, for a distance of 0.2 km.

(2134.2) **Easter Road RI31183**: The Easter Road in the settlement of Indian River commencing at a point .3 km from the intersection of Road Index 31078 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.0 km.

(215) **Elsinga Road RI12146**: The Elsinga Road a distance of 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 8.

(216) **Emmerson Road RI12149**: The Emmerson Road in North Granville a distance of 0.3 km from Route 254.
(217) **Enman Shore Road RI41022**: The Enman Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Augustine Cove for a distance of 1.6 km.

(218) **Eric Richards Road RI31179**: The Eric Richards Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Mont Carmel for a distance of 1.6 km.

(219) **Eugene MacDonald Road RI53056**: The Eugene MacDonald Road commencing at the intersection of Road Index 5310 southward to the end of the highway.

(220) **Extension of Curtis Road RI23100**: The Extension of Curtis Road commencing at the intersection of RI 23150 for a distance of 0.3 km.

(221) **Farley Road RI11096**: The Farley Road commencing at the intersection of Route 151 in the settlement of St. Lawrence for a distance of 0.2 km.

(222) **Farrar Road RI12107**: The Farrar Road from the intersection of Route 237 a distance of 0.2 km.

(223) **Ferguson Road RI12048**: The Ferguson Road from the intersection of RI12047 a distance of 0.3 km.

(224) **Ferguson Road RI12048**: The Ferguson Road from the intersection of RI12049, a distance of 0.4 km.

(225) **Ferry Road RI31004**: The unpaved portion of the Ferry Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Belmont for a distance of 2.0 km including the paved portion.

(226) **Ferry Wharf Road RI53019**: The unpaved portion of the Ferry Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of Route 342 in the settlement of Georgetown Royalty for a distance of 0.8 km.

(227) **Five Houses Road RI32072**: The unpaved portion of the Five Houses Road commencing at the intersection of Route 213 in the settlement of Fort Augustus to the end of the highway.

(228) **Foster Sharpe Road RI21060**: The unpaved portion of the Foster Sharpe Road commencing at the intersection of Route 163 in the settlement of East Bideford for a distance of 2.6 km including the paved portion.
(229) **Fox River Road RI43042:** The Fox River Road commencing at the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of Murray Harbour to the intersection of Route 348 in the settlement of Gladstone.

(230) **Foy Road RI11121:** The unpaved portion of the Foy Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Rosebank to the intersection of Route 145 in the settlement of Brooklyn.

(231) **Francis Gallant Road RI31045:** The Francis Gallant Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Indian River for a distance of 0.5 km.

(232) **Franks or Gant Road RI42092:** The unpaved portion of the Franks or Gant Road commencing at the intersection of the Kinlock Road RI420027 in the settlement of Orwell Cove for a distance of 0.9 km.

(233) **Gallant Road RI31084:** The Gallant Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of St. Nicholas for a distance of 0.5 km.

(234) **Galligher Road RI41041:** The Galligher Road commencing at the intersection of Route 112 in the settlement of Searletown for a distance of 0.3 km.

(235) **Gardinier Road RI41110:** The Gardiner Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of North Bedeque for a distance of 0.2 km.

(236) **Gardinier Road RI41073:** The Gardiner Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of Central Bedeque for a distance of 1.0 km.

(237) **Gaudets Road RI11203:** The Gaudets Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Miminegash for a distance of 0.3 km.

(238) **Gaudette’s Lane RI11153:** The unpaved portion of Gaudette’s Lane commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the Community of Tignish to the intersection of RI11146 in the Community of Tignish.

(239) **Gavin Arsenault Road RI31140:** The Gavin Arsenault Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of St. Chrysostome for a distance of 0.3 km.

(239.1) **Gavin Road RI11063:** The unpaved portion of the Gavin Road commencing at the intersection with Route 159 in the Settlement of Ascension and proceeding north for a distance of 0.735 km.
(240) **George Cousins Road RI31054**: The George Cousins Road commencing at the intersection of Route 103 in the settlement of Baltic for a distance of 0.2 km.

(241) **George Cousins Road RI31054**: The George Cousins Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Darnley for a distance of 0.7 km.

(242) **German Road RI13005**: The unpaved portion of the German Road commencing at the intersection of RI13022 in the settlement of Naufrage for a distance of 0.4 km.

(243) **Gillis Road RI42058**: The Gillis Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Eldon for a distance of 1.3 km.

(244) **Gillis Road RI31025**: The unpaved portion of the Gillis Road commencing at the intersection of Route 131 in the settlement of Bayside to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Arlington.

(245) **Girl Guide Camp Road RI53001**: The Girl Guide Camp Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Point Pleasant for a distance of 0.5 km.

(246) **Glenfinnan Road RI32067**: The Glenfinnan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Glenfinnan for a distance of 1.3 km.

(247) **Glenwood Church Road RI21082**: The Glenwood Church Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Glenwood for a distance of 1.2 km.

(248) **Granmere Road or Mary’s Road RI31143**: The Granmere Road or Mary’s Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Abrams Village for a distance of 0.4 km.

(249) **Green Hill Road South RI53033**: The unpaved portion of the Green Hill Road South commencing at the intersection of Route 311 to the intersection of RI53034.

(250) **Green Road RI112113**: The Green Road from the intersection of Route 237 a distance of 0.7 km.

(251) **Griffin Road RI11145**: The unpaved portion of the Griffin Road commencing at the intersection of the Clark Road RI11060 to the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Woodvale.
(252) **Griffin Road RI11145**: The unpaved portion of the Griffin Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of St. Peter and St. Paul to the intersection of the Clark Road RI11066 in the settlement of St. Roch.

(253) **Guernsey Cove Road RI43022**: The unpaved portion of the Guernsey Cove Road commencing at the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of Murray River to the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of Guernsey Cove.

(254) **Gunning Shore Road RI41093**: The unpaved portion of the Gunning Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 180 in the settlement of Lower New Annan to the end of the road.

(255) **Hall Road RI41084**: The unpaved portion of the Hall Road commencing at the intersection of Route 111 in the settlement of Middleton for a distance of 0.2 km.

(256) **Hall Road RI31022**: The Hall Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Grand River to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Arlington.

(257) **Hardy Road RI11080**: The unpaved portion of the Hardy Road commencing at the intersection of Route 154 in the settlement of Montrose to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Kildare.

(258) **Harts Gravel Road RI21041**: The Harts Gravel Road commencing at the intersection of Route 133 in the settlement of Ellerslie for a distance of 1.0 km.

(259) **Harts Gravel Road RI21041**: The Harts Gravel Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Mount Pleasant for a distance of 0.8 km.

(260) **Haywood Road RI11074**: The unpaved portion of the Haywood Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of Tignish to the intersection of RI11067.

(261) **Herne Road RI53029**: The unpaved portion of the Herne Road commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Georgetown Royalty to the intersection of Route 343 in the settlement of Georgetown Royalty.

(262) **Higgins Road RI32054**: The unpaved portion of the Higgins Road commencing at the intersection of Route 257 in the settlement of Donagh to the intersection of Route 215 in the settlement of Bethel.
(263) **Highland Park Road RI22065**: The Highland Park Road a distance of 0.8 km from the intersection of Route 19.

(264) **Hogg Road RI41057**: The unpaved portion of the Hogg Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of Central Bedeque for a distance of 0.9 km.

(265) **Holmes Road RI31058**: The Holmes Road commencing at the intersection of Route 103 in the settlement of Baltic for a distance of 0.2 km.

(266) **Holmes Road or Dump Road RI31058**: The Holmes Road commencing at the intersection of Route 103 in the settlement of Baltic for a distance of 0.3 km.

(267) **Horton Road RI32131**: The unpaved portion of the Horton Road commencing at the intersection of Route 5 in the settlement of Mount Albion for a distance of 0.6 km.

(268) **Hubert MacLeod Road RI33067**: The unpaved portion of the Hubert MacLeod Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Farmington to the intersection of Route 327 in the settlement of Mount Hope.

(269) **Hunters Pond Road RI31055**: The Hunters Pond Road commencing at the intersection of Route 103 in the settlement of Baltic for a distance of 0.2 km.

(270) **Huntley Road RI41083**: The Huntley Road commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of Huntley to the intersection of the South West Road in the settlement of Huntley for a distance of 0.8 km.

(271) **Indian River School Road RI31080**: The Indian River School Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Baltic for a distance of 0.8 km.

(272) **Ings Pond Road RI32094**: The Ings Pond Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Hazelbrook for a distance of 0.1 km.

(273) **Irving Road RI42029**: The unpaved portion of the Irving Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 to the intersection of RI42028 a distance of 1.2 km.

(274) **Ives Point Road RI31010**: The unpaved portion of the Ives Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Doucetteville for a distance of 3.0 km.
(275) **Jack-A-Point Road RI21137:** The Jack-A-Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 138 in the settlement of West Devon for a distance of 0.1 km.

(276) **Jack Westaway Road RI53141:** The unpaved portion of the Jack Westaway Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Sturgeon for a distance of 0.3 km.

(277) **Jack Westaway Road RI53141:** The Jack Westaway Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Albion for a distance of 0.5 km.

(278) **Jelly Road RI41148:** The Jelly Road commencing at the intersection of the Chelton Road RI41042 for a distance of 0.1 km.

(279) **Jessie Maybelle Road RI33052:** The unpaved portion of the Jessie Maybelle Road commencing at the intersection of Route 321 in the settlement of Martinvale to the intersection of Route 329.

(280) **Jimmy Dunn Road RI32055:** The Jimmy Dunn Road commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Fort Augustus for a distance of 0.2 km.

(281) **Joey’s Road RI32079:** The unpaved portion of Joey’s Road commencing at the intersection of Route 214 in the settlement of Dromore for a distance of 0.8 km.

(282) **Joey’s Road RI32078:** The unpaved portion of the Joey’s Road commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of Pisquid to the intersection of Route 214 in the settlement of Dromore.

(283) **John Paul Road RI31104:** The John Paul Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Maximeville for a distance of 0.5 km.

(284) **Johnny Curran Road RI33033:** The unpaved portion of the Johnny Curran Road commencing at the intersection of Route 5 in the settlement of Elliotvale for a distance of 0.2 km.

(285) **Jordan Road or Clements Road RI43016:** The unpaved portion of the Jordan Road or Clements Road.

(285.1) **Josie Shang Road RI11030:** The Josie Shang Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Nail Pond for a distance of 0.3 km.
(286) **Kassner Road RI13017**: The Kassner Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Chepstow for a distance of 0.4 km.

(287) **Kelly Road RI11111**: The Kelly Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of St. Lawrence for a distance of 1.5 km.

(288) **Kinlock or Gill Road RI42027**: The unpaved portion of the Kinlock or Gill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Orwell Cove to the intersection of Route 211 in the settlement of Newtown Cross.

(289) **Kinsman Road RI41103**: The unpaved portion of the Kinsman Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Village of Miscouche to the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Linkletter.

(289.1) **Kitson Road RI13114**: The unpaved portion of the Kitson Road in the settlement of Red Point commencing at the end of the Local Class 2 section of Kitson Road RI13114 for a distance of 0.7 km.

(290) **Klondyke Road RI53068**: The Klondyke Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Farmington for a distance of 0.1 km.

(291) **Kuiper Road RI53021**: The Kuiper Road commencing at the intersection of RI53144 to the end of the highway.

(292) **Laraby Road RI42082**: The unpaved portion of the Laraby Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Flat River for a distance of 0.3 km.

(293) **Launching Back Road RI53043**: The Launching Back Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 west then eastward for a distance of 1.2 km.

(294) **Leards Mill Road RI31050**: The Leards Mill Road commencing at the intersection of RI31150 in the settlement of Burlington for a distance of 0.4 km.

(295) **Lecky’s Loop RI41106**: The Lecky’s Loop commencing at the intersection of the Schurman’s Point Road in the settlement of North Bedeque to the intersection of the Baker Shore Road in the settlement of North Bedeque.

(296) **Legion Shore Road RI41449**: The Legion Shore Road commencing at the intersection of the Locke Shore Road RI41035 in the settlement of Sherbrooke for a distance of 0.4 km.
(297) **Leoville Road RI11043**: The Leoville Road commencing at the intersection of Route 156 in the settlement of Palmer Road to the intersection of Route 155 in the settlement of Palmer Road.

(298) **Lewis Road RI11129**: The Lewis Road commencing at the intersection of the Ferry Road RI11130 in the settlement of Cascumpec for a distance of 0.8 km.

(299) **Locke Shore Road RI41035**: The unpaved portion of the Locke Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 180 in the Community of Sherbrooke to the intersection of the Legion Shore Road RI41449 in the Community of Sherbrooke.

(300) **Little Bungay Road RI22050**: The Little Bungay Road commencing at the intersection of Route 251 in the settlement of Wheatley River a distance of 0.7 km.

(301) **Little Bungay Road RI22050**: The Little Bungay Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Greenvale a distance of 0.3 km.

(302) **Loane Road RI43001**: The unpaved portion of the Loane Road commencing at the intersection of Route 316 in the settlement of Kilmuir to the intersection of Route 326 in the settlement of Valleyfield.

(303) **Locke Shore Road RI41035**: The unpaved portion of the Locke Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 180 in the Community of Sherbrooke to the intersection of the Legion Shore Road RI41449 in the Community of Sherbrooke.

(304) **Lockwood Road RI11181**: The Lockwood Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Cascumpec to the intersection of Route 172 in the settlement of Cascumpec.

(305) **Long Wharf Road RI53048**: The Long Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of RI53047 for a distance of 0.2 km.

(306) **Lot 40 Road RI23020**: The Lot 40 Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bristol for a distance of 0.5 km.

(307) **Louis Brazel Road RI32140**: The Louis Brazel Road commencing at the intersection of Route 257 in the settlement of Donagh for a distance of 0.2 km.

(308) **Lower Darnley Road RI31071**: The unpaved portion of the Lower Darnley Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the
settlement of Darnley for a distance of 2.7 km including the paved portion.

(309) MacArthur Road RI21019: The unpaved portion of the MacArthur Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Inverness to the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Victoria West.

(310) MacCarron Road RI53089: The MacCarron Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of St. Georges for a distance of 0.3 km.

(311) MacDonald Road RI33011: The unpaved portion of the MacDonald Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the Community of Brudenell to the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of Union Road.

(312) MacDougall Road RI23004: The unpaved portion of the MacDougall Road commencing at the intersection of Route 321 in the settlement of Bangor for a distance of 1.3 km.

(313) MacEachern Road RI32062: The unpaved portion of the MacEachern Road commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Mount Herbert to the end of the highway.

(314) MacEachern Road RI22091: The MacEachern Road commencing at the intersection of Route 9 for a distance of 1.1 km.

(315) MacEwan’s Road RI23023: The MacEwan’s Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Dundee for a distance of 0.9 km.

(316) MacGillivary Road RI32009: The MacGillivary Road commencing at the intersection of Route 218 in the settlement of Blooming Point for a distance of 0.2 km.

(317) MacGregor Road RI32126: The unpaved portion of the MacGregor Road commencing at the intersection of RI 32125 for a distance of 0.7 km.

(318) MacKay Road RI31063: The MacKay Road commencing at the intersection of RI 31062 in the settlement of Malpeque for a distance of 1.0 km.

(319) MacKinnon Road RI21133: The MacKinnon Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Freeland for a distance of 0.2 km.
(320) **MacLaren Road RI23090**: The MacLaren Road commencing at the intersection of Route 336 in the settlement of Cable Head West for a distance of 0.4 km.

(321) **MacMillan Road RI11079**: The MacMillan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 154 in the settlement of Kildare for a distance of 0.2 km.

(322) **MacNeill Road RI21077**: The MacNeill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 140 in the settlement of Milburn for a distance of 0.5 km.

(323) **MacNeills Mills Extension RI21126**: The MacNeills Mills Extension commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Poplar Grove for a distance of 0.3 km.

(324) **MacPhail Park Road RI42024**: The MacPhail Park Road commencing at the intersection of RI42023 for a distance of 0.9 km.

(325) **MacPhee Road RI42055**: The unpaved portion of the MacPhee Road commencing at the intersection of Route 24 for a distance of 0.3 km.

(326) **MacPherson Road RI41077**: The MacPherson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 8 in the settlement of Freetown for a distance of 0.8 km.

(327) **MacWilliams Road RI41146**: The MacWilliams Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Carleton to the end of the road.

(328) **Manning Road RI13048**: The Manning Road commencing at the intersection of Route 306 for a distance of 0.6 km.

(329) **Mansfield Road RI11020**: The unpaved portion of the Mansfield Road commencing at the intersection of Route 161 in the settlement of Sea Cow Pond to the end of the road for a distance of 0.3 km.

(330) **Maple Avenue RI11050**: Maple Avenue commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Community of Tignish to the intersection of RI11150 in the Community of Tignish.

(331) **Marsh Road RI23003**: The unpaved portion of the Marsh Road commencing at the intersection of Route 321 in the settlement of Bangor for a distance of 0.8 km.
(332) **Martin Road RI11075**: The unpaved portion of the Martin Road commencing at the intersection of RI11066 in the settlement of St. Roch to the intersection of Christopher Cross Road RI11067.

(333) **Massey Point Road RI11036**: The Massey Point Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Miminegash for a distance of 0.3 km.

(334) **Matthews Lane RI11126**: The Matthews Lane commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Brooklyn for a distance of 1.7 km.

(334.1) **McAskill River Road RI23080**: The unpaved portion of the McAskill River Road in the settlement of Goose River commencing at a point 0.8 km from the intersection of Route 16 for a distance of 0.125 km.

(335) **McCann Road RI32109**: The McCann Road commencing at the intersection of Route 252 in the settlement of West Covehead a distance of 0.2 km.

(335.1) **McCardle Road RI41043**: The unpaved portion of the McCardle Road in the settlement of Chelton commencing at the end of the Local Class 1 section of the McCardle Road RI41043 for a distance of 1.0 km to the shore.

(336) **McCourt Road Extension RI12061**: The McCourt Road Extension a distance of 0.1 km at each end as it lies between Route 231 and RI12003.

(337) **McGuirk Road RI32081**: The unpaved portion of the McGuirk Road commencing at the intersection of Route 257 in the settlement of Dromore to the intersection of Route 214 in the settlement of Dromore.

(338) **McKenna Road RI32128**: The unpaved portion of the McKenna Road commencing at the intersection of Route 21 in the settlement of Johnstons River for a distance of 1.1 km.

(339) **McPhee Road RI21061**: The McPhee Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Brae to the intersection of Route 140 in the settlement of Coleman.

(340) **Metheral Road RI11122**: The unpaved portion of the Metheral Road commencing at the intersection of Route 145 in the settlement of Mill River East.

(341) **Millman Road RI12030**: Revoked by EC291/09.
(342) **Mill Road RI43106**: The unpaved portion of the Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of Murray Harbour for a distance of 0.8 km.

(343) **Mill Road RI12118**: The unpaved portion of the Mill Road that lies between the intersection of Route 2 and Route 232.

(344) **Mill Road RI22506**: The Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 244 in the settlement of Emyvale for a distance of 0.4 km towards Route 245.

(345) **Mill Road RI53129**: The unpaved portion of the Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of Woodville Mills to the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of DeGros Marsh.

(346) **Mill Road RI12179**: The Mill Road in the settlement of Rose Valley a distance of 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 246.

(347) **Moms Road RI3112**: The Moms Road commencing at the intersection of Route 177 in the settlement of St. Raphael for a distance of 0.2 km.

(348) **Mount Carmel Dump Road RI31128**: The Mount Carmel Dump Road commencing at the intersection of Route 177 in the settlement of Mount Carmel for a distance of 0.2 km.

(349) **Montreal Road RI53087**: The Montreal Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of St. Georges for a distance of 0.3 km.

(350) **Mount Tom Road RI22034**: The Mount Tom Road commencing at the intersection of RI 22054 a distance of 0.6 km.

(351) **Munn’s Road RI42048**: The Munn’s Road commencing at the intersection of Route 202 for a distance of 0.1 km.

(352) **Murphy Road RI41079**: The Murphy Road commencing at the intersection of Route 108 in the settlement of Freetown for a distance of 1.5 km.

(353) **Murphy Road RI31044**: The unpaved portion of the Murphy Road commencing at the intersection of Route 106 in the settlement of Clermont to the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Indian River.
(354) **Murphy Road RI41079**: The Murphy Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Norboro for a distance of 0.5 km.

(355) **Murray Road RI21004**: The unpaved portion of the Murray Road commencing at the intersection of RI21003 and Route 174 in the settlement of Murray Road for a distance of 0.3 km.

(356) **Muttart Shore Road RI41039**: The Muttart Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in North Carleton for a distance of 2.2 km to the shore.

(357) **Muttarts Road RI41024**: The unpaved portion of the Muttarts Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Cape Traverse for a distance of 0.5 including the paved portion.

(358) **Muttart Road RI41029**: The Muttart Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Augustine Cove for a distance of 0.2 km.

(359) **Myers Road RI23011**: The unpaved portion of the Myers Road commencing at the intersection of Route 323 for a distance of 0.1 km.

(360) **Nail Pond Road RI11057**: The unpaved portion of the Nail Pond Road commencing at the intersection of the Pig Brook Road RI11050 in the settlement of Ascension to the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Nail Pond for a distance of 2.8 km including the paved portion.

(361) **Nail Pond Road RI11057**: The unpaved portion of the Nail Pond Road commencing at the intersection of the Pig Brook Road RI11050 in the settlement of Ascension to the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Nail Pond for a distance of 2.8 km including the paved portion.

(362) **Nail Pond School Road RI11028**: The Nail Pond School Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Nail Pond for a distance of 0.3 km.

(363) **Nebraska Road RI31120**: The unpaved portion of the Nebraska Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Southwest Lot 16 for a distance of 0.3 km including the paved portion.

(364) **Nelligan Road RI11023**: The unpaved portion of the Nelligan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Sea Cow Pond to the intersection of the Norway Road RI.11024 in the settlement of Sea Cow Pond.
(364.1) **New Road RI41068**: The New Road commencing at the intersection of Route 119 in the settlement of Lower Bedeque for a distance of 0.4 km.

(365) **New Road/Jack’s Road RI42078**: The unpaved portion of the New Road commencing at the intersection of Route 208 to the intersection of Route 207 a distance of 1.8 km.

(366) **Nicholson Road RI42074**: The Nicholson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Belle River for a distance of 0.2 km.

(367) **Nicholson Road RI33097**: The unpaved portion of Nicholson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the Community of Brudenell for a distance of 0.3 km.

(368) **North Lake Harbour Road RI13029**: The unpaved portion of the North Lake Harbour Road for a distance of 0.3 km.

(369) **Northport Shore Road RI11090**: The Northport Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of Northport for a distance of 0.3 km.

(370) **Norway Road RI11024**: The unpaved portion of the Norway Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Christopher Cross to the intersection of the Nelligan Road RI11023 in the settlement of Norway.

(371) **O’Dell Road RI31048**: The O’Dell Road commencing at the intersection of the Old Town Road RI31047 in the settlement of Baltic for a distance of 0.4 km.

(372) **Old Bedford Road RI32006**: The Old Bedford Road commencing at the intersection of Route 218 in the settlement of Blooming Point eastward for a distance of 0.5 km.

(373) **Old Breadalbane Road RI12102**: The Old Breadalbane Road a distance of 0.5 km from Route 2.

(374) **Old Cardigan Road RI32076**: The unpaved portion of the Old Cardigan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of Pisquid to the intersection of Route 351 in the settlement of Mount Stewart, a distance of 3.5 km.

(375) **Old Cardigan Road RI32076**: The unpaved portion of the Old Cardigan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of Pisquid for a distance of 1.9 km.
(376) **Old Launching Road RI33029**: The unpaved portion of the Old Launching Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Cardross to the intersection of Route 311 in the Community of Cardigan.

(377) **Old Martin Road RI11005**: The unpaved portion of the Old Martin Road commencing at the intersection of the Little Tignish Road RI11004 in the settlement of St. Felix for a distance of 1.4 km.

(378) **Old Mill Road RI33080**: The Old Mill Road commencing at the intersection of RI33072 for a distance of 0.1 km.

(378.1) **Old North Shore Road RI23300**: The Old North Shore Road in the settlement of Goose River commencing at the intersection of the McAskill River Road, (RI23080) thence in an easterly direction for a distance of approximately 0.2 km.

(379) **Old Princetown Road RI12003**: The Old Princetown Road commencing at the intersection of Route 230 in the settlement of South Granville and the intersection of RI12003.

(380) **Old Route No. 1 Highway RI42088**: The unpaved portion of the Old Route No. 1 Highway commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Pinette for a distance of 0.4 km.

(381) **Old Tom Road RI11097**: The Old Tom Road commencing at the intersection of Route 150 in the settlement of Brockton to the intersection of the Wells Road RI11098 in the settlement of Brockton for a distance of 1.2 km.

(382) **Old Town Road RI31047**: The Old Town Road commencing at the intersection of Route 103 in the settlement of Baltic to the intersection of PWC RI31074 in the settlement of Baltic.

(383) **Old Tryon Road RI12050**: The Old Tryon Road a distance of 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 1 and a distance of 0.1 from the intersection of Route 246.

(384) **Oliver Road or Mill Road RI11084**: The unpaved portion of the Oliver Road commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of Huntley to the intersection of Route 150 in the settlement of Union.

(385) **Osborne Road RI12110**: The Osborne Road a distance of 0.5 km from the intersection of RI12109.
(386) **Palm Lane RI11015:** The Palm Lane commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Anglo Tignish for a distance of 0.1 km.

(387) **Palmer Road RI31024:** The Palmer Road commencing at the intersection of Route 131 in the settlement of Arlington to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Bayside.

(388) **Park Road RI13014:** The Park Road a distance of 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 305 and a distance of 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 358.

(389) **Parker Cross Road RI22046:** The Parker Cross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 322 in the settlement of Green Meadows for a distance of 3.1 km.

(390) **Parker Cross Road RI22046:** The Parker Cross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 224 in the settlement of Ebenezer a distance of 0.2 km.

(391) **Parsons Road RI12073:** The Parsons Road commencing at the intersection of Route 239 to the intersection of Route 240.

(392) **Pembroke Road RI53009:** The unpaved portion of the Pembroke Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 in the settlement of Gaspereaux to the intersection of Route 324 in the settlement of Pembroke.

(393) **Percy Sharpe Road RI21071:** The Percy Sharpe Road commencing at the intersection of Route 138 in the settlement of West Devon for a distance of 0.2 km.

(394) **Perley Shaw Road RI22059:** The Perley Shaw Road a distance of 1.0 km from the intersection of Route 9.

(395) **Phee Road RI11011:** The unpaved portion of the Phee Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Anglo Tignish to the intersection of Route 14 in the Community of Tignish.

(396) **Pig Brook Road RI11050:** The unpaved portion of the Pig Brook Road commencing at the intersection of Route 160 in the settlement of Ascension to the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Tignish.

(397) **Piggery Road RI21045:** The Piggery Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Bideford for a distance of 0.5 km.
(398) **Pioneer Cemetery Road RI42070**: The Pioneer Cemetery Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Flat River for a distance of 0.4 km.

(399) **Pioneer Cemetery Road RI43023**: The unpaved portion of the Pioneer Cemetery Road commencing at the intersection of Route 348 for a distance of 0.3 km.

(400) **Pioneer Cemetery Road RI22108**: The Pioneer Cemetery Road in the settlement of South Rustico commencing at the intersection of Route 243 for a distance of 0.1 km.

(401) **Pioneer Cemetery Road RI43023**: The unpaved portion of the Pioneer Cemetery Road commencing at the intersection of Route 348 in the settlement of Murray River for a distance of 0.2 km.

(402) **Poplar Grove Wharf Road RI21159**: The Poplar Grove Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of RI21158 for a distance of 0.1 km.

(403) **Power Road RI32063**: The Power Road commencing at the intersection of Route 257 in the settlement of Donagh for a distance of 0.1 km.

(404) **Prestige Road RI53146**: The unpaved portion of the Prestige Road commencing at the intersection of RI53021 for a distance of 0.9 km.

(405) **Prince Creek Road RI42068**: The Prince Creek Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Flat River for a distance of 0.5 km.

(406) **Princetown Road RI12004**: The Princetown Road a commencing at the intersection of Route 8 for a distance of 0.1 km toward the intersection of Route 107.

(407) **Princetown Road RI12004**: The unpaved portion of the Princetown Road between the intersection of Route 254 in the settlement of North Granville and the intersection of Route 8 in the settlement of Grahams Road.

(408) **Princetown Royalty Road RI31064**: The unpaved portion of the Princetown Royalty Road commencing at the intersection of RI31062 for a distance of 0.8 km.

(409) **Pug Street or Keirs Wharf Road RI31069**: The unpaved portion of Pug Street or Keirs Wharf Road commencing at the
intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Malpeque for a distance of 0.8 km, including the paved portion.

(410) **Pug Street RI31069:** The unpaved portion of Pug Street commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Malpeque for a distance of 0.8 km, including the paved portion.

(411) **PWC Road RI31074:** The unpaved portion of the PWC Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Baltic to the intersection of the Old Town Road RI31047 in the settlement of Baltic.

(412) **Rabbittown Road RI31171:** The Rabbittown Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the Village of Miscouche for a distance of 0.5 km.

(413) **Redmond’s Lane RI33055:** Redmond’s Lane commencing at the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Corraville for a distance of 0.5 km.

(414) **Rene Richard Road RI31107:** The Rene Richard Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Egmont Bay for a distance of 0.4 km.

(415) **Rice Point Road RI22081:** The Rice Point Road a distance of 0.6 km from the intersection of Route 19.

(416) **Richards Road RI31095:** The Richards Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Mount Carmel to the intersection of Route 165 in the settlement of St. Timothy.

(417) **Rileys Road RI53012:** The Rileys Road commencing at the intersection of 347 in the settlement of Gaspereaux for a distance of 0.3 km.

(418) **Roach Road RI21113:** The Roach Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Springhill for a distance of 0.1 km.

(419) **Roach Road RI31151:** The Roach Road commencing at the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Darnley for a distance of 0.2 km.

(420) **Road Parallel to Railroad Crossing in Ellerslie RI21114:** The Road Parallel to the Railroad Crossing at Ellerslie commencing at the intersection of Route 133 in the settlement of Ellerslie for a distance of 0.8 km.
(421) **Robison Road RI132092**: The unpaved portion of the Robison Road commencing at the intersection of Route 5 in the settlement of Mount Albion to the intersection of Route 215 in the settlement of Bethel.

(422) **Ross Road or Chappel Road RI21042**: The Ross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 166 in the settlement of Bideford for a distance of 0.3 km.

(422.1) **Ross Road RI153600**: The Ross Road commencing at Route 317, 1.3 km. west of the intersection with Route 17 in the settlement of Sturgeon for a distance of .48 km.

(423) **Ross Road RI153600**: The Ross Road commencing at Route 317, 1.3 km. west of the intersection with Route 17 in the settlement of Sturgeon for a distance of .48 km.

(423) **Roxbury Dump Road RI11134**: The Dump Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Roxbury for a distance of 0.5 km.

(424) **Royalty Road RI132023**: The unpaved portion of the Royalty Road that lies between the intersections of Route 223 and Route 15.

(425) **Ryans Road RI42011**: The unpaved portion of Ryans Road commencing at the intersection of Route 216 in the settlement of Dromore to the intersection of Fairville Road RI42012 in the settlement of Elliotvale a distance of 1.9 km.

(426) **Ryans Road RI133032**: The unpaved portion of Ryans Road commencing at the intersection of Route 320 in the settlement of Peakes.

(427) **Seal River Road RI42021**: The Seal River Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Vernon Bridge to the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Millview.

(428) **Sailors Hope Road RI53061**: The unpaved portion of the Sailors Hope Road commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Howe Bay to the intersection of RI53103 in the settlement of Little Pond.

(429) **Sandy Cape Road RI23002**: The unpaved portion of the Sandy Cape Road commencing at the intersection of Route 337 for a distance of 1.6 km.

(430) **Settlement Road RI23047**: The unpaved portion of the Settlement Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the
settlement of Bristol to the intersection of Route 322 in the settlement of Green Meadows.

(431) **Shaw Road RI133049:** The Shaw Road commencing at the intersection of Route 355 in the settlement of Lorne Valley for a distance of 0.2 km.

(432) **Shaws Lane RI21153:** The Shaws Lane commencing at the intersection of Route 147 in the settlement of Cape Wolf/Haliburton area for a distance of 0.4 km.

(432.1) **Shaws Wharf Road RI22092:** Shaws Wharf Road commencing at the intersection of Route 9, West River Road, in the settlement of St. Catharines for a distance of 0.41 km.

(433) **Shields Road RI11092:** The unpaved portion commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of St. Edward for a distance of 1.0 km including the paved portion.

(434) **Shore Acres Road RI22062:** The Shore Acres Road commencing at the intersection of Route 19 a distance of 1.5 km.

(435) **Simpson Mill Road RI12071:** The unpaved portions of the Simpson Mill Road that lie between Route 224 and Route 6.

(436) **Skinners Pond Harbour:** The Skinners Pond Harbour Road commencing at the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Skinners Pond to the end of the road.

(437) **Sloan Road RI53027:** The Sloan Road commencing at the intersection of RI53134 for a distance of 0.2 km.

(438) **Smith of Willie Birch Road RI21031:** The Smith of Willie Birch Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Port Hill for a distance of 1.2 km.

(439) **Smith Road RI21011:** The Smith Road commencing at the intersection of the Tory Road RI21152 in the settlement of Woodbrook for a distance of 0.6 km.

(440) **Smith Road RI21130:** The Smith Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Freeland for a distance of 0.2 km.

(441) **Snowie Road Extension RI22066:** The Snowie Road Extension in the settlement of Mayfield commencing at the intersection of Route 13 in the settlement of Mayfield for a distance of 0.3 km.
(442) **South West Road RI11082:** The South West Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Kildare to the intersection of the Huntley Road in the settlement of Huntley for a distance of 1.8 km.

(443) **Southwest Road RI21054:** The unpaved portion of the Southwest Road commencing at the intersection of Route 173 in the settlement of Poplar Grove to the intersection of Route 163 in the settlement of East Bideford.

(444) **Spring Valley Mill Road RI31150:** The unpaved portion of the Spring Valley Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 102 in the settlement of Spring Valley to the intersection of Route 101 in the settlement of Burlington.

(445) **Spring Valley Mill Road RI31049:** The unpaved portion of the Spring Valley Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 102 in the settlement of Spring Valley to the intersection of the Leards Mill Road in the settlement of Burlington.

(446) **Spring Valley Dump Road RI31048:** The Spring Valley Dump Road commencing at the intersection of Route 102 in the settlement of Spring Valley for a distance of 0.3 km.

(447) **Squirrel Road RI21052:** The Squirrel Road commencing at the intersection of Route 163 in the settlement of Bideford for a distance of 1.4 km.

(448) **St. Catherines Road RI22093:** The unpaved portion of the St. Catherines Road that lies between Route 9 and Route 1 in the settlement of Bonshaw.

(449) **St. Chrysostome Road RI31040:** The St. Chrysostome Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of St. Chrysostome for a distance of 0.4 km.

(450) **St. Roch Road RI11066:** The unpaved portion of the St. Roch Road commencing at the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of Woodvale to the intersection of the Martin Road in the settlement of St. Roch for a distance of 4.0 km including the paved portion.

(451) **Stavert Shore Road RI41109:** The unpaved portion of the Stavert Shore Road commencing with the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of North Bedeque for a distance of 1.4 km including the paved portion.
(452) **Stewart Road or Tommy Cod Road RI21110:** The unpaved portion of the Stewart Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Inverness to the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Enmore.

(453) **Sudsbury/Salutation Road RI41069:** The Sudsbury/Salutation Road commencing at the intersection of Route 119 in the settlement of Fernwood for a distance of 1.4 km.

(454) **Sugar Camp Road RI31033:** The Sugar Camp Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Wellington Center for a distance of 0.1 km.

(455) **Sunbury Cove Road RI31081:** The Sunbury Cove Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of St. Nicholas for a distance of 0.8 km.

(456) **Taylor Road RI41087:** The unpaved portion of the Taylor Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1A in the settlement of North Bedeque to the intersection of Route 120 in the settlement of Wilmot Valley.

(457) **The Haldimand River Road RI31146:** The Haldimand River Road commencing at the intersection at Route 11 in the settlement of Maximeville for a distance of 0.9 km.

(458) **Thompson Road RI21097:** The unpaved portion of the Thompson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 140 in the settlement of Coleman for a distance of 0.9 km including the paved portion.

(459) **Thunder Cove Road RI31073:** The Thunder Cove Road commencing at the intersection of the Lower Darnley Road in the settlement of Lower Darnley for a distance of 1.0 km.

(460) **Tignish Shore Road RI11006:** The unpaved portion of the Tignish Shore Road commencing at the intersection of Route 153 in the settlement of St. Felix to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of St. Felix.

(461) **Toronto Road Extension RI22073:** The Toronto Road Extension in the settlement of Mayfield commencing at the end of pavement northerly for a distance of 0.8 km.

(462) **Tory Road RI21152:** The Tory Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Woodbrook for a distance of 1.6 km.
(463) **Tossie Bernard Road RI41046:** The unpaved portion of the Tossie Bernard Road commencing at the intersection of Route 119 in the settlement of Fernwood to the intersection of the Chelton Road in the settlement of Chelton.

(463.1) **Train Station Road RI41033:** The Train Station Road in the settlement of Albany commencing at the intersection of Route 1 to the intersection of Route 112, a distance of 2.1 km.

(463.2) **Trainor Road RI23030:** The Trainor Road commencing at the intersection of MacAdam Road RI23029 in the settlement of West St. Peters for a distance of .230 km.

(463.3) **Old Western Road RI11053:** The unpaved portion of the Old Western Road commencing at the intersection of Maple Street in the community of Tignish and proceeding north for a distance of 0.7 km.

(464) **Trout River Road RI21039:** The Trout River Road commencing at the intersection of Route 166 in the settlement of Bideford for a distance of 0.4 km.

(465) **Trout River Road RI11133:** The Trout River Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Roxbury for a distance of 0.8 km.

(466) **Tryon Cross Road RI41009:** The unpaved portion of the Tryon Cross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Tryon to the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Tryon.

(467) **Tryon Cross Road RI41006:** The unpaved portion of the Tryon Cross Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of North Tryon to the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Lower Tryon.

(468) **Tryon Road RI41337:** The unpaved portion of the Tryon Road commencing at the intersection of Route 115 in the settlement of North Tryon to the intersection of Route 114 in the settlement of Maple Plains.

(469) **Uigg Road RI42023:** The unpaved portion of the Uigg Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Orwell to the intersection of Route 24 in the settlement of Uigg.

(470) **Union Corner Park Road RI31089:** The Union Corner Park Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Union Corner for a distance of 0.1 km.
(471) **Union Corner Road RI31090**: The Union Corner Road commencing at the intersection of Union Corner Park Road for a distance of 0.1 km.

(472) **Unnamed Road**: The Unnamed Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Lower Newtown to the intersection of New Cove Road in the settlement of Orwell Cove.

(473) **Vic Gallant Road RI31098**: The Vic Gallant Road commencing at the intersection of Route 11 in the settlement of Cape Egmont for a distance of 0.3 km.

(474) **Village Green Road RI42006**: The unpaved portion of the Village Green Road commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Mount Mellick to the intersection of Route 213 in the settlement of Lake Verde.

(475) **Warehouse Road RI41119**: The Warehouse Road commencing at the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Carleton Siding to the end of the road.

(476) **Warren Road RI21102**: The Warren Road commencing at the intersection of Route 147 in the settlement of Cape Wolfe to the end of the highway.

(477) **Warren Road RI11139**: The unpaved portion of the Warren Road commencing at the intersection of Route 172 in the settlement of Fortune Cove to the intersection of Route 136 in the settlement of Mill River.

(478) **Warren Road RI11240**: The Warren Road commencing at the intersection of the Wells Road RI11098 in the settlement of Elmsdale for a distance of 0.8 km.

(479) **Warren Road**: The Warren Road commencing at the intersection of Route 136 in the settlement of Mill River to the intersection of Route 142 in the settlement of Roxbury.

(480) **Weatherby Road RI33072**: The Weatherby Road commencing at the intersection of Route 328 in the settlement of Upton for a distance of 0.3 km.

(481) **Websters Corner Road RI32069**: The unpaved portion of the Websters Corner Road commencing at the intersection of Route 21 for a distance of 0.9 km.
(482) **Websters Pond Road RI23760**: The unpaved portion of the Websters Pond Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Marie to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(483) **Wells Road RI11098**: The Wells Road commencing at the intersection of the Old Tom Road in the settlement of Elmsdale for a distance of 0.3 km.

(484) **Wells Road RI11098**: The Wells Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Elmsdale for a distance of 2.0 km.

(485) **Wharf Road RI12031**: The Wharf Road a distance of 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 234.

(486) **Wharf Road RI22097**: The Wharf Road in the settlement of Churchill a distance of 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 1.

(487) **Wheeler Road RI42030**: The Wheeler Road commencing at the intersection of Route 210 in the settlement of Lyndale for a distance of 0.2 km.

(488) **Wightmans Point Road RI43030**: The unpaved portion of Wightmans Point Road to the end of the highway.

(489) **Widon Road RI23159**: The unpaved portion of the Windon Road commencing at the intersection of Route 322 in the settlement of Green Meadows to the intersection of the Bangor Road in the settlement of Windon.

(490) **Winston Barlow Road RI21044**: The Winston Barlow Road commencing at the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Ellerslie for a distance of 1.3 km.

(491) **Wright Road RI41040**: The Wright Road commencing at the intersection of the Muttart Shore Road in the settlement of North Carleton for a distance of 0.3 km.

(492) **Wrights Mill Road RI41288**: The unpaved portion of the Wrights Mill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 225 in the settlement of Middleton to the intersection of Route 225 in the Community of Kinkora.

(493) **Road Index 12060**: Road Index 12060 in the settlement of South Granville a distance of 0.1 km.

(494) **Road Index 12105**: The unpaved portions of RI12105 that lie between Route 231 and Route 232.
(495) **Road Index 13004**: Road Index 13004 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Bayfield for a distance of 0.6 km.

(496) **Road Index 13010**: Road Index 13010 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 for a distance of 0.2 km.

(497) **Road Index 13026**: Road Index 13026 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Campbell’s Cove for a distance of 0.8 km.

(498) **Road Index 13046**: Road Index 13046 commencing at the intersection of Route 308 in the settlement of St. Charles for a distance of 0.5 km.

(499) **Road Index 13129**: Road Index 13129 commencing at the intersection of Route 308 in the settlement of St. Charles to the intersection of RI13128 in the settlement of St. Charles.

(500) **Road Index 13143**: The unpaved portion of Road Index 13143 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Monticello to the intersection of RI13144 in the settlement of Selkirk.

(501) **Road Index 13144**: The unpaved portion of Road Index 13144 commencing at the intersection of Route 309 in the settlement of Selkirk to the intersection of Route 308 in the settlement of Selkirk.

(502) **Road Index 22058**: Road Index 22058 in the settlement of New Argyle a distance of 0.5 km from RI22137.

(503) **Road Index 22136**: Road Index 22136 a distance of 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 19.

(504) **Road Index 23008**: Road Index 23008 commencing at the intersection of Route 322 in the settlement of Byrnes Road for a distance of 2.1 km.

(505) **Road Index 23022**: The paved portion of Road Index 23022 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bristol to RI23023, a distance of 1.1 km.

(506) **Road Index 23024**: Road Index 23024 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of West St. Peters for a distance of 0.1 km.

(507) **Road Index 23044**: Road index 23044 commencing at the intersection of Route 337 in the settlement of Milburn for a distance of 0.4 km.
(508) **Road Index 23055**: Road Index 23055 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Farmington for a distance of 0.2 km.

(509) **Road Index 23078**: Road Index 23078 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Goose River for a distance of 1.0 km.

(510) **Road Index 23086**: Road Index 23086 commencing at the intersection of Cable Head West southward for a distance of 0.2 km.

(511) **Road Index 23154**: Road Index 23154 commencing at the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Southampton for a distance of 0.3 km.

(512) **Road Index 23203**: Road Index 23203 commencing at the intersection of Route 321 for a distance of 0.2 km.

(513) **Road Index 23225**: Road Index 23225 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of West St. Peters for a distance of 0.3 km.

(514) **Road Index 23752**: Road Index 23752 commencing at the intersection of Route 218 in the settlement of Savage Harbour for a distance of 0.3 km.

(515) **Road Index 23775**: Road Index 23775 commencing at the intersection of Route 218 in the settlement of Savage Harbour for a distance of 0.7 km.

(516) **Road Index 23776**: Road Index 23776 commencing at the intersection of Route 218 in the settlement of Savage Harbour for a distance of 0.3 km.

(517) **Road Index 31166**: Road Index 31166 commencing at the intersection of Wilfred Street in the settlement of Miscouche for a distance of 0.2 km.

(518) **Road Index 32053**: The unpaved portion of Road Index 32053 commencing at the intersection of Route 215 in the settlement of Bethel for a distance of 0.4 km.

(519) **Road Index 32086**: The unpaved portion of Road Index 32086 commencing at the intersection of RI32079 in the settlement of Dromore for a distance of 0.4 km.
(520) **Road Index 33038**: Road Index 33038 commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of Baldwin Road for a distance of 0.4 km.

(521) **Road Index 33103**: Town of Montague within Town boundaries.

(522) **Road Index 42015**: Road Index 42015 commencing at the intersection of Route 315 in the settlement of Mount Vernon for a distance of 0.3 km.

(523) **Road Index 42075**: Road Index 42075 commencing at the intersection of Route 1 in the settlement of Wood Islands for a distance of 0.3 km.

(524) **Road Index 43012**: The unpaved portion of Road Index 43012 commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Alliston to the intersection of Route 345 in the settlement of Point Pleasant.

(525) **Road Index 43015**: Road Index 43015 commencing at the intersection of RI43016 westward for a distance of 0.5 km. (EC580/95; 634/95; 706/95; 245/98; 147/01; 544/02; 470/03; 531/03; 88/04; 178/04; 328/04; 332/07; 334/07; 354/07; 54/08; 775/08; 291/09; 357/13)
SCHEDULE D
SEASONAL HIGHWAYS

1. The following highways and parts thereof are designated as seasonal highways:

   (1) **Route 11 Mill Road**: The Mill Road in the settlement of North Enmore commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the intersection of the Co-Op Road, a distance of 2.9 km.

   (2) **Route 14 Division Line Road**: The Division Line Road in the settlement of Campbellton/Forestview commencing at a point 0.7 km from the intersection of Route 14 for a distance of 6.4 km to a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 147.

   (3) **Route 108 Northern Freetown/Heath Reeves Road**: The Northern Freetown/Heath Reeves Road in the settlement of Freetown: (1) commencing at a point 0.7 km from the intersection of Route 120 west for a distance of 2.9 km; and (2) commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 2 east for a distance of 2.8 km.

   (4) **Route 112 MacCallums Point Road**: The MacCallums Point Road in the settlement of Lower Bedeque commencing at a point 10.1 km from the intersection of Route 111 and Route 10 to the end of the road, a distance of 3.2 km.

   (5) **Route 114 Walsh Road**: The Walsh Road in the settlement of Maple Plains/Lady Fane commencing at a point 5.0 km from the intersection of Route 225 to the District Line, a distance of 2.6 km.

   (6) **Route 118 North Carleton Road**: The North Carleton road in the settlement of North Carleton commencing at a point .6 km from the intersection of Route 112, a distance of 1.5 km; thence proceeding westward for a distance of 2.3 km designated as year round; while the balance to the end of the road is seasonal, a distance of 0.3 km.

   (7) **Route 125 Airport Road**: The Airport Road in the settlement of Wellington commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 2 for a distance of 2.6 km; being 2.3 km from the intersection of Route 129.

   (9) **Route 135 Taddy Road**: The Taddy Road in the settlement of Harmony commencing at the intersection of Route 127 to the intersection of Route 128, a distance of 2.4 km.

   (10) **Route 141 Steven’s Road**: The Steven’s Road in the settlement of West Point commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of...
Route 14 to the intersection with Route 139 in the settlement of Dunblane.

(11) **Route 141 Stevens Road**: The Stevens Road in the settlement of West Point commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 14 to the intersection of Route 139, a distance of 2.0 km.

(12) **Route 146 Strang Road**: The Strang Road in the settlement of Haliburton commencing at the intersection of Route 14 to the intersection of Route 144, a distance of 2.9 km.

(13) **Route 141 MacDougall Road**: The MacDougall Road in the settlement of Dunblane commencing at the intersection of Route 139 to the intersection of Route 142 in the settlement of Springfield West.

(14) **Route 144 Haliburton Road**: The Haliburton Road in the settlement of Haliburton commencing at a point 3.5 km from the intersection of Route 142 to a point 3.2 km from the intersection of Route 14 in the settlement of Glengarry.

(15) **Route 146 Reserve Road**: The Reserve Road in the settlement of Pleasant View commencing at the intersection of Route 144 to the intersection of Route 143, a distance of 4.1 km.

(16) **Route 164 Hebron Road**: The Hebron Road in the settlement of Derby commencing at a point 6.6 km from the intersection of Route 14-05 and Route 14-06 to the intersection of Route 138, a distance of 2.8 km.

(17) **Route 169 Port Hill Station Road**: The Port Hill Station road in the settlement of Mount Pleasant commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 2 to a point 1.8 km from Route 12 in the settlement of Tyne Valley.

(18) **Route 170 McKellar Road**: The McKellar Road in the settlement of Derby commencing at a point 1.3 km from the intersection of Route 14 to the intersection of Route 138, a distance of 0.7 km and thence south from the intersection of Route 138 a distance of 7.0 km.

(18.1) **Route 179 Maple Leaf Lane**: Route 179 - Maple Leaf Lane in the settlement of Wellington Centre commencing at the end of the pavement for a distance of .25 km.

(19) **Route 202 Floating Bridge Road**: The Floating Bridge Road in the settlement of Iris commencing at a point 2.0 km from the intersection of Route 4 to the intersection of Route 325, a distance of 3.8 km.
(20) **Route 204**: Route 204 in the settlement of Caledonia commencing at the intersection of Route 315 to the intersection of Route 325, a distance of 1.8 km.

(21) **Route 204 Peggys Road**: The Peggys Road in the settlement of Caledonia commencing at the intersection of Route 315 to the intersection of Route 24, a distance of 2.9 km.

(22) **Route 205 Klondyke Road**: The Klondyke Road in the settlement of Oceanview commencing at the intersection of Route 23 to the intersection of Route 24, a distance of 4.8 km. *This road is also designated as a Scenic Heritage Road (see Schedule E).*

(23) **Route 206**: The unpaved portion of Route 206 commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 325 in the settlement of Valley Field to the start of the pavement.

(24) **Route 217 Feehan’s Point Road**: The Feehan’s Point Road in the settlement of French Village commencing at a point 3.7 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(25) **Route 218**: The unpaved portion of Route 218 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Tracadie to the end of the highway in the settlement of Savage Harbour.

(26) **Route 218 Portage Road**: The Portage Road in the settlement of Ten Mile House/Tracadie commencing at a point 2.7 km from the intersection of Route 2 west for a distance of 2.9 km to a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 2 east.

(27) **Route 222 Friston Road**: The Friston Road in the settlement of Pleasant Grove commencing at a point 1.4 km from the intersection of Route 220, a distance of 0.5 km; the balance of 2.9 km to the intersection of Route 6 remains year round.

(28) **Route 227 Junction Road**: The Junction Road in the settlement of Hartsville commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 225 to a point 0.6 km from the Intersection of Route 264. *A section of this road is also designated as a Scenic Heritage Road (see Schedule E).*

(29) **Route 227 Johnsons Road**: The Johnsons Road in the settlement of Darlington commencing at a point 1.0 km from the intersection of Route 226 to the intersection of Route 13, a distance of 2.4 km.
(30) **Route 228 Bertram Road:** The Bertram Road in the settlement of Hazelgrove commencing at a point 2.9 km northwest of the intersection of Route 2 east to the intersection of Route 2 west.

(31) **Route 231 Hot Dog Race Track/Millvale Road:** The Hot Dog Race Track/Millvale Road in the settlement of New Glasgow commencing at the intersection of RI22069 to the intersection of Route 224, a distance of 0.7 km.

(32) **Route 237 Appin Road:** The Appin Road in the settlement of Appin Road commencing at a point 1.3 km from the intersection of the Currie Road to the intersections of RI12042 and Route 237, a distance of 1.4 km.

(33) **Route 237 McKenna Road Extension:** The McKenna Road Extension in the settlement of Emyvale commencing at a point 1.4 km from the intersection of Route 235 to the Intersection of RI12042, a distance of 1.3 km.

(33.1) **Route 240 North Road:** North Road in the settlement of Stanley Bridge, commencing at a point 1.53 km from the intersection of Route 224, southerly for a distance of 1.36 km.

(34) **Route 244 MacArthur Road:** The MacArthur road in the settlements of Churchill, Elmwood and Tryon commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Road Index 22128 to the intersection of Route 1, a distance of 0.4 km; thence commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 225 to the intersection of RI22056, a distance of 1.8 km.

(35) **Route 249 Quinn Road:** The Quinn Road in the settlements of Green Bay and Kingston commencing at a distance of 1.2 km from the intersection of Route 235 to the intersection of Route 244, a distance of 1.4 km.

(36) **Route 252 MacMillan Point Road:** The MacMillan Point Road in the settlement of West Covehead commencing at a point 1.6 km from the intersection of Route 6 west for a distance of 1.6 km; the balance of 1.3 km remains year round to the intersection of Route 6 east.

(36.1) **Route 260 Corrigan Road:** The Corrigan Road in the settlement of Ten Mile House commencing at a point 0.7 km from the intersection of Route 2 to a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 219.

(37) **Route 265 Lynwood Road:** The Lynwood Road in the settlement of Clyde River commencing at a point .4 km from the intersection of
Route 1 for a distance of 2.7 km; thence to the intersection of Route 235, a distance of 0.6 km designated year round.

(38) **Route 303 Father James Road**: The Father James Road in the settlement of Fairfield commencing at the intersection of Route 16 to the intersection of Route 302, a distance of 5.2 km.

(39) **Route 303 New Harmony Road**: The New Harmony Road in the settlements of Glencorradale, New Harmony and St. Catherines commencing at a point 8.3 km from the intersection of Route 302 to the intersection of Route 335. *A section of this road is also designated as a Scenic Heritage Road (see Schedule E).*

(40) **Route 304**: The Glen Road commencing at the intersection of Route 305 in the settlement of Souris Line Road to the intersection of Route 302 in the settlement of East Baltic.

(41) **Route 325 County Line Road**: The unpaved portion of the County Line Road between the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Little Sands and the intersection of Route 201 in the settlement of Hopefield.

(42) **Route 325 County Line Road**: The County Line Road in the settlement of Iris commencing at a point 0.3 km north of the intersection of Route 202 north to the intersection of Route 24.

(43) **Route 325 Dundee Road**: The Dundee Road in the settlement of Uigg and Kinross commencing at a point 1.4 km from the intersection of Route 24 for a distance of 3.5 km.

(44) **Route 325 County Line Road**: The unpaved portion of the County Line Road in the settlement of Head of Montague commencing at a distance of 0.8 km from the intersection of Route 210 to the intersection of Route 326.

(45) **Route 325 County Line Road**: The County Line Road in the settlement of Caledonia commencing at the intersection of Route 315 and proceeding north for a distance of 4.4 km. *A section of this road is also designated as a Scenic Heritage Road (see Schedule E).*

(46) **Route 329 Hazelgreen Road**: The Hazelgreen Road in the settlement of Riverton/Cardigan commencing at a point 2.7 km from the intersection of Route 355 for a distance of 5.6 km, stopping a distance of 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 4.

(47) **Route 333 Elm Road**: The Elm Road in the settlement of Strathcona commencing at the intersection of Route 313 to the
intersection of Route 312, a distance of 4.4 km; thence commencing at
the intersection of Route 312 to the intersection of Route 328, a distance
of 1.6 km.

(48) Route 337 Millburn Road: The Millburn Road in the settlement
of Corrville commencing at a point 1.3 km from the intersection of
Route 313 to the District Line, a distance of 3.3 km.

(49) Route 341 France Road: The France Road in the settlement of
Dundas/Poplar Point commencing at a point 1.8 km from the intersection
of Route 310 to the intersection of Route 314, a distance of 3.0 km.

(50) Route 345 Sorrie Road: The Sorrie Road in the settlement of
Sturgeon commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route
318 to the intersection of Route 317, a distance of 2.35 km.

(51) Route 345 Peters Church Road South: The Peters Church Road
South in the settlement of Peters Road commencing at the intersection
of Route 318 for a distance of 2.3 km; thence to the intersection of Route
324, a distance of 0.5 km being designated year round; thence
southwardly for a distance of 0.4 km being designated year round; thence
for a distance of 1.3 km.

(52) Route 348 Livingston Road: The Livingston Road in the
settlement of High Bank commencing at a point 0.4 km from the
intersection of Route 4 for a distance of 2.6 km; thence for a further
distance of 7.0 km being designated as year round.

(53) Route 349 Compton Road: The Compton Road in the settlement
of Brooklyn commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of
Route 316 to the intersection of Route 315, a distance of 1.1 km; thence
southwardly from the intersection of Route 315 for a distance of 1.5 km;
thence to the intersection of Route 317 for a distance of 0.5 km being
designated year round; thence southwardly from the intersection of
Route 317 for a distance of 1.5 km; thence continuing to the intersection
of Route 318 for a distance of 0.6 km being designated year round.

(54) Route 349 MacPherson Road: The MacPherson Road in the
settlement of Glenwilliam commencing at a point 0.8 km from the
intersection of Route 324 to the intersection of Route 318, a distance of
2.1 km.

(55) Route 350: The unpaved portion of Route 350 commencing at a
point 2.0 km from the intersection of RI23029 to the intersection of
RI32148.
(56) **Route 352**: Route 352 commencing at the intersection of Route 351 in the settlement of Head of Hillsborough to the intersection of Route 323 in the settlement of Head of Hillsborough.

(57) **Route 354 Dalmaney Road**: The Dalmaney Road in the settlement of Valleyfield commencing at the intersection of Route 206 to the district line, a distance of 2.6 km.

(58) **Route 358 Chaisson Road**: The unpaved portion of the Chaisson Road between the intersection of Route 307 in the settlement of Bear River to the intersection of Route 330 in the settlement of Gowan Brae, a distance of 3.1 km.

(59) **Adams Road RI11113**: The Adams Road in the settlement of Bloomfield commencing at the intersection of Route 148 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.5 km.

(60) **Affleck Road RI41335**: The Affleck Road in the settlement of Searletown commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 112 to a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Searletown.

(61) **Afton Road RI32005**: The Afton Road commencing 2.5 km from the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Scotchfort to the intersection of Route 218 in the settlement of Point Deroche.

(62) **Alexander Wharf Road RI42123**: The Alexander Wharf Road in the settlement of Alexandra commencing at the intersection of Route 1A to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(63) **Anderson Road RI32004**: The Anderson Road in the settlements of Point Deroche and Mount Stewart commencing at a point 3.0 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the intersection of Route 218, a distance of 3.6 km.

(64) **Anderson Road RI23154**: The Anderson Road commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Southampton to a point 0.7 km from the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Midgell.

(65) **Annandale Road RI33089**: The Annandale Road in the settlement of Annandale commencing at the intersection of Route 310 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(66) **Appin Road Extension RI12108**: The Appin Road Extension in the settlement of DeSable commencing at a point 0.9 km from the west
side of the intersection of Route 1 to the east side of the intersection of Route 1, a distance of 0.5 km.

(67) **Apple Tree Wharf RI32105**: The Apple Tree Wharf in the settlement of Dunstaffnage commencing at the intersection of Route 260 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(68) **Argyle Road RI22058**: The Argyle Road in the settlement of New Argyle commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of RI22152 to the intersection of RI22093, a distance of 2.5 km.

(69) **Walls Road RI41084**: The Walls Road in the settlement of South Freetown commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 111 to the intersection of Route 113, a distance of 1.9 km. *A section of this road is also designated as a Scenic Heritage Road (see Schedule E).*

(70) **Arsenault Dam Road RI11142**: The Arsenault Dam Road in the settlement of St. Felix commencing at a point 0.9 km from the intersection of Route 153 to the intersection of RI11067, a distance of 0.6 km.

(71) **Arsenault Road RI11032**: The Arsenault Road in the settlement of Ascension commencing at a distance of 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 14 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(72) **Arsenault Road RI31181**: The Arsenault Road in the settlement of MacDougall commencing at a point .1 km from the intersection of Route 127 to the intersection of RI31123 and RI31027, a distance of 0.1 km.

(73) **Arsenault Road RI41074**: The Arsenault road in the settlement of Middleton commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 1A to the intersection of Route 111, a distance of 0.6 km.

(74) **Arsenault Road RI31087**: The Arsenault Road in the settlement of Mount Carmel commencing at a point .2 km from the intersection of Route 11 to the intersection of Route 165, a distance of 0.4 km.

(75) **Art Ford Cross Road RI22047**: The Art Ford Cross Road in the settlement of Ebenezer commencing at a point .3 km from the intersection of Route 226 for a distance of 2.1 km; thence to the intersection of Route 224 for a distance of .5 km.

(76) **Ashton Road RI23150**: The Ashton Road commencing at the intersection of RI23100 to RI23076 in the settlement of Ashton.

(77) **Ashton Road RI23076**: The Ashton Road commencing at the intersection of RI23150 to RI23076.
(78) **Bagnalls Road/Stanhope Lane RI32034:** The Bagnalls Road/Stanhope Lane in the settlement of Stanhope commencing at a point 0.6 km from the intersection of RI32152 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(79) **Bakers Shore Road RI31016:** The Bakers Shore Road in the settlement of MacDougall commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(80) **Baltic Road RI22126:** The Baltic Road in the settlement of Clyde River commencing at a point 1.9 km from the intersection of Route 247 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(81) **Banks Road RI53112:** The Banks Road in the settlement of Annandale commencing at the intersection of Route 310 for a distance of 1.0 km; thence for a further distance of 1.4 km being designated inaccessible.

(82) **Barlow Road RI31043:** The Barlow Road in the settlement of Wellington commencing at a point .6 km from the intersection of Route 124 to the intersection of Route 11, a distance of 3.0 km.

(83) **Basin Head Road RI13113:** The paved portion of the Basin Head Road commencing at the intersection of RI13030 to the end of the Road, a distance of 1.5 km.

(84) **Battery Road RI32022:** The Battery Road in the settlement of Ten Mile House commencing at the intersection of Route 2 to the end of the road, a distance of 2.5 km.

(85) **Bay Road RI53044:** The Bay Road in the settlement of Launching commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 311 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.2 km.

(86) **Bay Road RI21162:** The Bay road in the community of Inverness commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the intersection of the Mill Road, a distance of 5.2 km.

(87) **Beach Road RI43019:** The Beach Road in the settlement of Beach Point commencing at the intersection of Route 18 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(88) **Beach Road RI53047:** The Beach Road in the settlement of Launching commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 311 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.
(89) **Bear River Road Extension RI13010**: The Bear River Road Extension commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.0 km.

(90) **Bear Shore Road RI13007**: The Bear Shore Road in the settlement of St. Margarets commencing at the intersection of Route 16 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.6 km.

(91) **Bedeque Rink Road RI41060**: The Bedeque Rink Road in the settlement of Central Bedeque commencing at a point 1.7 km from the intersection of Route 171 to a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 10.

(92) **Bedeque Road RI12153**: The Bedeque Road in the settlement of Glen Valley commencing at the intersection of Route 227 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.1 km.

(93) **Beech Point Road RI31076**: The Beech Point Road in the settlement of Hamilton commencing at a point 2.9 km from the intersection of Route 104 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(94) **Beechill Road RI42014**: The Beechill Road in the settlement of Alberry Plains commencing at a point 0.6 km from the intersection of Route 3 to the intersection of the County Line or Selkirk Road, a distance of 1.2 km.

(95) **Belmont Park Road RI31006**: The Belmont Park Road in the settlement of Belmont commencing at the intersection of Route 123 to the end of the road, a distance of 2.0 km.

(96) **Bernard Road RI31056**: The Bernard Road in the settlement of Baltic commencing at the intersection of Route 103 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.1 km.

(97) **Big Point Road RI42087**: The Big Point Road in the settlement of Flat River commencing at a point 2.4 km from the intersection of Route 1 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.0 km.

(98) **Big Pond Road RI13023**: The Big Pond Road in the settlement of Big Pond commencing at the intersection of Route 16 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.1 km.

(99) **Birch Grove Road RI11078**: The Birch Grove Road in the settlement of Greenmount commencing at the intersection of Route 153 to the intersection of Route 154, a distance of 2.4 km.
(100) Birch Point Road RI41156: The Birch Point Road in the settlement of Victoria Harbour commencing at a distance of 0.4 km from RI41003 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(101) Black Brook Road RI43045: The Black Brook Road in the settlement of Beach Point commencing at the intersection of Route 18 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.2 km.

(102) Black Creek Road RI22088: The Black Creek Road in the settlement of New Dominion commencing at the intersection of Route 19-02 to the intersection of Route 19-03, a distance of 1.3 km.

(103) Blanchard Road RI11107: The Blanchard Road in the settlement of Piusville commencing at the intersection of Route 150 to the intersection of Botts Road, a distance of 1.1 km.

(104) Blue’s Road RI43031: The unpaved portion of Blue’s Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Little Sands to the intersection of Route 201 in the settlement of Hopefield, a distance of 2.7 km.

(105) Boat Museum Road RI41161: The Boat Museum Road in the settlement of Cape Traverse commencing at the intersection of Route 10 to the intersection of Route 10 for a distance of .1 km.

(106) Bobby Jenkins Road RI53132: The Bobby Jenkins Road in the settlement of Little Pond commencing at a point 0.6 km from the intersection of RI53106 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(107) Bolger Park Road RI12109: The Bolger Park Road in the settlement of Crosby’s Mills commencing at a point 0.6 km from the intersection of RI12113 for a distance of 1.90 km; thence to the intersection of Route 245, a distance of 1.5 km being designated as year round.

(108) Bolger Road RI21086: The Bolger Road in the settlement of Dunblane commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 139 to the intersection of Route 14, a distance of 0.8 km.

(109) Bothwell Beach Road RI13034: The Bothwell Beach Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Bothwell to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.

(110) Botts Road RI11106: The Botts Road in the settlement of Piusville commencing at a point 2.0 km from the intersection of the Murray Road to the intersection of the Blanchard Road, a distance of 0.5 km.
(111) **Boulter Loop RI41003:** The Boulter Loop in the settlement of Victoria commencing at a distance of 1.7 km from the intersection of Route 116 south to the intersection of Route 116 north, a distance of 1.2 km.

(112) **Boundary Road RI31174:** The Boundary Road in the settlement of commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.1 km.

(113) **Bowness Road/Pitre Road RI11071:** The Bowness Road/Pitre Road in the settlement of Alma commencing at the intersection of Route 152 to the intersection of RI11070, a distance of 0.7 km.

(114) **Branders Pond Road RI12026:** The Branders Pond Road in the settlement of Seaview commencing at the intersection of Route 20 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.2 km.

(115) **Brenton Gardner Road RI41110:** The Brenton Gardner Road in the settlement of North Bedeque commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 1A to the intersection of Route 120, a distance of 0.9 km.

(116) **Broadway Road RI12072:** The Broadway Road in the settlement of Hope River commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 224 to the intersection of Route 240, a distance of 0.8 km.

(117) **Brownscreek Road RI21033:** The Brownscreek Road in the settlement of Port Hill commencing at the intersection with RI21032 for a distance of 0.6 km.

(118) **Bryanton Road RI31067:** The Bryanton Road in the settlement of Lower Malpeque commencing at a point .2 km from the intersection of RI31154 to the intersection of Road Index 31066, a distance of 0.2 km.

(119) **Buckskin Road RI33053:** The Buckskin Road in the settlement of Martinvale commencing at the intersection of Route 321 to the intersection of Route 337, a distance of 2.6 km.

(120) **Buell Road Extension RI43043:** The Buell Road Extension in the settlement of High Bank commencing at a point 0.6 km from the intersection of Route 4 to the intersection of Route 348, a distance of 1.1 km.

(121) **Buffalo Road RI22052:** The Buffalo Road in the village of North Rustico commencing at a point 1.0 km from the intersection of
Route 243 for a distance of 1.0 km being 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 224.

(122) Bull Creek Road RI13004: The Bull Creek Road in the settlement of Bayfield commencing at a point 0.6 km south of the intersection of Route 16 to the intersection of Route 303, a distance of 3.5 km; thence in a northerly direction from the intersection of Route 16 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(123) Bumblebee-Hope River Road RI12120: The Bumblebee-Hope River road in the settlement of Stanley Bridge commencing at a point 2.0 km from the intersection of RI12071 to the intersection of Route 224, a distance of 0.9 km.

(124) Buote Road RI111077: The Lauiles/Buote Road in the settlement of St. Roch commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of RI11066 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(125) Burnt Point Walsh Road RI53148: The Burnt Point Walsh Road in the settlement of Burnt Point commencing at the intersection of RI53145 to the intersection of RI53021, for a distance of 0.5 km.

(126) Burnt Point Road RI53149: The Burnt Point Road in the settlement of Burnt Point commencing at the intersection of RI53145 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(127) Butler/Betts Road RI11104: The portion of the Butler/Betts Road in the settlement of Bloomfield commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 149 to the intersection of Route 145, a distance of 2.0 km.

(128) Callaghan Road RI12037: The Callaghan Road in the settlement of Emyvale commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 245 for a distance of 1.3 km; thence to a distance of 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 235.

(129) Cameron Road RI22098: The Cameron road in the settlement of New Haven commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 1 for a distance of 1.6 km; the to the intersection of RI22135, a distance of 0.7 km designated year round; thence to the intersection of Route 9, a distance of 0.5 km designated seasonal.

(130) Cameron’s Road/Neuffer Road RI42080: The Cameron’s Road/Neuffer Road in the settlement of Point Prim commencing at the intersection of Route 209 to the end of the road, a distance of 2.2 km.
(131) **Camp Abegweit Road RI41023:** The Camp Abegweit Road in the settlement of Augustine Cover commencing at the intersection of RI41022 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(132) **Camp Buchan (Point Deroche) Road RI42060:** The Camp Buchan (Point Deroche) Road in the settlement of Mount Buchanan commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 209 to the end of the road, a distance of 2.0 km.

(133) **Camp Road RI22110:** The Camp Road in the settlement of Cymbria commencing at the intersection of Route 6 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(134) **Camp Tabawaby Road RI31031:** The Camp Tabawaby Road in the settlement of Wellington Centre commencing at a point .2 km from the intersection of Route 131 to the intersection of RI31030, a distance of .9 km.

(135) **Campbell/Douglas Road RI12147:** The Campbell/Douglas Road in the settlement of Stanley Bridge commencing at a point 1.2 km from the intersection of Route 6 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(136) **Campbell Mill Road RI22054:** The Campbell Mill Road in the settlement of New Glasgow commencing at a point 1.4 km from the intersection of Route 13 to the intersection of Route 224, a distance of 0.9 km.

(137) **Campbell Road RI21075:** The Campbell Road in the settlement of Mount Royal commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 140 to the intersection of the Smallwood Road, a distance of 1.3 km.

(138) **Campbell Road RI41061:** The Campbell Road in the settlement of Central Bedeque commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of RI41063 to the intersection of Route 171, a distance of 0.8 km.

(139) **Campbell Road RI21067:** The Campbell Road in the settlement of Hebron commencing at the intersection of Route 164 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(140) **Campbell Road RI33035:** The Campbell road in the settlement of Baldwins Road commencing at the intersection of Route 323 to the intersection of Route 22, a distance of 1.3 km.
(141) **Campbell Road RI43033**: The Campbell Road in the settlement of Whim Road commencing at the intersection of Route 17 to the intersection of Route 316, a distance of 3.7 km.

(142) **Campbell Road RI12087**: The Campbell Road in the settlement of Long River commencing at the intersection of Route 101 for a distance of 1.6 km; thence for a distance of 0.6 km being designated inaccessible; and thence to the intersection of Route 234, a distance of 1.0 km.

(143) **Campbell Road RI53500**: The Campbell Road in the settlement of Panmure Island commencing at a point 0.6 km from the intersection of Route 347 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.1 km.

(144) **Campbell Shore Road RI21069**: The Campbell Shore Road in the settlement of Derby commencing at the intersection of Route 164 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(145) **MacKinnon Road RI21070**: The MacKinnon Road in the settlement of Derby commencing at the intersection of Route 164 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.

(146) **Campbell Road Extension RI12028**: The Campbell Road Extension in the settlement of Seaview commencing at the intersection of Route 20 to the intersection of Route 101, a distance of 2.6 km.

(147) **Campbell Shore Road RI41045**: The Campbell Shore Road in the settlement of Chelton commencing at a point 1.1 km from the intersection of RI41042, a distance of 1.0 km.

(148) **Campbell-MacAulay Road RI13026**: The Campbell-MacAulay Road in the settlement of Campbells Cove commencing at a point 0.8 km from the intersection of Route 16 to the intersection of Route 303, a distance of 0.7 km.

(149) **Cape Traverse Mill Road RI41030**: The Cape Traverse Mill Road in the settlement of Cape Traverse Landing commencing at the intersection of Route 10 to the intersection of RI41032, a distance of 0.9 km.

(150) **Cape Turner/White Sands Road RI22071**: The Cape Turner/White Sands Road in the settlement of Cavendish commencing at the intersection of Route 6 to the intersection of Road Index 22153, a distance of 2.0 km.
(151) **Car Dump Road RI32072:** The Car Dump Road in the settlement of Fort Augustus commencing at a point 1.6 km to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(152) **Cardigan Head Road RI33042:** The Cardigan Head Road in the settlement of Head of Cardigan commencing at the intersection of Route 5 to the intersection of Route 355, a distance of 2.1 km.

(153) **Caseley Road RI41080:** The Caseley Road in the settlement of Norboro commencing at the intersection of Route 2 to the intersection of RI41079, a distance of 1.6 km.

(154) **Cemetery Road RI31106:** The Cemetery Road in the settlement of Egmont Bay commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(155) **Cemetery Road RI11131:** The Cemetery Road in the settlement of Cascumpec commencing at the intersection of Route 172 for a distance of 1.0 km.

(156) **Cemetery Road RI22108:** The Cemetery Road in the Village of North Rustico commencing at a point .1 km from the intersection of Route 243 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(157) **Cemetery Road RI42081:** The Cemetery Road in the settlement of Wood Islands commencing at the intersection of Route 1 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.

(158) **Cemetery Road RI22109:** The Cemetery Road in the settlement of New Glasgow commencing at the intersection of Route 258 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(159) **Centre Road RI12074:** The Centre Road in the settlement of Hope River commencing at a point 1.4 km from the intersection of Route 231 to the intersection of Route 224, a distance of 1.8 km.

(160) **Chelton Beach Road RI41165:** The Chelton Beach Road in the settlement of Chelton commencing at a distance of 0.1 km from the intersection of RI41042 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.6 km.

(161) **Cherry Cliff Park Road RI42099:** The Cherry Cliff Park Road in the settlement of Earnscliffe commencing at the intersection of Route 267 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(162) **Church Road RI13091:** The Church Road in the settlement of Eglinton commencing at the intersection of Route 310 to the intersection of the Eglinton Road, a distance of 0.9 km.
(163) **Church Road RI41013**: The Church Road in the settlement of North Tryon commencing at the intersection of Route 114 to the intersection of Route 1, a distance of 1.5 km.

(164) **Clarke Shore Road/Cumberland Cove Road RI41021**: The Clarke Shore Road/Cumberland Cove Road in the settlement of Lower Tryon commencing at a point .5 km from the intersection of Route 10 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.

(165) **Clear Springs Road RI13008**: The Clear Springs Road in the settlement of Clear Spring commencing at the intersection of Route 16 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.2 km.

(166) **Cliffords Lane RI22076**: Cliffords Lane in the settlement of South Rustico commencing at the intersection of Route 243 east to the intersection of Route 243 west, a distance of 1.1 km.

(167) **Clow Road RI42017**: The Clow Road in the settlement of China Point commencing at the intersection of RI42097 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.3 km.

(168) **Glencoe Station Road RI42022**: The Glencoe Station Road in the settlement of Glencoe commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 24 to the end of the road, a distance of 3.1 km.

(169) **Clyde Road RI12093**: The Clyde Road in the settlement of Hazel Grove/Hartsville commencing at a distance of 2.0 km from the intersection of Route 2 for a distance of 3.2 km, a distance of .1 km to the intersection of Route 227.

(170) **Co-op Road RI21024**: The Co-op Road in the settlement of North Enmore commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.4 km.

(171) **Cobb Road RI12017**: The Cobb road in the settlement of Long River commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 262 to the intersection of Route 234, a distance of 1.6 km.

(172) **Collette Road RI12106**: The Collette Road in the settlement of Maplewood commencing at the intersection of Route 246 to the intersection of RI12182, a distance of 2.2 km.

(173) **Compton Road RI41100**: The Compton Road in the settlement of North St. Eleanors commencing at a point 0.9 km from the intersection of RI41099 to the intersection of RI41101, a distance of 0.9 km.
(174) **Connolly Woods Road RI41017:** The Connolly Woods Road in the settlement of Maple Plains commencing at a point .2 km from the intersection of Route 115 to the intersection of Route 114, a distance of 1.8 km.

(175) **Conray Road RI11072:** The Conray Road in the settlement of St. Roch commencing at the intersection of Route 153 to the intersection of RI11066, a distance of 2.7 km.

(176) **Coon Wharf Road RI53008:** The Coon Wharf Road in the settlement of Peters Road commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 324 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.2 km.

(177) **Cottage Road RI23752:** The Cottage road in the settlement of Savage Harbour commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 218 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(178) **Cottage/Shore Road RI22061:** The Cottage/Shore Road in the settlement of Canoe Cove commencing at the intersection of Route 19 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(179) **Coulson Road RI12021:** The Coulson Road in the settlement of Seaview commencing at a point 0.6 km from the east side of the intersection of Route 20 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(180) **County Line Road RI31051:** The unpaved portion of the County Line Road between the intersection of Route 20 in the settlement of Seaview to the end of the road.

(181) **County Line Road RI31051:** The unpaved portion of the County Line Road between the intersection of Route 101 in the settlement of Burlington and the intersection of Route 103 in the settlement of Spring Valley.

(182) **County Line/Selkirk Road RI42090:** The County Line/Selkirk Road in the settlement of Alberry Plains commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 3 to the intersection of the Beech Hill Road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(183) **Cousins Shore Road RI12085:** The Cousins Shore Road in the settlement of Park Corner commencing at the intersection of Route 20 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(184) **Cow River Road RI13142:** The Cow River road in the settlement of Monticello commencing at the intersection of Route 16 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.
(185) **Crafer/George Cousins Road RI31054:** The Crafer/George Cousins Road in the settlement of Malpeque commencing at a point .2 km from the intersection of Route 20 for a distance of 1.1 km.

(186) **Cranberry Wharf Road RI32073:** The Cranberry Wharf Road in the settlement of Fort Augustus commencing at the intersection of Route 213 to the end of the road, a distance of 3.5 km.

(187) **Crank Road RI23044:** The Crank Road commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 337 in the settlement of Milburn to the intersection of Route 331 in the settlement of Church Road.

(188) **Creek Road RI23017:** The Creek Road in the settlement of St. Peters Harbour commencing at a point 1.0 km from the intersection of RI23767, a distance of 0.7 km.

(189) **Crown Point Road RI42001:** The Crown Point Road in the settlement of Alexandra commencing at the intersection of Route 1A for a distance of 1.6 km.

(190) **Cunningham Road RI31019:** The Cunningham Road in the settlement of MacDougall commencing at the intersection of RI31027 and 31181 to the intersection of RI31023, a distance of 1.7 km.

(191) **Curran Road RI33036:** The Curran Road in the settlement of Elliotvale commencing at the intersection of Road Index 33033 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(192) **Currie Road RI12040:** The Currie road in the settlement of Green Bay commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 249 to the intersection of Route 237, a distance of 3.5 km.

(193) **Curtis Road RI23055:** The Curtis Road commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Farmington to the intersection of Route 309 in the settlement of Selkirk.

(194) **Cyrus Road RI31109:** The Cyrus Road in the settlement of Urbainville commencing at the intersection of Route 124 for a distance of 0.6 km.

(195) **Daley Road RI43014:** The Daley Road in the settlement of Guernsey Cove commencing at the intersection of Route 18 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(196) **Dan Comptons Road RI42050:** The Dan Comptons Road in the settlement of Belle River commencing at the intersection of Route 201 to the intersection of Route 207, a distance of 1.4 km.
(197) **Darrach Road RI22089:** The Darrach Road in the settlement of New Dominion commencing at a point .9 km from the intersection Route 19 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.1 km.

(198) **DeBlois Road RI11143:** The portion of the DeBlois Road in the settlement of St. Louis commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 155 to the intersection of Route 156, a distance of 1.2 km.

(199) **Deroche Road RI31166:** The Deroche Road in the settlement of Miscouche commencing at a point .2 km from the intersection of RI31165 to the intersection of RI31187, a distance of 0.6 km.

(200) **Desroches Road RI11075:** The Desroches Road in the settlement of St. Peter and St. Paul commencing at a point 2.4 km from the intersection of RI11066 to the intersection of RI11067, a distance of 1.1 km.

(201) **Dewers Dam Road RI33019:** The Dewers Dam Road in the settlement of Pooles Corner commencing at the intersection of Route 319 to the intersection of Route 3, a distance of 1.9 km.

(202) **Dingwell Road RI53055:** The Dingwell Road in the settlement of Little Pond commencing at the intersection of RI53108 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(203) **Donagh Arsenault Cottage Road RI31142:** The Donagh Arsenault Cottage Road in the settlement of Egmont Bay commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(204) **Donaldston/Donahue Shore Road RI11004:** The Donaldston/Donahue Shore Road in the settlement of St. Felix commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.0 km.

(205) **Dossittie Road RI31182:** The Dossittie Road in the settlement of Cape Egmont commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 11 for a distance of .4 km, the balance of 0.4 km being inaccessible.

(206) **Doyle Road RI11018:** The Doyle Road in the settlement of Seacow Point commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.

(207) **Duffy Road RI41018:** The Duffy Road in the settlement of Maple Plains commencing at a point .1 km from the intersection of Route
114 for a distance of 1.2 km; thence a distance of 1.5 km to the intersection of District Line.

(208) **Dump Road RI31162:** The Dump Road in the settlement of Miscouche commencing at the intersection of RI31187 to the intersection of Route 12, a distance of 1.8 km.

(209) **Dump Road RI33096:** The Dump Road in the settlement of Victoria Cross commencing at the intersection of Route 320 to the intersection of Route 210, a distance of 1.5 km.

(210) **Dump Road RI31128:** The Dump Road in the settlement of Mont Carmel commencing at a point .1 km from the intersection of Route 177 for a distance of 0.2 km, the balance of 2.0 km being inaccessible to the intersection of Route 165.

(211) **Dump Road RI22113:** The Dump Road in the settlement of Cymbria commencing at a point .4 km from the intersection of Route 6 to the intersection of Route 242, a distance of 1.0 km.

(212) **Dunbar Road RI11091:** The Dunbar Road in the settlement of Alma commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 151 to a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 152 in the settlement of St. Louis.

(213) **Dundas Farms Road RI33078:** The Dundas Farms Road in the settlement of Dundas commencing at the intersection of Route 341 to the intersection of Route 310, a distance of 1.1 km.

(214) **Duvar Road RI11141:** The portion of the Duvar Road in the settlement of Duvar commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 148, a distance of 1.6 km.

(214.1) **East Suffolk Extension Road RI32012:** The East Suffolk Extension Road in the settlement of Suffolk commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection with Route 229, for a distance of 0.2 km.

(215) **Earl Power Road RI53150:** The Earl Power Road in the settlement of Georgetown Royalty commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of RI53021 to the intersection of RI53024, a distance of 0.6 km.

(216) **East Suffolk Extension Road RI32012:** The East Suffolk Extension Road in the settlement of Suffolk commencing at a point 0.7 km from the intersection of Route 229 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(217) **Easter Road RI31183:** Revoked by EC354/07.
(218) **Eddie Murphy Road RI12025:** The Eddie Murphy Road in the settlement of Seaview commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 20 to the intersection of Road Index 12026, a distance of 0.5 km.

(219) **Eglington Road RI13090:** The unpaved portion of the Eglington Road commencing at the intersection of Route 332 to the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Eglington.

(220) **Elsinga Road RI12146:** The Elsinga Road in the settlement of Founds Mills commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 8 to the intersection of Route 238, a distance of 0.9 km.

(221) **Elton MacLean Dixon Road RI12096:** The Elton MacLean Road in the settlement of Breadalbane commencing at a point 1.9 km from the intersection of Route 231 to the intersection of Route 227, a distance of 2.2 km.

(222) **Emerson Matheson Road RI12149:** The Emerson Matheson Road in the settlement of North Granville commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 254 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(223) **Emerson Road RI33022:** The Emerson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 3 in the settlement of Roseneath to the intersection of route 342 in the settlement of Cardigan.

(224) **Eugene MacDonald Road RI53056:** The Eugene MacDonald Road in the settlement of Little Pond commencing at the intersection of RI53107 to the intersection of RI53108, a distance of 0.5 km.

(225) **Everett Reeves Road RI41082:** The Everett Reeves Road in the settlement of Freetown commencing at the intersection of Route 8 to the intersection of Route 113, a distance of 2.1 km.

(226) **Extension of Ferry Road RI22119:** The Extension of Ferry Road in the settlement of York Point commencing at the intersection of Route 248 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(227) **Fairley Road RI11204:** The Fairley Road in the settlement of Campbellton commencing at the intersection of Route 14 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.4 km.

(228) **Farley Road RI11096:** The Farley Road in the settlement of St. Lawrence commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 151 to the intersection of Route 14, a distance of 1.1 km.
(229) Farrar Road RI12107: The Farrar Road in the settlement of South Melville commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 237 to the intersection of Route 246, a distance of 2.7 km.

(230) Fee Shore Road RI11025: The Fee Shore Road in the settlement of Norway commencing at the intersection of the Norway Road to the end of the road, a distance of 1.0 km.

(231) Ferguson Road RI112048: The Ferguson Road in the settlement of Hampton commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 120 to a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 120, a distance of 0.8 km.

(232) Ferry or Black Point Road RI31004: The Ferry or Black Point Road in the settlement of Central Lot 16 commencing at a point 1.5 km from the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(233) Ferry Road RI21149: The Ferry Road in the settlement of Roxbury commencing at the intersection of Route 2 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.1 km.

(234) Fishermans’ Wharf Road/Hurds Point Road RI41141: The Fishermans’ Wharf Road/Hurds Point Road in the settlement of Lower Bedeque commencing at the intersection of Route 112 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.0 km.

(235) Fitzpatrick Road RI11065: The Fitzpatrick Road in the settlement of Kildare Cape commencing at a point 2.0 km from the intersection of Route 12 to the intersection of Route 153, a distance of 2.4 km.

(236) Flag Pond Road RI37070: The Flag Pond Road in the settlement of Lower Darnley commencing at the intersection of RI31071 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.9 km.

(237) Forbes Road RI31015: The Forbes Road in the settlement of Southwest Lot 16 commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.2 km.

(238) Fortune Beach Road RI13095: The Fortune Beach Road in the settlement of Bay Fortune commencing at the intersection of RI13108 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(239) Fountain Head Road RI13025: The Fountain Head Road commencing at the intersection of Route 304 to RI13040.
(240) **Foy Road RI141012**: The Foy Road in the settlement of Tryon commencing at the intersection of Route 116 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.6 km.

(241) **Franky Mills Road RI31039**: The Franky Mills Road in the settlement of St. Chrysostome commencing at a point 1.1 km from the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.1 km.

(242) **French Road RI53503**: The French Road in the settlement of Seal River commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of RI53154 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(243) **Frenchfort Road RI32114**: The Frenchfort Road in the settlement of Frenchfort commencing at the intersection of Route 260 east to the intersection of Route 260 west, a distance of 0.2 km.

(244) Revoked by EC774/08.

(245) **Gall Road RI11040**: The Gall Road in the settlement of Miminegash Pond commencing at a distance of 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 14 to the end of the road for a distance of 0.2 km.

(246) **Gallant Road RI31045**: The Gallant Road in the settlement of Indian River commencing at a point .2 km from the intersection of Route 20 to the intersection of Route 104, a distance of 0.3 km.

(247) **Gallant Road RI31084**: The Gallant Road in the settlement of St. Raphael commencing at a point .5 km from the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.3 km.

(248) **Gallight Road RI41041**: The Gallight Road in the settlement of Searletown commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 112 to the intersection of Route 10 in the settlement of Searletown.

(249) **Gascougue Road RI42063**: The Gascougue Road in the settlement of Roseberry commencing at the intersection of Route 1 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(250) **Gauls Road RI42010**: The Gauls Road in the settlement of Avondale commencing at the intersection of Route 5 to the intersection of the Beech Hill Road, a distance of 3.5 km.

(251) **German Naufrage/Lighthouse Road RI13138**: The German Naufrage/Lighthouse Road in the settlement of Naufrage commencing at the intersection of RI13022.
(252) **Gibbscrick Road RI11137:** The Gibbscrick Road in the settlement of Cascumpec commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(253) **Gillis Road RI31122:** The Gillis Road in the settlement of Arlington commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 12 for a distance of 0.8 km to the intersection of Route 131. The balance of 0.9 km commencing at the intersection of Route 131 to the intersection of Route 167 remains seasonal.

(254) **Girl Guide Camp Road RI53001:** The Girl Guide Camp Road in the settlement of Point Pleasant commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 17 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.5 km.

(255) **Glenfinnan Road RI32067:** The Glenfinnan Road in the settlement of Glenfinnan commencing at a point 1.3 km from the intersection of Route 21 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(256) **Gordon’s Wharf Road RI11132:** The Gordon’s Wharf Road in the settlement of Cascumpec commencing at the intersection of Route 12 for a distance of 0.9 km.

(257) **Green Hill Road RI53034:** The Green Hill Road in the settlement of St. Georges commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 311 for a distance of 0.7 km; thence to the intersection of RI53033, a distance of 0.2 km being designated year round.

(258) **Green Hill Road RI53033:** The Green Hill Road commencing at the intersection of Route 311 in the settlement of Primrose to RI53034 in the settlement of St. George’s.

(259) **Green Road RI22127:** The Green Road in the settlement of Kingston commencing at the intersection of Route 235 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.

(260) **Green Road RI12113:** The Green Road in the settlement of South Melville commencing at a point 0.7 km from the intersection of Route 237 to the intersection of Route 246, a distance of 3.2 km.

(261) **Green Road RI53030:** The Green Road in the settlement of Seal River commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of RI53154 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(262) **Greenvale Road RI13137:** The Greenvale Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Little Harbour to RI13040.
(263) **Griffin Road RI11145**: The Griffin Road in the settlement of Deblois commencing at a distance of 0.6 km from the intersection of RI11066 to the intersection of Route 2 for a distance of 0.4 km.

(264) **Grove Pine Road RI53065**: The Grove Pine Road in the settlement of Howe Bay commencing at a distance of 1.6 km from the intersection of Route 310 to the intersection of Route 332 for a distance of 2.6 km.

(265) **Grove Pine Road RI53065**: The Grove Pine Road commencing at the intersection of Route 332 in the settlement of Red House to the intersection of Route 314 in the settlement of Red House.

(266) **Gunion Road RI11059**: The Gunion Road in the settlement of Harper commencing at the intersection of Route 159 to the intersection of Route 158, a distance of 1.3 km.

(267) **Hackeney Road RI11016**: The Hackeney Road in the settlement of Anglo Tignish commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(268) **Hackeney Road RI11138**: The portion of the Hackeney Road in the settlement of Mill River commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 136 to the intersection of Route 142, a distance of 2.3 km. *This road is also designated as a Scenic Heritage Road (see Schedule E).*

(269) **Hall Road RI31060**: The Hall Road in the settlement of Spring Valley commencing at the intersection of RI31047 to the intersection of Route 102, a distance of 2.3 km.

(270) **Hanna Road RI31059**: The Hanna Road in the settlement of Indian River commencing at the intersection of RI31047 to the intersection of Route 104, a distance of 1.0 km.

(271) **Harts Gravel Road RI21041**: The Harts Gravel Road in the settlement of Mount Pleasant commencing at a point 0.8 km from the intersection of Route 2 for a distance of 0.6 to a point 1.0 km from Route 133.

(272) **Haywood Road RI11074**: The Haywood Road in the Community of Tignish commencing at a point 3.2 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the intersection of Route 153, a distance of 1.8 km.

(273) **Herds Road RI41141**: The paved portion of the Herds Road commencing at the intersection of Route 112 in the settlement of
MacCullums Point or Lower Bedeque to the end of the pavement for a distance of 0.2 km.

(274) **Heritage Woodlot Road RI13024:** The Heritage Woodlot road in the settlement of Souris Line Road commencing at the intersection of Route 305 to the end of the road, a distance of 2.5 km.

(275) **Hermanville Road RI13036:** The Hermanville Road in the settlement of Hermanville commencing at the intersection of Route 16 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(276) **Hermitage Road RI13146:** The Hermitage Road commencing at the intersection of Route 307 in the settlement of Bear River to the intersection of RI 13143 in the settlement of Selkirk.

(277) **Higgins Road RI31037:** The Higgins Road in the settlement of St. Philip commencing at the intersection of Route 11 and Route 128 to the intersection of Route 127, a distance of 1.9 km.

(278) High Bridge Road RI32087: The High Bridge Road in the settlement of Dromore commencing at the intersection of Route 214 to the intersection of RI32086, a distance of 4.1 km.

(279) **Highland Park Road RI22065:** The Highland Park Road in the settlement of New Dominion commencing at a point .8 km from the intersection of Route 19 for a distance of 2.5 km; the balance of 1.0 km to the intersection of RI22140 remains year round.

(280) **Hope River Road RI22069:** The Hope River Road in the settlement of New Glasgow commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 224 for a distance of 2.4 km, being .5 km from the intersection of Route 13.

(281) **Houston Road RI22067:** The Houston Road in the settlement of Mayfield commencing at the intersection of Route 241 to the intersection of Route 13, a distance of 1.8 km.

(282) **Howlett Road RI53053:** The unpaved portion of the Howlett Road in the settlement of Annandale commencing at the intersection of Route 310 to the intersection of RI53109 in the settlement of Annandale.

(283) **Howlett Road RI53111:** The Howlett Road in the settlement of Annandale commencing at the intersection of RI53053 to the intersection of RI53109, a distance of 0.2 km.

(284) **Huntley Dump Road RI11083:** The portion of the Huntley Dump Road in the settlement of Huntley commencing at a point 0.5 km
from the intersection of the Southwest Road RI11082 to the intersection of Route 152, a distance of 1.1 km.

(285) **Indian Bridge Road RI23081**: The Indian Bridge Road in the settlement of Green Meadows commencing at the intersection of Route 322 to the intersection of Route 321, a distance of 3.0 km.

(286) **Indian River School Road RI31080**: The Indian River School Road in the settlement of Indian River commencing at a distance of .8 km from the intersection of Route 20 for a distance of .8 km to the intersection of Route 104.

(287) **Indian Road RI23009**: The Indian Road in the settlement of Windon commencing at a point 1.1 km from the intersection of RI23151 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(288) **Ings Point Road RI32094**: The Ings Point Road in the settlement of Mount Herbert commencing at a point .1 km from the intersection of Route 1 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.0 km.

(289) **Ira Mullins Road RI43038**: The Ira Mullins Road in the settlement of Hopefield commencing at the intersection of Route 201 to the intersection of Route 202, a distance of 1.6 km.

(290) **Isaac Road RI21081**: The Isaac Road in the settlement of Glenwood commencing at the intersection of Route 176 to the intersection of Route 139, a distance of 1.9 km.

(291) **J Campbell Road RI41163**: The J Campbell Road in the settlement of Cape Traverse commencing at the intersection of RI41162 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.1 km.

(292) **Jack Westaway Road RI43102**: The Jack Westaway Road in the settlement of Albion commencing at the intersection of Route 17 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.9 km.

(293) **Jacks Road RI42069**: The Jacks Road in the settlement of Flat River commencing at the intersection of Route 207 to the intersection of Route 1, a distance of 4.0 km. *This road is also designated as a Scenic Heritage Road (see Schedule E).*

(294) **Jarvis Road RI13120**: The Jarvis Road in the settlement of Munns Road commencing at the intersection of Route 301 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(295) **Jelley Road RI41148**: The Jelley Road in the settlement of Chelton commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of RI41042 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.1 km.
(296) **Jimmy Dunn Road RI32055**: The Jimmy Dunn Road in the settlement of Fort Augustus commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 213 to the intersection of Route 21, a distance of 1.6 km.

(297) **Joe Pete Road RI11048**: The Joe Pete Road in the settlement of DeBlois commencing at the intersection of Route 158 to the intersection of Route 157, a distance of 2.0 km.

(298) **Joey’s Road RI32079**: The Joey’s Road in the settlement of Dromore commencing at a point .8 km from RI32086 for a distance of 1.6 km; the balance of .3 km remains year round.

(299) **John MacMillan Road RI11079**: The portion of the John MacMillan Road in the settlement of Montrose commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 154 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(300) Revoked by EC32/09.

(301) **John Paul Road RI31104**: The John Paul Road in the settlement of Maximeville commencing at a point .5 km from the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(302) **Josie Shang Road RI11030**: The Josie Shang Road in the settlement of Skinners Pond commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 14 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.

(303) **Judes Point Road RI11010**: The Judes Point Road commencing at a distance of 2.1 km from the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 2.2 km.

(304) **Junction Road RI12131**: The Junction Road in the settlement of Pleasant Valley commencing at the intersection of Route 227 for a distance of 0.2 km; thence to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km, designated as inaccessible.

(305) **Kelly Road RI11111**: The Kelly Road in the settlement of Roseville commencing at a point 1.5 km from the intersection of Route 14 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(306) **Kelly Road RI13045**: The unpaved portion of the Kelly Road commencing at the intersection of Route 305 in the settlement of Souris Line Road to the intersection of Route 303.

(307) **Kelly Road RI21135**: The Kelly Road in the settlement of Portage commencing at the intersection of RI21152 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.
(308) **Kelly Road RI41075:** The Kelly Road in the settlement of Shamrock commencing at a point 1.8 km from the intersection of Route 225 for a distance of 0.9 km; thence to the intersection of Route 111, a distance of 0.2 km being designated year round.

(309) **Kempton/Durrell Road RI53104:** The Kempton/Durrell Road in the settlement of Little Pond commencing at the intersection of RI53103 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(310) **Kenny Road RI33047:** The unpaved portion of the Kenny Road commencing at the intersection of Route 22 in the settlement of St. Teresa to the intersection of Route 320 in the settlement of Peakes.

(311) **Kitson Road RI13020:** The Kitson Road in the settlement of Bothwell commencing at a distance of 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 16 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(312) **Klondyke Road RI53068:** The Klondyke Road in the settlement of Farmington commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the intersection of Route 309 in the settlement of Selkirk, a distance of 4.7 km.

(313) **Klondyke Road RI42005:** The Klondyke Road in the settlement of Village Green commencing at the intersection of RI42006 to the District Line, a distance of 1.2 km.

(314) **Knox Lane RI11033:** The Knox Lane in the settlement of Skinners Pond commencing at a point 1.2 km from the intersection of Route 14 to the intersection of Route 156, a distance of 1.0 km.

(315) **Larby Road RI42082:** The Larby Road in the settlement of Flat River commencing at a distance of 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 1 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(316) **Launching Back Road RI53043:** The Launching Back Road in the settlement of Launching Place commencing at a point 1.2 km from the western intersection of Route 311 to the eastern intersection of Route 311, a distance of 1.7 km.

(317) **Lawless Road RI41052:** The Lawless Road in the settlement of Newton commencing at the intersection of Route 111 to the intersection of Route 225, a distance of 2.4 km.

(318) **Leards Mill Road RI31050:** The Leards Mill Road in the settlement of Spring Valley commencing at a point 1.0 from the intersection of RI31051 a distance of 1.2 km.
(319) **Legion/Brazel Road RI32064**: The Legion/Brazel Road in the settlement of Bethel commencing at a point .7 km from the intersection of Route 215 for a distance of 1.5 km.

(320) **Lewis Road RI42041**: The Lewis Road in the settlement of Lewes commencing at the intersection of Route 24 to the intersection of Route 204, a distance of 2.5 km.

(321) **Lighthouse/Fort Amherst Road RI22084**: The Lighthouse/Fort Amherst Road in the settlement of Rocky Point commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 19 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(322) **Lighthouse Road RI53052**: The Lighthouse Road in the settlement of Annandale commencing at the intersection of Route 310 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.1 km.

(323) **Lighthouse Road RI23770**: The Lighthouse Road in the settlement of St. Peters Harbour commencing at the intersection of RI23767 for a distance of 1.4 km.

(324) **Lighthouse Road RI41071**: The Lighthouse Road in the settlement of Fernwood commencing at the intersection of Route 119 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.0 km.

(325) **Line of Lot/Sally Dunn Road RI53099**: The Line of Lot/Sally Dunn Road in the settlement of Fortune Bridge commencing at the intersection of Route 2 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.

(326) **Line Road RI32056**: The Line Road in the settlements of Tarantum and Websters Corner commencing at the intersection of Route 21 to the intersection of Route 255, a distance of 1.9 km.

(327) **Ling Road RI32026**: The Ling Road in the settlement of Oyster Bed Bridge commencing at a point .3 km from the intersection of Route 223 to the intersection of Route 6, a distance of 1.1 km.

(328) **Little Bungay Road RI22050**: The Little Bungay Road in the settlement of Greenvale commencing at a point 0.5 km northward of the intersection of Route 243, for a distance of 0.9 km; the balance of the road being 0.7 km remains designated year round; thence commencing at the intersection of Route 243 southerly for a distance of 0.8 km designated seasonal with 0.7 km designated inaccessible; thence to the intersection of Route 2 for a distance of 0.3 km being designated year round.
(329) **Little Harbour Beach Road RI13032**: The unpaved portion of the Little Harbour Beach Road commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Little Harbour to the end of the road, a distance of 1.2 km.

(330) **Little Sands Wharf Road RI43084**: The Little Sands Wharf Road in the settlement of Little Sands commencing at the intersection of Route 4 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(331) **Livingston Road RI21087**: The Livingston Road in the settlement of West Point commencing at the intersection of Route 14 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.5 km.

(332) **Lockshore Road Extension RI41035**: The Lockshore Road Extension in the settlement of Sherbrooke commencing at a point 2.7 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(333) **Long Wharf Road RI53048**: The Long Wharf Road in the settlement of Launching commencing at a point 0.2 km from the Beach Road to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(334) **Lords Campground Road RI41027**: The Lords Campground Road in the settlement of Cape Traverse Landing commencing at the intersection of Route 10 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(335) **Louis Brazel Road RI32140**: The Louis Brazel Road in the settlements of Glenfinnan and Donagh commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 257 to the intersection of Route 21, a distance of 3.3 km.

(336) **Lower Creed Road/MacLellan’s Creek Road RI53038**: The MacLellan’s Creek Road in the settlement of DeGros Marsh commencing at a point 2.3 km from the intersection of RI53129.

(337) **Loyalist Road RI53031**: The Loyalist Road in the settlement of Cardigan North commencing at a point 0.9 km from the intersection of Route 4 to the intersection of RI53154, a distance of 5.9 km.

(338) **Lutz Road RI53066**: The Lutz Road in the settlement of Eglington commencing at the intersection of Route 310 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.

(339) **MacDonald Road RI12043**: The MacDonald Road in the settlement of Kellys Cross commencing at a point 1.9 km from the intersection of Route 13 to the intersection of Route 246, a distance of 1.3 km.
(340) **MacDonald Road RI41078**: The MacDonald Road in the settlement of Kelvin Grove commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 109 to the intersection of RI41079, a distance of 2.2 km.

(341) **MacDonald Shore Road RI21103**: The MacDonald Shore Road in the settlement of West Point commencing at the intersection of Route 14 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(342) **MacGillivray Road RI32009**: The MacGillivray Road in the settlement of Point Deroche commencing at the intersection of Route 218 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.7 km.

(343) **MacInnis/MacLure Road RI32025**: The MacInnis/MacLure Road in the settlement of Winsloe North commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 233 to the District Line, a distance of 1.0 km.

(344) **MacIntosh Road RI31135**: The MacIntosh Road in the settlement of Birchill commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.1 km.

(345) **MacKinnon Road RI21133**: The MacKinnon Road in the settlement of Freeland commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(346) **MacLaren Road RI23090**: The MacLaren Road commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 336 in the settlement of Cable Head West to the end of the road, a distance of 1.0 km.

(347) **MacLean Road RI12009**: The MacLean Road in the settlement of Norboro commencing at the intersection of Route 233 to the intersection of Route 8, a distance of 2.5 km.

(348) **MacLellan Road RI11100**: The MacLellan Road in the Settlement of Alma commencing at the intersection of Route 151 to the intersection of the Warren Road RI11240, a distance of 2.0 km.

(349) **MacLennan Road RI31020**: The MacLennan Road in the settlement of MacDougall commencing at a point 0.7 km from Route 127 to the intersection of Route 131 in the settlement of MacDougall.

(350) **MacLeod Road RI42075**: The MacLeod Road in the settlement of Wood Islands commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 1 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.
(351) **MacLeod Road RI33079**: The MacLeod Road in the settlement of Poplar Point commencing at the intersection of Route 310 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(352) **MacLeod Road RI12092**: The MacLeod Road in the Community of Hunter River commencing at a point 1.0 km from the intersection of Route 13 to the intersection of Route 2, a distance of .80 km.

(353) **MacLure Pond Road RI53152**: The MacLure Pond Road in the settlement of Pembroke commencing at the intersection of Route 17 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(354) **MacMillan Road RI33063**: The MacMillan Road in the settlement of Cardross commencing at the intersection of Route 313 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(355) **MacMillan Road RI23074**: The unpaved portion of the MacMillan Road commencing at a point 0.7 km from the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Five Houses to RI23076 in the settlement of Ashton.

(356) **Macphail Park Road RI42024**: The Macphail Park Road in the settlement of Orwell commencing at a point 0.9 km from the intersection of RI42023 to the intersection of Route 24, a distance of 1.4 km.

(357) **Macpherson Cove Road RI53091**: The Macpherson Cove Road in the settlement of Launching Place commencing at the intersection of RI53501 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(358) **Macpherson Road RI41077**: The Macpherson Road in the settlement of Freetown commencing at a point 0.8 km from the intersection of Route 8 to the intersection of Route 108 in the settlement of Freetown.

(359) **MacQuarrie Shore Road/Chelton Road RI41042**: The MacQuarrie Shore Road/Chelton Road commencing at a point 5.4 km from the intersection of Route 119, a distance of 2.0 km. The balance of 0.3 km to the intersection of Route 10 remains year round.

(360) **MacSwain Road RI23056**: The MacSwain road commencing at the intersection of Route 328 in the settlement of Forest Hill to the intersection of Route 327 in the settlement of Mount Hope.

(361) **MacWilliams/Muttard Road RI41024**: The MacWilliams/ Muttard Road in the settlement of Augustine Cove commencing at a
point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 10 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(362) Manning Road RI13048: The Manning Road commencing at a point 0.6 km from the intersection of Route 306 in the settlement of New Zealand to the intersection of Route 307 in the settlement of Bear River.

(363) Max Thompson Road RI41155: The Max Thompson Road in the settlement of Victoria commencing at a point 0.6 km from the intersection of RI41003 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.1 km.

(364) McAdam Road Extension RI23785: The McAdam road Extension in the settlement of West St. Peters commencing at the intersection of Route 350 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(365) McAskill River Road RI23080: The unpaved portion of the McAskill River Road in the settlement of Goose River commencing at a point approximately 0.925 km from the intersection of Route 16 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.275 km.

(366) McBride Road RI32117: The McBride Road in the settlement of Scotchfort commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 218 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(367) McCann Road RI32019: The McCann Road in the settlement of Covehead commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 252 east to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(368) McCarron Road RI53089: The McCarron Road in the settlement of St. Georges commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 311 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(369) McCourt Road RI12064: The McCourt Road in the settlement of South Granville commencing at the intersection of Route 230 to the intersection of Route 240, a distance of 3.1 km.

(370) McCourt Road Extension RI12061: The McCourt Road Extension in the settlement of South Granville commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 231 for a distance of 0.9 km; thence to the intersection of RI12003, a distance of 0.1 km.

(371) McDougall Road RI31027: The McDougall Road in the settlement of MacDougall commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the intersection of RI31181 and RI31123, a distance of 1.5 km.

(372) McEwen Road RI23225: The McEwen road in the settlement of West St. Peters commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the intersection of Route 350, a distance of 1.2 km.
(373) **McEwen-Clooney Road RI23023:** The McEwen-Clooney Road in the settlement of Dundee commencing at a point 1.1km from the intersection of Route 2 to the intersection of Route 322, a distance of 6.1 km.

(374) **McGee Road RI31105:** The McGee Road in the settlement of Abrams Village commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 2.1 km.

(375) **McGee Road RI53015:** The McGee Road in the settlement of Gaspereaux commencing at a point 1.2 km from the intersection of Route 17 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(376) **McKenna Road RI41058:** The McKenna Road in the settlement of Middleton commencing at the intersection of RI41057 to the intersection of Route 10, a distance of 0.5 km.

(377) **McKenna Road RI12042:** The McKenna Road in the settlement of Kellys Cross commencing at the intersection of Route 246 to the intersection of Route 237 for a distance of 2.9 km.

(378) **McKenzie Road RI31055:** The McKenzie Road in the settlement of Baltic commencing at the intersection of Route 103 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(379) **McNally Shore Road RI32021:** The McNally Shore Road in the settlement of Ten Mile House commencing at the intersection of Route 218 to the end of the road, a distance of .5 km.

(380) **McNeil Road RI21077:** The McNeil Road in the settlement of Milburn commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 140 to the intersection of Route 14, a distance of 1.0 km.

(381) **McPherson Road RI53502:** The McPherson Road in the settlement of Launching commencing at the intersection of Bay Road to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(382) **Mellish Pond Road RI33012:** The Mellish Pond Road in the settlement of New Perth commencing at the intersection of Route 3 to the intersection of MacDonald Road - RI33011. *A section of this road is also designated as a Scenic Heritage Road (see Schedule E).*

(383) **Mensel/Brennan Road RI11020:** The Mensel/Brennan Road in the settlement of Norway commencing at a point 2.4 km from the intersection of Route 12 to the intersection of the Fee Shore Road, a distance of 0.7 km.
(384) Metheral Road RI11122: The portion of the Metheral Road in the settlement of Rosebank commencing at a point 1.0 km from the intersection of Route 145 to the intersection of Foy Road RI11121, a distance of 1.5 km.

(385) Mill Road RI23045: The Mill road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Five Houses to the intersection of Route 312 in the settlement of Forest Hill.

(386) Mill Road RI12179: The Mill Road in the settlement of Stanchel commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 246 to the intersection of Route 225, a distance of 0.8 km.

(387) Mill Road RI22056: The Mill Road in the settlement of Emyvale commencing at the intersection of Route 225 to the intersection of Route 244, a distance of 1.6 km; thence commencing at a point .4 km from the intersection of Route 244 west to the intersection of Route 245, a distance of 0.5 km.

(388) Mill Road RI21028: The Mill Road in the settlement of North Enmore commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 2.1 km.

(389) Mill Road RI41062: The Mill Road in the settlement of Bedeque commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of RI41063 to the intersection of RI41060 in the settlement of Central Bedeque.

(390) Miminegash Run Road RI11041: The Miminegash Run Road in the settlement of Miminegash commencing at a distance of 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 14 to the end of the road for a distance of 0.4 km.

(391) Miscouche Wharf Road RI31008: The Miscouche Wharf road in the settlement of Miscouche commencing at a point 0.9 km from the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road.

(392) Mitchell Road RI53032: The Mitchell Road in the settlement of Primrose commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 311 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(393) Moms Road RI31112: The Moms Road in the settlement of St. Raphael commencing at a point .2 km from the intersection of Route 177 for a distance of 2.5 km to the intersection of Route 165.

(394) Montgomery Road RI41047: The Montgomery Road in the settlement of Lower Bedeque commencing at the intersection of Route 112 to the intersection of Route 119, a distance of 1.9 km.
(395) **Montreal Road RI53087:** The Montreal Road in the settlement of St. Georges commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 311 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(396) **Monument Road RI41142:** The Monument Road in the settlement of Bedeque commencing at the intersection of Route 112 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(397) **Monument Road RI12050:** The Monument Road in the settlement of DeSable commencing at the intersection of Route 1 to the intersection of Route 19, a distance of 0.2 km.

(398) **Mooney Road RI23203:** The Mooney Road in the settlement of Bangor commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 321 for a distance of 1.6 km; thence for a distance of 0.7 km being designated inaccessible.

(399) **Morehead Road RI21099:** The Morehead Road in the settlement of West Devon commencing at a point 1.2 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(400) **Mount Tom Road RI22034:** The Mount Tom Road in the settlement of New Glasgow commencing at a point .6 km from the intersection of RI22054 to the intersection of Route 224, a distance of .7 km.

(401) **Moutain Road RI31052:** The Moutain Road in the settlement of Darnley commencing at the intersection of Route 103 to the intersection of Route 20, a distance of 1.4 km.

(402) **Munn’s Road RI42048:** The Munn’s Road in the settlement of Belle River commencing at a distance of 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 202 to the intersection of Route 201, a distance of 1.7 km.

(403) **Murnaghan Road RI32066:** The Murnaghan Road in the settlement of Glenfinnan commencing at a point 0.6 km from the intersection of Route 21 to the intersection of Road Index 3214, a distance of 0.3 km.

(404) **Murray Road RI42047:** The Murray Road in the settlement of Mount Vernon commencing at the intersection of Route 202 to the intersection of Route 1, a distance of 2.5 km.

(405) **Murray Road RI11103:** The portion of the Murray Road in the settlement of Elmsdale commencing at a point 0.7 km from the intersection of Route 149 to the intersection of Route 150, a distance of 2.5 km.
(406) **Nebraska/Forbes Road RI31120**: The Nebraska/Forbes road in the settlement of Southwest Lot 16 commencing at a point 0.7 km from the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(407) **New/MacLean Road RI31187**: The New/MacLean Road in the settlement of Southwest Lot 16 Wellington commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the intersection of Route 2, a distance of 5.8 km.

(408) **New Road RI12078**: The New Road in the settlement of St. Anns commencing at the intersection of Route 239 to the intersection of Route 266, a distance of 1.4 km.

(409) **New Road RI42042**: The New Road in the settlement of Culloden commencing at the intersection of Route 204 to the intersection of Route 203, a distance of 3.0 km.

(410) **New Road RI23010**: The New Road in the settlement of Byrnes Road commencing at the intersection of Route 322 to the intersection of Route 323, a distance of 2.4 km.

(411) **Nicholson Road RI42074**: The Nicholson Road in the settlement of Flat River commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 1 to the end of the road, a distance 2.9 km.

(412) **Nine Mile Creek Wharf Road RI22139**: The Nine Mile Creek Wharf Road in the settlement of Nine Mile Creek commencing at the intersection of Route 19 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.2 km.

(413) **Norway Road RI11024**: The Norway Road in the settlement of Norway commencing at a point 5.5 km from the intersection of Route 14 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.4 km.

(414) **O’Brien Road RI11239**: The O’Brien Road in the settlement of Elmsdale commencing at the intersection of Route 150 to the intersection of the Wells Road RI11098, a distance of 1.6 km.

(415) **O’Dell Road RI31048**: The O’Dell Road in the settlement of Baltic commencing at a point .3 km from the intersection of RI31047 to the intersection of RI31058, a distance of 0.5 km.

(416) **O’Meara Road RI11127**: The O’Meara Road in the settlement of Brooklyn commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the intersection of the Ashley Murphy Road RI11123, a distance of 0.6 km.

(417) **Oat Champion/Holmes Roads RI31058**: The Oat Champion/Holmes Roads in the settlement of Baltic/Spring Valley commencing at a
point .2 km from the intersection of Route 102 for a distance of 3.0 km, the balance of .2 km remains inaccessible.

(418) **Old Bedford Road RI32010**: The Old Bedford Road in the settlement of Blooming Point commencing at the intersection of Route 218 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(419) **Old Bedford Road RI32006**: The Old Bedford Road in the settlement of Blooming Point commencing at a point .5 km from the intersection of Route 218, a distance of 1.7 km.

(420) **Old Breadalbane/Barlow Road RI12102**: The Old Breadalbane/Barlow Road in the settlement of Pleasant Valley commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(421) Revoked by EC531/03.

(422) **Old Ferry Road RI31026**: The Old Ferry Road in the settlement of Bayside commencing at the intersection of RI31025 to the intersection of Road Index 31118, for a distance of 2.1 km.

(423) **Old Georgetown Road RI142076**: The Old Georgetown Road in the settlement of Wood Islands commencing at the intersection of Route 1 to the intersection of Route 23, a distance of 2.9 km.

(424) **Old Grand River Road RI31185**: The Old Grand River Road in the settlement of MacDougall commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the intersection of Route 131, a distance of 0.2 km.

(425) **Old Harbour Road RI32032**: The Old Harbour Road in the settlement of Grand Tracadie commencing at the intersection of RI32115 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(426) **Old Lakeshore Road RI123024**: The Old Lakeshore Road in the settlement of West St. Peters commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the intersection of Route 350, a distance of 0.9 km.

(427) **Old Montague South Road/Neilson Road RI33003**: The Old Montague South Road/Neilson Road in the settlement of Greenfield commencing at a point .1 km from the intersection of Route 320 to the intersection of Route 210, a distance of 2.1 km.

(428) **Old Mount Stewart Road RI33046**: The Old Mount Stewart Road in the settlement of St. Teresa commencing at a point .8 km from the intersection of Route 22 to the intersection of Route 5, a distance of 3.8 km.
(428.1) Revoked by EC334/07

(429) **Old Princetown Road RI12088**: The Old Princetown Road commencing at the intersection of Route 231 in the settlement of South Granville to the intersection of Warburton Road - RI12089, a distance of 2.7 km. *This road is also designated as a Scenic Heritage Road (see Schedule E).*

(430) **Old Road/Lady Slipper Road RI11029**: The Old Road/Lady Slipper Road in the settlement of Nail Pond commencing at the intersection of RI11028 to the intersection of Route 14, a distance of 0.2 km.

(431) **Old Ross Mill Road RI33090**: The Old Ross Mill Road commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of RI33072 to the end of the road.

(432) **Old Springton Road RI12099**: The Old Springton Road in the settlement of Springton commencing at the intersection of Route 225 to the intersection of Route 264, a distance of 1.2 km.

(433) **Old St. John Road RI31173**: The Old St. John Road in the settlement of Union Corner commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the intersection of RI31083, a distance of 2.1 km.

(434) **Old Tom Road RI11097**: The Old Tom Road in the settlement of Brockton commencing at a point 1.2 km from the intersection of Route 150 or from RI11098 to the intersection of Route 151, a distance of 3.2 km.

(435) **Old Tory Road RI31130**: The Old Tory Road in the settlement of Belmont Lot 16 commencing at the intersection of Route 123 north to the intersection of Route 123 south, a distance of 1.9 km.

(436) **Old Town Road RI31047**: The Old Town Road in the settlement of Baltic commencing at a point 1.4 km from the intersection of Route 103, a distance of 3.6 km.

(437) **Old Tryon Road RI12050**: The Old Tryon Road in the settlement of DeSable commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 1 for a distance of 0.2 km; thence to the intersection of Route 246, a distance of 0.1 km being designated as year round.

(438) **Osborne Road RI12110**: The Osborne Road in the settlement of Riverdale commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of the Bolger Park Road to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.
(439) **Oyster Cove Road RI31077**: The Oyster Cove Road in the settlement of Hamilton commencing at a point .5 km from the intersection of Route 104 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(440) **Palm Lane Road RI11015**: The Palm Lane Road in the settlement of Anglo Tignish commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.

(441) **Palmer Road RI31024**: The Palmer Road in the settlement of Arlington commencing at the intersection of Route 167 to the intersection of Route 12, a distance of 2.9 km.

(442) **Panmure Island Road RI53013**: The Panmure Island Road in the settlement of Panmure Island commencing at the intersection of Route 347 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(443) **Park Road/Campbells Cove Park Road RI13027**: The Campbells Cove Park Road in the settlement of Campbells Cove commencing at the intersection of Route 16 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(444) **Park Road RI13014**: The Park Road in the settlement of Souris River commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 305 for a distance of 1.8 km; thence to the intersection of Route 358, a distance of 0.3 km being designated as year round.

(445) **Park Road RI12161**: The Park Road in the settlement of Argyle Shore commencing at the intersection of Route 19 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(446) **Park Road RI22060**: The Park Road in the settlement of Canoe Cove commencing at the intersection of Route 19 for a distance of 0.4 km to the intersection of RI22136; thence commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of RI22136 designated year round; the balance of 0.4 km to the end of the road is designated seasonal.

(447) **Parker Cross Road RI22046**: The Parker Cross Road in the settlement of Ebenezer commencing at a point .2 km from the intersection of Route 224 to the intersection of Route 7, a distance of 2.4 km.

(448) **Pembrooke Road RI53009**: The Pembrooke Road in the settlement of Gaspereaux commencing at a distance of 1.6 km from the intersection of Route 17 to the intersection of Route 324 for a distance of 1.0 km.
(449) **Pensioners Road RI13118:** The Pensioners Road in the settlement of Bayfield commencing at the intersection of Route 16 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.1 km.

(450) **Perley Shaw Road RI22059:** The Perley Shaw Road in the settlement of New Arygle commencing at a point 1.0 km from the intersection of Route 19 to the intersection of RI22137, a distance of 0.4 km.

(451) **Perry Road RI12116:** The Perry Road in the settlement of St Patrick's commencing at the intersection of Route 228 to the intersection of Route 239, a distance of 2.2 km. *This road is also designated as a Scenic Heritage Road (see Schedule E).*

(452) **Perry Road RI31141:** The Perry Road in the settlement of St. Chrysostome commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.

(453) **Perth Station Road RI33039:** The Perth Station Road in the settlement of New Perth commencing at a point .8 km from the intersection of Route 3 to the intersection of Route 356, a distance of 3.4 km.

(454) **Petucket Road/Fort Augustus Road RI32088:** The Petucket Road/Fort Augustus Road in the settlement of Tarantum commencing at the intersection of RI32140 to the intersection of Route 215, a distance of 2.0 km.

(455) **Pickering Road RI12020:** The Pickering Road in the settlement of Seaview commencing at a point 1.0 km from the intersection of Route 20 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(456) **Pickering Road RI12008:** The Pickering Road in the settlement of Margate commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 6 to the intersection of the Frizzell Road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(457) **Pioneer Cemetery Road RI43023:** The unpaved portion of the Pioneer Cemetery Road commencing at the intersection of Route 18 in the settlement of Murray River to the start of the pavement.

(458) **Pioneer Cemetery Road RI42070:** The Pioneer Cemetery Road in the settlement of Flat River commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 1 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(459) **Pioneer Cemetery Road RI41037:** The Pioneer Cemetery Road in the settlement of North Carleton commencing at the intersection of Route 10 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.0 km.
(460) Pius Croken Road RI41050: The Pius Croken Road in the settlement of South Freetown commencing at a point 0.6 km from the intersection of Route 113 to the intersection of Route 8, a distance of 1.7 km.

(461) Placid Road RI31023: The Placid Road in the settlement of Northam commencing at the intersection of Route 167 for a distance of 1.2 km .7 km is inaccessible, the balance of 1.2 km remains seasonal to the District Line or RI21109.

(462) Point Deroche Road RI32008: The Point Deroche Road in the settlement of Point Deroche commencing at the intersection of Route 218 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.7 km.

(463) Point Prim Wharf Road RI42061: The Point Prim Wharf Road in the settlement of Point Prim commencing at the intersection of Route 209 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(464) Pond Road/Howe Point Road RI13092: The Pond Road/Howe Point Road in the settlement of Eglington commencing at a point 1.9 km from the intersection of Route 310 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(465) Portage Shore Road RI21022: The Portage Shore Road in the settlement of Enmore commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.1 km.

(466) Power Road RI33009: The Power Road in the settlement of Victoria Cross commencing at the intersection of Route 320 to the intersection of Route 210, a distance of .9 km.

(467) Power Road RI32063: The Power Road in the settlement of Mermaid commencing at a point 1 km from the intersection of Route 257 to the intersection of Route 21, a distance of 2.4 km.

(468) Pratt Road RI23050: The Pratt Road commencing at the intersection of Route 312 in the settlement of Forest Hill to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Southampton.

(469) Princetown Road RI12004: The Princetown Road in the settlement of Clinton commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 107 for a distance of 1.4 km to a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 8.

(470) Princetown Royalty Road RI31064: The Princetown Royalty Road in the settlement of Lower Malpeque commencing at a point .8 km
from the intersection of RI31066 to the end of the road, a distance of 2.2 km.

(471) Profitt’s Cottage Road RI12034: The Profitt’s Cottage Road in the settlement of Long River commencing at the intersection of Route 262 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(472) Provost Road RI11047: The Provost Road in the settlement of Leoville commencing at the intersection of Route 156 to the intersection of Route 158, a distance of 1.3 km.

(473) Rabbit Road RI33060: The Rabbit Road in the settlement of Bridgetown commencing at the intersection of Route 328 to the intersection of Route 312, a distance of 1.4 km.

(474) Rabbittown Road RI31171: The Rabbittown Road in the settlement of Miscouche commencing at a point .6 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the end of the road.

(475) Ramsays Road RI31066: The Ramsays Road in the settlement of Lower Malpeque commencing at a point 1.3 km from the intersection of RI31064, a distance of 0.4 km.

(476) Red Point Road RI32125: The Red Point Road in the settlement of Johnstons River commencing at a point 1.9 km from the intersection of Route 21 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(477) Red Point Park Road RI13133: The paved portion of the Red Point Park Road commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Red Point to the end of the road, a distance of 1.3 km.

(478) Redmond Road RI33055: The Redmond Road in the settlement of Corraville commencing at a point .5 km from the intersection of Route 313 to the intersection of Route 337, a distance of 0.7 km.

(479) Reg McInnis Road RI32018: The Reg McInnis Road in the settlement of Covehead commencing at the intersection of Route 218 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.8 km.

(480) Reid Road RI41053: The Reid Road in the settlement of Middleton commencing at a distance of 0.6 km from the intersection of Route 111 for a distance of 0.1 km, the balance of 0.7 km remains inaccessible to the intersection of RI41055.

(481) Reid Road RI31092: The Reid Road in the settlement of Mount Carmel commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.2 km.
(482) **Rice Point Road RI22081**: The Rice Point Road in the settlement of Nine Mile Creek commencing at a point .6 km from the intersection of Route 19 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(483) **Rice Point Wharf Road RI22141**: The Rice Point Wharf Road in the settlement of Rice Point commencing at the intersection of Route 19 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(484) **Richard Road RI31179**: The Richard road in the settlement of Cape Egmont commencing at a point .1 km from the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(485) **Ricks Road RI11085**: The Ricks Road in the settlement of Huntley commencing at the intersection of the Oliver/Lewis Road RI11084, a distance of 0.6 km.

(486) **Rileys Road RI53012**: The Rileys Road in the settlement of Gaspereaux commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 347 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.

(487) **Rink Road RI21037**: The Rink Road commencing at the intersection of Route 169 in the settlement of Tyne Valley to the intersection of Route 12 in the settlement of Tyne Valley for a distance of 0.6 km.

(488) **River Road RI12032**: The River Road in the settlement of Long River commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 262 to the end of the road, a distance of 2.0 km.

(489) **Roache Road RI31151**: The Roache Road in the settlement of Darnley commencing at the intersection of Route 20 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(490) **Road Off the Girl Guide Camp Road RI53002**: The Road Off the Girl Guide Camp Road in the settlement of Point Pleasant commencing at the intersection of the Girl Guide Camp Road to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(491) **Robertson Road RI33076**: The Robertson Road in the settlement of Poplar Point commencing at a point 0.8 km from the intersection of Route 310 north to the intersection of Route 341, a distance of 1.0 km; thence commencing at the intersection of Route 310 south to the end of the road, a distance of 1.0 km.

(492) **Robertson Road RI33089**: The Robertson Road commencing at the intersection of Route 310 in the settlement of Poplar Point to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.
(493) **Roseberry/Prince Creek Road RI42068:** The Roseberry/Prince Creek Road in the settlement of Flat River commencing at the intersection of Route 207 to the intersection of Route 208, a distance of 1.7 km.

(494) **Ross Road RI12036:** The Ross Road in the settlement of Springton/Brookvale commencing at the intersection of Route 225 to the intersection of Route 13, a distance of 4.0 km.

(495) **Roxbury Dump Road RI11134:** The portion of the Roxbury Dump Road in the settlement of Roxbury commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of the Trout River Road RI11133 for a distance of 0.5 km.

(496) **Ryan’s Road RI11086:** The Ryan’s Road in the settlement of Huntley commencing at the intersection of Route 151 to the intersection of Route 152, a distance of 1.3 km.

(497) **Sailor Hope Road RI53061:** The Sailor Hope Road in the settlement of Howe Bay commencing at a distance of 1.8 km from the intersection of Route 310 to the intersection of RI53103, a distance of 1.0 km.

(498) **Sandy Cove Park Road RI31117:** The Sandy Cove Park Road in the settlement of Miscouche commencing at the intersection of RI31010 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(499) **Savage Harbour Cottages Road RI23772:** The Savage Harbour Cottages Road in the settlement of Savage Harbour commencing at the intersection of Route 218 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(500) **Schurman’s Shore Road RI41092:** The Schurman’s Shore Road in the settlement of New Annan commencing at the intersection of Route 180 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(501) **Scully Road RI23064:** The Scully Road commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Marie to the end of the road, a distance of 2.0 km.

(501.1) **Seal River Road RI53154:** The 66 foot wide public right-of-way extending in a straight line from the intersection of the Seal River Road with the northwest corner of property number 166892 in the Community of Cardigan North to the north shore of the Seal River, a distance of 0.75 km.
(502) Seaman’s Road RI12063: The Seaman’s Road in the settlement of Springfield commencing at the intersection of Route 254 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(503) Searletown Road RI41041: The Searletown Road in the settlement of Searletown commencing at a distance of 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 112 to the intersection of Route 10 for a distance of 0.7 km.

(504) Seaweed Road RI31124: The Seaweed Road in the settlement of Victoria West commencing at the intersection of Route 11 and RI31125 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.2 km.

(505) Shaw Road/Neil McCormack Road RI53059: The Shaw Road/Neil McCormack Road in the settlement of Little Pond commencing at the intersection of RI53107 or RI53056 Eugene Macdonald Road to the end of the road, a distance of 1.1 km.

(506) Shaw Road RI53063: The Shaw Road in the settlement of Albion Cross commencing at the intersection of Route 332 to the intersection of Route 4, a distance of 2.6 km.

(507) Sheehan Road RI13046: The Sheehan Road commencing at the intersection of Route 307 in the settlement of Bear River for a distance of 2.5 km.

(508) Sherry Road RI31133: The Sherry Road in the settlement of Hamilton commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Road Index 31077 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(509) Shields Road RI11092: The portion of the Shield Road in the settlement of St. Edward commencing a point 1.0 km from the intersection of Route 152 to the intersection of Route 151, a distance of 2.1 km.

(510) Shore Acres Road RI22062: The Shore Acres Road in the settlement of Meadow Bank commencing at a point 1.5 km from the end of the road, a distance of 0.1 km.

(511) Shore Road RI11037: The Shore Road in the settlement of Pleasant View commencing at the intersection of Route 14 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(512) Shore Road RI31099: The Shore Road in the settlement of Cape Egmont commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.
(513) **Shore Road RI31186**: The Shore Road in the settlement of Maximeville commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(514) **Shore Road RI43018**: The Shore Road in the settlement of White Sands commencing at the intersection of Route 18 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(515) **Shore/Seaweed/Sandy Cove Road RI31011**: The Shore/Seaweed/Sandy Cove Road in the settlement of Miscouche commencing at the intersection of RI31010 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(516) **Shore Road RI11017**: The Shore Road in the settlement of Anglo Tignish commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(517) **Sigsworth Road RI33061**: The Sigsworth Road commencing at the intersection of Route 4 in the settlement of Glenfanning to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Cardross.

(518) **Simpson Road RI31065**: The Simpson Road in the settlement of Lower Malpeque commencing at the intersection of RI31064 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(519) **Sloane Road RI53077**: The Sloane Road in the settlement of Newport commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of RI53134 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(520) **Smallwood Road RI21076**: The Smallwood Road in the settlement of Knutsford commencing at the intersection of route 142 to the intersection of Route 140, a distance of 3.4 km.

(520.1) **Snowie Road RI22072**: The unpaved portion of the Snowie Road that lies between Route 6 in the settlement of Rusticoville and Route 13 in the settlement of Mayfield.

(521) **Snowie Road Extension RI22066**: The Snowie Road Extension in the settlement of Mayfield commencing at the intersection of Road Index 22072 to the intersection of Route 13, a distance of 1.3 km.

(522) **Solom Gallant Road RI41264**: The Solom Gallant road in the settlement of New Annan commencing at a point 0.1 km from the end of the road, a distance of 1.4 km.

(523) **Somers Road RI53128**: The Somers Road in the settlement of St. Georges commencing at a distance of 0.2 km from Route 311 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.4 km.
(524) **Southwest Road RI11082**: The portion of the Southwest Road in the settlement of Huntley commencing at a point 1.6 km from the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.0 km.

(525) **St. Chrysostome Road RI31040**: The St. Chrysostome Road in the settlement of St. Chrysostome commencing at a point .4 km from the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(526) **St. Georges Road RI33027**: The St. Georges Road in the settlement of Cardigan commencing at the intersection of Route 311 to the District Line, a distance of 2.6 km.

(527) **St. John Road RI31083**: The St. John Road in the settlement of Union Corner commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 3.8 km.

(528) **St. Patricks Road RI12176**: The St. Patricks Road in the settlement of St. Patricks commencing at the intersection of Route 224 to the intersection of the Toronto Road, a distance of 3.0 km.

(528.1) **St. Peters Harbour West Road RI23020**: The St. Peters Harbour West road in the settlement of West St. Peters commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 2 to the intersection of RI23767, a distance of 1.2 km.

(529) **Steele's Lane Extension RI13018**: The unpaved portion of the Steele's Lane Extension commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Chepstow to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(529.1) **Stevenson Road**: The Stevenson Road, commencing at the intersection with Route 225 in the Community of Springton, for a distance of 0.1 kilometres.

(530) **Stewart Point Road RI42049**: The Stewart Point Road in the settlement of Belle River commencing at a point 0.9 km from the intersection of Route 1 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(531) **Stone Arch Road RI53016**: The Stone Arch Road in the settlement of Georgetown Royalty commencing at the intersection of Route 342 to the intersection of Route 3, for a distance of 1.0 km.

(532) **Storey Lane RI42003**: The Storey Lane in the settlement of Millview commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 3 for a distance of 1.5 km; the balance of 0.9 km to the intersection of Route 213 is inaccessible.
(533) **Strang Road RI31082**: The Strang Road in the settlement of St. Nicholas commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 3.4 km.

(534) **Sugar Camp Road RI31119**: The Sugar Camp Road in the settlement of St. Gilbert commencing at the intersection of Route 135 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(535) **Sullivan Road RI21010**: The Sullivan Road in the settlement of Foxley River commencing at the intersection of RI21152 the Tory Road for a distance of 0.7 km.

(536) **Suppen/Caseley Road RI31153**: The Suppen/Caseley Road in the settlement of Malpeque commencing at the intersection of Route 20 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(537) **Swamp Road/Angus Lane RI33016**: The Swamp Road/Angus Lane in the settlement of Brudenell commencing at the intersection of Route 319 north to the intersection of Route 319 south, a distance of 1.6 km.

(538) **Taesel Road RI53054**: The Taesel Road in the settlement of Annandale commencing at the intersection of RI53109 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(539) **Terry Bowlan Road RI21063**: The Terry Bowlan Road in the settlement of Coleman commencing at a point 1.3 km from the intersection of Route 14 to the intersection of Route 138, a distance of 3.5 km.

(540) **Thompson Road/Waite Shore Road RI41036**: The Thompson Road/Waite Shore Road in the settlement of Sherbrooke commencing at the intersection of Route 180 for a distance of 0.7 km; the balance of 0.5 km remains inaccessible.

(541) **Thorton Road RI43011**: The Thorton Road in the settlement of Lower Montague commencing at the intersection of Route 17 to the intersection of RI43030, a distance of 1.4 km.

(542) **Thril Hill Road RI41014**: The Thrill Hill Road in the settlement of Maple Plains commencing at the intersection of Route 114 to the intersection of Route 115, a distance of 1.6 km.

(543) **Thunder Cove Road RI31073**: The Thunder Cove Road in the settlement of Lower Darnley commencing at a point 1.0 km from the intersection of RI31071, a distance of 0.2 km.
(544) **Toate/Joe MacLean Road RI21066:** The Toate/Joe MacLean Road in the settlement of Milo commencing at the intersection of Route 164 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(545) **Todd Road RI12114:** The Todd Road in the settlement of DeSable commencing at the intersection of Route 246 to the intersection of RI12113, a distance of 2.1 km.

(546) **Torbell Road RI23086:** The unpaved portion of the Torbell Road commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 336 in the settlement of Cable Head West to the intersection of Route 313 in the settlement of Greenwich.

(547) **Toronto Road RI12070:** The Toronto Road in the settlement of Hope River commencing at the intersection of RI12071 to the intersection of Road Index 22074.

(548) **Toronto Road Extension RI22073:** The Toronto Road in the settlement of Toronto commencing at a point .9 km from the intersection of Route 241 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(549) **Tory Road RI21152:** The Tory Road in the settlement of Foxley River commencing at a point 1.3 km from Route 12 to the end of the road.

(550) **Trout River Road RI11133:** The Trout River Road in the settlement of Roxbury commencing at a point 0.8 km from the intersection of Route 12 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.7 km.

(551) **Tryon Point/Bell Point Road RI41005:** The Tryon Point/Bell Point Road in the settlement of Lower Tryon commencing at a distance 2.4 km from the intersection of Route 10 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(552) **Tuplin Road RI21006:** The Tuplin Road in the settlement of Freeland commencing at the intersection of Route 174 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(553) **Tuplin Road RI21071:** The Tuplin Road in the settlement of West Devon commencing at the intersection of Route 138 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.6 km.

(554) **Union Corner Road RI31090:** The Union Corner Road in the settlement of Union Corner commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Union Corner Park Road RI31089 to the intersection of the St. John Road RI31083.
(555) Union Park Road RI31089: The Union Park Road in the settlement of Union Corner commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road.

(556) Vernon Muttart Road RI41029: The Vernon Muttart Road in the settlement of Carleton commencing at point .2 km from the intersection of RI41032 to the intersection of Route 1, a distance of 1.5 km.

(557) Victoria Street RI33030: Victoria Street in the settlement of Cardigan commencing at a point .2 km from the intersection of Route 311 to the intersection of RI33029, a distance of 1.0 km.

(558) Waite Road RI41038: The Waite Road in the settlement of Sherbrooke commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 180 for a distance of 0.6 km; thence to the intersection of Route 2, a distance of .4 km being designated year round.

(559) Warren Road RI11240: The Warren Road in the settlement of Alma commencing at the intersection of Route 2 to the intersection of the Wells Road RI11098, a distance of 2.6 km.

(560) Waterside Road RI42002: The Waterside Road in the settlement of Mount Mellick commencing at a distance of 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 1 for a distance of 1.2 km; then for a distance of 1.8 km to the intersection of Route 1A.

(561) Watson Road RI11110: The Watson road in the settlement of Roseville commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 14 to the end of the road.

(562) Watts Road RI32039: The Watts Road in the settlement of Grand Tracadie commencing at a point 0.7 km from the intersection of RI32031 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.2 km.

(563) Warburton Road RI12089: The Warburton Road in the settlement of Fredericton commencing at the intersection of Route 2 to the intersection of Route 239, a distance of 5.1 km. This road is also designated as a Scenic Heritage Road (see Schedule E).

(564) Weatherbee Road RI33072: The Weatherbee Road in the settlement of Dundas commencing at a point .3 km from the intersection of Route 328 to the intersection of RI33070, a distance of 1.5 km.

(565) Wells Road RI11098: The portion of the Wells Road in the settlement of Elmsdale commencing at a point 2.0 km from the
intersection of Route 2 for a distance of 2.5 km and being a distance of
0.3 km from the intersection of the Old Tom Road RI11097.

(566) **Westaway Road RI53141:** The Westaway Road in the
settlement of Albion commencing at the intersection of Route 17 to the
end of the road, a distance of 2.9 km.

(567) **Wharf Road RI12031:** The Wharf Road in the settlement of
Long River commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route
234 to the intersection of RI12034, a distance of 1.2 km.

(568) **Wharf Road RI22063:** The Wharf Road in the settlement of
Meadow Bank commencing at the intersection of Route 265 to the end of
the road, a distance of 1.2 km.

(569) **Wharf Road RI22118:** The Wharf Road in the settlement of
York Point commencing at the York Point Road Extension to the end of
the road, a distance of 1.1 km.

(570) **Wharf Road RI22097:** The Wharf Road in the settlement of
Churchill commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 1
to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(571) **Wharf Road RI22078:** The Wharf Road in the settlement of
Anglo Rustico commencing at the intersection of Route 243 to the end of
the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(572) **Wharf/Rocky Point Road RI22138:** The Wharf/Rocky Point
Road in the settlement of Rocky Point commencing at the intersection of
RI22086 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(573) **Wheeler Road RI42030:** The Wheeler Road in the settlement of
Lyndale commencing at the intersection of Route 210 to the end of the
road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(574) **Wightmans Point Road RI43030:** The Wightmans Point Road
in the settlement of Lower Montague commencing at a distance of 3.1
km from RI43011 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.7 km.

(575) **Whitty’s Road RI11120:** The Whitty’s Road in the settlement of
Brooklyn commencing at the intersection of RI11119 to the end of the
road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(576) **Wildcat Road RI23775:** The Wildcat Road in the settlement of
Savage Harbour commencing at a point 0.7 km from the intersection of
Route 218 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.
(577) **Wood Islands Cemetery Road RI42076**: The Wood Islands Cemetery Road in the settlement of Mount Vernon commencing at the intersection of Route 202 to the intersection of Route 315, a distance of 1.6 km.

(577.1) **Woodside Road RI12006**: The Woodside Road (formerly Frizzell Road) in the settlement of Margate commencing at a point 1.35 km from the intersection of Route 6, to the shore, a distance of 0.99 km.

(578) **Millman Road RI12030**: The unpaved portion of the Millman Road commencing at the intersection of Route 234 in the settlement of Burlington to the intersection of Route 101 in the settlement of Irishtown. A portion of this road is also designated as a Scenic Heritage Road (see Schedule E).

(579) **Wright Road RI41286**: The Wright Road in the settlement of Middleton commencing at the intersection of Route 111 west to the intersection of Route 111 east, a distance of 0.3 km.

(580) **Wright Road RI41040**: The Wright Road in the settlement of North Carleton commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of RI41039 to the intersection RI41042, a distance 0.9 km.

(581) **Road Index 11027**: Road Index 11027 in the settlement of Nail Pond commencing at the intersection of Route 14 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(582) **Road Index 11058**: Road Index 11058 in the settlement of Peterville commencing at the intersection of Route 156 to the intersection of Route 159, a distance of 1.1 km.

(583) **Road Index 12029**: Road Index 12029 in the settlement of Irishtown commencing at the intersection of Route 101 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(584) **Road Index 12056**: Road Index 12056 in the settlement of Argyle Shore commencing at the intersection of Route 19 to the intersection of RI12157, a distance of 1.5 km.

(585) **Road Index 12060**: Road Index 12060 in the settlement of South Granville commencing at a point 0.1 km from the intersection of Route 231 for a distance of 0.2 km and RI12060 commencing at the intersection of Route 254 for a distance of 0.2 km.

(586) **Road Index 12093**: Road Index 12093 in the settlement of Hazlegrove commencing at the intersection of Route 2 to the end of the road.
(587) **Road Index 12135**: Road Index 12135 in the settlement of Stanchel commencing at the intersection of Route 225 to the intersection of Route 246, a distance of 0.2 km.

(588) **Road Index 12152**: Road Index 12152 in the settlement of South Granville commencing at the intersection of Route 240 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(589) **Road Index 12159**: Road Index 12159 in the settlement of DeSable commencing at the intersection of Route 19 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(590) **Road Index 12170**: Road Index 12170 in the settlement of Hampton commencing at the intersection of Route 1 to the intersection of RI12162, a distance of 0.4 km.

(591) **Road Index 13016**: The unpaved portion of Road Index 13016 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Chepstow to RI13135.

(592) **Road Index 13028**: Road Index 13028 in the settlement of Fairfield commencing at the intersection of Route 16 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.5 km.

(593) **Road Index 13040**: The unpaved portion of Road Index 13040 commencing at a point 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 302 in the settlement of East Baltic to the intersection of Route 303.

(594) **Road Index 13122**: The unpaved portion of Road Index 13122 commencing at the intersection of Route 16 in the settlement of Hermanville to the Kelly Road RI13045.

(595) **Road Index 21072**: Road Index 21072 in the settlement of Alaska commencing at the intersection of Route 138 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(596) **Road Index 22074**: Road Index 22074 in the settlement of Toronto commencing at the intersection of Route 241 to the intersection of RI12070, a distance of 1.6 km.

(597) **Road Index 22085**: Road Index 22085 in the settlement of Rocky Point commencing a 0.3 km.

(598) **Road Index 22107**: Road Index 22107 in the Village of North Rustico commencing at the intersection of Route 243 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.
(599) **Road Index 23005**: Road Index 23005 commencing at the intersection of Route 321 in the settlement of Bangor to the intersection of RI23004.

(600) **Road Index 23021**: Road Index 23021 commencing at a point 0.5 km from RI23020 to the end of the highway, a distance of 1.0 km.

(601) **Road Index 23070**: Road Index 23070 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Midgell to the end of the road, a distance of 1.1 km.

(602) **Road Index 23082**: Road Index 23082 commencing at the intersection of route 336 in the settlement of Cable Head East to the end of the road, a distance of 0.1 km.

(603) **Road Index 23084**: Road Index 23084 commencing at the intersection of route 336 in the settlement of Cable Head West to the end of the road, a distance of 1.1 km.

(604) **Road Index 23749**: Road Index 23749 in the settlement of Forest Hill commencing at the intersection of Route 312 to the intersection of Route 328 for a distance of 0.5 km.

(605) **Road Index 23771**: Road Index 23771 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Bristol to the end of the road, a distance of 1.4 km.

(606) **Road Index 23776**: Road Index 23776 in the settlement of Savage Harbour commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 218 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(607) **Road Index 23781**: Road Index 23781 in the settlement of West St. Peters commencing at the intersection of Route 350 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(608) **Road Index 23786**: Road Index 23786 in the settlement of Cable Head commencing at the intersection of Route 16 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(609) **Road Index 23791**: Road Index 23791 in the settlement of West St. Petes commencing at the intersection of Route 350 to the end of the road, a distance of .5 km.

(610) **Road Index 31017**: Road Index 31017 in the settlement of MacDougall commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the intersection of Route 131, a distance of 1.3 km.
(611) **Road Index 31088:** Road Index 31088 in the settlement of Mont Carmel commencing at the intersection of Route 165 to the end of the road, a distance of 1.2 km.

(612) **Road Index 31118:** Road Index 31118 in the settlement of Bayside commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the intersection of RI31026 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(613) **Road Index 31118:** Road Index 31118 in the settlement of Bayside commencing at the intersection of Route 12 to the intersection of RI31026 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(614) **Road Index 31139:** Road Index 31139 in the settlement of St. Chrysostome commencing at the intersection of RI31039 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.9 km.

(615) **Road Index 31184:** Road Index 31184 in the settlement of Cape Egmont commencing at the intersection of Route 11 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.8 km.

(616) **Road Index 32108:** Road Index 32108 in the settlement of Covehead commencing at a point .5 km from the intersection of Route 25 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(617) **Road Index 32146:** Road Index 32146 in the settlement of Brackley Beach commencing at a distance 0.5 km from the intersection of Route 15 to the intersection of RI32152, a distance of 0.6 km.

(618) **Road Index 33037:** Road Index 33037 in the settlement of Summerville commencing at the intersection of Route 320 to the intersection of Route 22, a distance of 1.5 km.

(619) **Road Index 33067:** Road Index 33067 commencing at the intersection of Route 327 in the settlement of Mount Hope to the intersection of RI23056.

(620) **Road Index 33069:** Road Index 33069 commencing at the intersection of Route 339 in the settlement of Dundas for a distance of 2.4 km.

(621) **Road Index 33069:** Road Index 33069 in the settlement of Upton commencing at the intersection of Route 339 to the intersection of Route 328 for a distance of 2.4 km.

(622) **Road Index 33080:** Road Index 33080 commencing at the intersection of Route 2 in the settlement of Five Houses to the intersection of Route 327 in the settlement of Mount Hope.
(623) **Road Index 41062**: Road Index 41062 in the settlement of Bedeque commencing at a distance of 0.3 km from the intersection of RI41042 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.2 km.

(624) **Road Index 41068**: Road Index 41068 in the settlement of Lower Bedeque commencing at the intersection of Route 112 for a distance of 1.6 km.

(625) **Road Index 41070**: Road Index 41070, Sherry Road, in the settlement of Fernwood commencing at a point 0.68 km from the intersection of Route 119, for a distance of 0.6 km.

(626) **Road Index 41147**: Road Index 41147 in the settlement of Chelton commencing at the intersection of RI41044 for a distance of 0.2 km.

(627) **Road Index 41164**: Road Index 41164 in the settlement of Cape Traverse Landing commencing at the intersection of RI41026 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km.

(628) **Road Index 42039**: Road Index 42039 in the settlement of Lower Newtown commencing at the intersection of Route 1 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.6 km.

(629) **Road Index 42056**: Road Index 42056 in the settlement of Caledonia commencing at the intersection of Route 325 to the intersection of Route 317, a distance of 0.2 km.

(630) **Road Index 42065**: Road Index 42065 in the settlement of Pinette commencing at a distance of 1.6 km from the intersection of Route 1 to the end of the road for a distance of 0.4 km.

(631) **Road Index 43103**: Road Index 43103 in the settlement of Caledonia from the intersection of Route 315 to the intersection of Route 318, a distance of 0.6 km

(632) **Road Index 53024**: Road Index 53024 in the Community of Georgetown commencing at the intersection of Route 342 to the intersection of RI53150, a distance of 0.4 km.

(633) **Road Index 53121**: Road Index 53121 in the settlement of Pembroke commencing at the intersection of Route 17 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.4 km.

(634) **Road Index 21163**: Road Index 21163 in the settlement of Cape Wolfe commencing at the intersection of Route 14 to the end of the road, a distance of 0.3 km. (EC580/95; 634/95; 706/95; 172/99; 212/00;
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SCHEDULE E
SCENIC HERITAGE ROADS

1. The following unpaved highways and parts thereof are designated as scenic heritage roads:

(a) in Kings County,
   (i) Route 303, New Harmony Road: The New Harmony Road in the settlement of New Harmony between Glen Road - Route 304 and Greenvale Road - RI 13040, a distance of 2.4 km,
   (ii) Route 325, County Line Road: The County Line Road dividing Kings and Queens Counties in the settlement of Caledonia, commencing at the intersection of Route 315 and proceeding north for a distance of 2.6 km, and
   (iii) Mellish Pond Road RI33012: The Mellish Pond Road in the settlement of New Perth commencing at a point 1.3 km from the intersection of Route 3 to the intersection of MacDonald Road - RI33011, a distance of 1.7 km;

(b) in Queens County,
   (i) Route 205, Klondyke Road: The Klondyke Road in the settlement of Oceanview commencing at the intersection of Selkirk Road - Route 23 to the intersection of Murray Harbour Road - Route 24, a distance of 4.8 km,
   (ii) Route 227, Junction Road: The Junction Road in the settlement of Hartsville commencing at a point 0.4 km from the intersection of Route 225 to a point 0.9 km from the intersection of Route 264, a distance of 2.2 km,
   (iii) Jack’s Road RI42069: The Jack’s Road in the settlement of Flat River commencing at the intersection of Route 207 to the intersection of Route 1, a distance of 4.0 km,
   (iv) Old Princetown Road RI12088: The Old Princetown Road in the settlement of South Granville commencing at the intersection of Millvale Road - Route 231 to the intersection of Warburton Road - RI12089, a distance of 2.7 km.
   (v) Perry Road RI12116: The Perry Road in the settlement of St. Patricks commencing at the intersection of Route 228 to the intersection of Route 239, a distance of 2.2 km,
   (vi) Warburton Road RI12089: The Warburton Road in the settlement of Fredericton commencing at the intersection of Route 2 to the intersection of Route 239, a distance of 5.1 km, and
   (vii) Millman Road RI12030: The Millman Road in the settlement of Burlington commencing at a point 0.3 km from the intersection of Route 101 to a point 0.38 km from the intersection of Route 234, a distance of 1.34 km;

(c) in Prince County,
(i) Hackeney Road RI11138: The portion of the Hackeney Road in the settlement of Mill River commencing at a point 0.2 km from the intersection of Route 136 to the intersection of Route 142, a distance of 2.3 km, and
(ii) Wall’s Road RI41084: The Wall’s Road in the settlement of South Freetown commencing at a point 0.9 km from the intersection of Route 111 to the intersection of Route 113, a distance of 1.3 km. (EC580/95; 209/07; 291/09)
SCHEDULE F-1

1. This schedule applies to any infilling areas, identified in Schedule A-3, in the following Cities and Towns:
   (a) Charlottetown;
   (b) Summerside;
   (c) Alberton;
   (d) Cornwall;
   (e) Georgetown;
   (f) Kensington;
   (g) Montague;
   (h) Souris;
   (i) Stratford.(EC580/05)
1. This schedule applies to the following City, Towns and Communities, or parts thereof:
   (a) Charlottetown;
   (b) Summerside;
   (c) Alberton;
   (d) Borden;
   (e) Cornwall;
   (f) Georgetown;
   (g) Kensington;
   (h) Montague;
   (i) Souris;
   (j) Stratford;
   (k) Abrams Village;
   (l) Bedeque;
   (m) Cardigan;
   (n) Central Bedeque;
   (o) Crapaud;
   (p) Hunter River;
   (q) Kinkora;
   (r) Miminegash;
   (s) Miscouche;
   (t) Morell;
   (u) Mount Stewart;
   (v) Murray Harbour;
   (w) Murray River;
   (x) North Rustico;
   (y) O’Leary;
   (z) that portion of the Resort Municipality of Stanley Bridge, Hope River, Bayview, Cavendish and North Rustico consisting of
      (i) Route 6 between the intersection of Route 6 with the Simpson Mill Road and a point 920 meters east of the intersection of Route 6 with Route 13, being the projection of the existing boundary between property number 584987 and property number 232470,
      (ii) the Simpson Mill Road south from the intersection of the Simpson Mill Road with Route 6 to the boundary of the Resort Municipality of Stanley Bridge, Hope River, Bayview, Cavendish and North Rustico, and
      (iii) Route 13 south from the intersection of Route 13 with Route 6 to the southern boundary of Marco Polo Land, property number 232298, being a distance of 1210 metres.
   (aa) St.Louis;
   (ab) St.Peters Bay;
   (ac) Tignish;
(ad) Tyne Valley;
(ae) Victoria; and
(af) Wellington;(EC580/95)
SCHEDULE G
SIGHT DISTANCE STANDARDS FOR ENTRANCE WAYS

1. (1) Entrance ways to be used or established on highways shall have a minimum sight distance to be measured by the following calculations:

(2) A vehicle operator approaching an access driveway with eye level 1.05 metres above grade shall be able to see any object larger than 0.4 metres in height at an entrance way for a minimum distance as specified in Table G-1.

**TABLE G-1**
MINIMUM SAFE STOPPING DISTANCE REQUIREMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Minimum Safe Stopping Site Distance (metres)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arterial Highways</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial Highways within infilling areas of cities and towns Identified in Schedule “F-1”</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector Highways</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector Highways within municipalities identified in Schedule “F-2”</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Highways identified in Schedule “C-1”</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Highways identified in Schedule “C-2” and paved local highways, other than subdivision streets, not identified in Schedules “C-1” or “C-2”</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpaved Local Highways identified in Schedule “C-3”</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Highways within municipalities identified in Schedule “F-2”</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subdivision Streets</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal Highways</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within 200 metres of a right-of-way control sign on any highway identified in Schedules B, C-1, C-2, C-3 or D</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within 200 metres of the shore end of any highway, identified in Schedule C-3 or D, which ends at the shore</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(EC580/95;472/96; 420/10)
SCHEDULE H
FEES

1. The following fees apply pursuant to these regulations:

The fee for processing an entrance way permit application shall be $25, payable at the time an application is submitted for consideration. (EC580/95)